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MOTTO 
 
 
 
And whatever of comfort you enjoy, it is from Allah. Then, when misfortune 
reacheth you, unto him you cry for help. 
(QS. An-Nahl: 53) 
 
 
“Barangsiapa menjadikan dunia sebagai tujuan hidupnya, niscaya Allah akan 
mencerai-beraikan urusannya dan menjadikan kefaqiran membayangi kedua 
matanya, dan dunia tidaklah datang kepadanya melainkan apa yang telah 
ditetapkan baginya. Dan barangsiapa yang menjadikan akhirat sebagai tujuan 
hidupnya, maka Allah akan mengumpulkan segala urusannya dan menjadikan 
kekayaan memenuhi hatinya, dan dunia mendatanginya dalam keadaan hina.” 
(HR. Ibnu Maajah) 
 
 
Ketika kamu terhimpit, janganlah menjerit. Jangan berkeluh kesah, seakan kamu 
sudah putus asa. Berdo‟alah dengan keyakinan dan mintalah jalan keluar! Bukalah 
mata dan mulailah mencari. 
(Indah Nurliana) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Nurliana, Indah. 2017. A Sociolinguistics Analysis of Code Mixing Between 
English and Indonesian Used by the Students in Bilingual Program (A Case Study 
in Bilingual Program of the Sixth Semester Students of IAIN Surakarta in 
Academic Year 2016/2017. English Education, Islamic Education and Teacher 
Training Faculty. 
 
Advisors : Dr. H. Giyoto, M. Hum. 
 
Key words : Sociolinguistics, Code Mixing, Bilingual Program. 
 
This research describes the types of code mixing between English and 
Indonesia used by the students in Bilingual program of the sixth semester students 
in IAIN Surakarta. The objectives of this research are (1) to get description 
concerning the types of code mixing between English and Indonesian used by the 
students in bilingual program of the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta. (2) 
to find out the reason of the students in using code mixing in bilingual program of 
the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta. 
The kind of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The data of the 
research are taken from the subjects during the term of observation and opinions 
of the interview. The researcher made the observation in order to know the types 
of code mixing between English and Indonesian used by the students in bilingual 
program. When the researcher did the interview, the researcher asks one by one of 
the students to know about their reason why they used code mixing in their 
utterance. In this research, the researcher take three groups that have been 
represented every subject in bilingual program of IAIN Surakarta. 
The result of the research showed that there are six types of code mixing in 
Bilingual program. Those are: word level, phrase level, clause level, baster level, 
reduplication level and idiom level. The researcher found that the highest number 
of code mixings‟ usage in the Bilingual program are code mixing word level 
which attains 39 data with 44.8 % and the fewest number of code mixings usage 
in the Bilingual program is code mixing in baster level, reduplication level, and 
code mixing of idioms level in which each of them only 1 data with 14 %. The 
research also found the reason of code mixing. The researcher found that the 
highest reason of code mixings‟ usage by the students that they have less 
vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 This chapter discusses about introduction. Introduction is the beginning 
of this research. The researcher discusses seven points. It includes the background 
of the study, identification of problems, the limitation of the problems, 
formulation of the problem, the objective of the study, the benefit of the study, 
and the definition of key term. 
A. Background of the Study 
God creates the human beings as the most precious creation and the 
crown of the whole God‟s creation. Human are different from the other 
creation, because human are given intelligence to think. Human do not live 
alone. They are created as a social creature that can interact with others. In 
addition, human live together and communicate with each others. 
Life is meaningless without communication. Communication is a basic 
human activity. People should communicate with others because 
communication is essential thing to live in society. Through communication, 
human interact each others in daily life activities such as at home, office, 
market, and community. Communication is very important in human life 
because human are social beings who need each other. Their daily activities 
will run well if they use effective of communication. 
Tarigan (2009: 14) argues that communication is the exchange of ideas 
and information with other people. Communication consists speaker (sender), 
a message is sent or forwarded, the goal of delivering a message, and the 
recipient. While Canale (1984) cited in Tarigan (2009: 14) defines 
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communication is the exchange and negotiation of information between two or 
more people. It can be used with the symbols of verbal and non-verbal modes, 
oral and written/ visual, as well as the processes of production and 
comprehension. 
The main instrument of communication is language. Language is a system 
or symbol which is used as a communication tool to cooperate, interact and 
identify yourself. Language is the most important component in human life. 
Human can not continue their survival properly and regularly without 
language. They cannot interact easily if they do not understand the language 
used. The language is the communication tool. Therefore, there is the 
relationship between language and communication in the life. Anderson 
(1972) cited in Tarigan (2009: 3) states that there are eight basic principles of 
language such as: language is a system; language is vocal (speech sounds); 
language composed of symbols arbiter; every language is unique or 
distinctive; language built from habits; language is a communication tool; 
language relates the culture closely; and language is dynamic. 
Language is the most effective tool in communication in order to convey 
ideas, thoughts and objectives to others. Without a language, people will face 
some problems when they do their activities and communication with others. 
Tarigan (2009: 2-3) argues that if human have good language competency, 
they can be expected to be able to communicate with others nicely and 
smoothly, either verbal or written. They also can be expected to be good 
listeners and speakers, into a comprehensive readers and writers who are 
skilled in everyday life.” 
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In language learning, language and society cannot be separated, as well as 
in the study of sociolinguistics. The study between language and society called 
Sociolinguistics. Biber, D &Finegan, E (1994: i) states that: 
Sociolinguistics is the study of language in use. It focusses on the 
relationship between language and society. It is the principal concern 
address linguistic variation across social groups and the range of 
communicative situations in which women and men deploy their verbal 
repertoires. 
 
Sociolinguistics could become a field of study for their selections in 
language use. The field of sociolinguistics is focused on the possibility of 
choice that can be made within the community regarding the use of language 
varieties. Every country has own original language that can be used among 
the people from many regions, which is called as the national language. By 
understanding their language, they can communicate with other people 
around the world. In the period of time, language has developed and changed 
in variations depends on its influence. In this modern era, people need 
mastering of the international language to communicate with other people in 
the world. 
The reality makes people study to major bilingual and multilingual 
circumstances in their environment because they can know more than one 
language from their mother tongue. When people do conversation, they tend 
to use the language that they have. Commonly, people know more than one 
language. Most of people are mastering two or more languages. The condition 
where there are some people who master more than one language is called as 
bilingual or multilingual society. Kridalaksana (2008: 36) states that 
bilingualism is the use of two languages by an individual and community. 
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When people do conversation with each others, they use more than one 
language. In many situations, sometimes they speak by mixing languages or 
codes. A code is a language, a variety or style of language. Moreover, it is 
also possible for the bilingual or multilingual people to use more than one 
code of language in a communication. One of the language phenomena, 
especially in the study of bilingualism problem is called code-mixing. 
Muysken in Jendra (2012: 78) states that using the term code-mixing to refer 
to all cases where lexical items and grammatical features from two languages 
appear in one sentence. There are many types of code mixing such as word, 
phrase, baster, reduplication, idiom and clause. The people mix their 
utterance for several reasons to their bilingualism, such as: speaker and 
partner need to communicate each other, social community, situation, 
vocabulary, and prestige. They use two languages as the communication in 
the classroom or bilingual program of IAIN Surakarta. 
The bilingual program is a program in Teacher Education and Tarbiyah 
Faculty (FITK) of IAIN Surakarta. This is a new program for all students of 
FITK that started at 2016, this program is focused on students‟ speaking 
achievement in order to make the students have more ability in speaking. The 
learning process in the bilingual program will be made in small groups 
consist of eight to twelve students (tutee) and each group is given a tutor or 
peers, there are 125 tutors of bilingual program. This is friend trains others 
(peer). Bilingual program is mandatory for all students of FITK, while its 
execution time is carried out in third, fourth, fifth and sixth semester on 
Wednesday and Thursday at 13:00 p.m or after midday. 
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Mr. Giyoto as a Dean of FITK IAIN Surakarta says that the objective of 
this program is to make sure that all graduate of FITK can speak English 
fluently. There are several reasons about the important this program. Firstly, 
they will face competition outside of the country. For example, in the field of 
economics, namely MEA and globalization. If the graduated of FITK cannot 
conquer the competition in terms of communication, they will be lost. So, by 
joining this bilingual program, the students have to face the globalization 
development and the function of English as International language. Secondly, 
the students will have a better preparation in order to face the real life. For 
example, when they want to get a job and there is a requipment in the form of 
job interview using English, they have already faced it. 
On the other hand, Mr. Puput as a one of the organizers of bilingual 
program, he says that bilingual program is important, because in terms of the 
academic the certificate of bilingual program from third, fourth, fifth and 
sixth semester will be used to be a requirement of munaqosyah in FITK. 
Whereas in term of the skill, the students can use the language as a 
communication tool when they are going to another country because of some 
activities. 
The researcher chooses bilingual program in IAIN Surakarta because 
bilingual program is the best program from FITK that emphasizes learning 
English course in communication. Secondly, bilingual program is a model of 
instruction which apply two languages as media of teaching and learning 
process. The teaching and learning process in the bilingual class between 
tutor and students use three languages, including English, Indonesia and 
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Javanese language. So, it is appropriate with the goal of a researcher who 
wants to investigate about code mixing. Whereas the researcher‟s reason of 
taking the sixth semester students in academic year 2016/2017 because the 
researcher interests with the material, material during this semester focused 
on the debate, in the debate between student and other uses natural 
communication. Then, because the tutors and students in this semester have 
already joined with this program since previous semester. In the fourth 
semester, the tutors and students still use bahasa in conversation, sometime 
the tutors translate their utterance when they deliver the material. While, in 
sixth semester, the tutors and students in doing conversation they use English 
first, sometimes they mix their utterance. It‟s because they feel difficult to 
speak English fully and most of students‟ difficulty is in the loss of 
vocabulary. 
As an example of code mixing exists in the utterance used by tutee in 
bilingual program in April, 13
th
 2017, she says that “I am disagree with your 
argument because some member of bilingual program menyepelekan”. The 
utterance above consists of two languages which are English as the first 
language and Indonesia as the second language. A part of English utterance 
above can be used as evidence that the phenomenon of code mixing has been 
common in the learning process in bilingual program. The utterance above is 
about one of an example of the code mixing word level. She uses 
“menyepelekan” word to replace the word of “belittle”. The student uses the 
word because she is in the loss of vocabulary. She uses the word to help her 
in speaking English. 
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Based on the phenomenon above, the researcher intends to analyze of the 
research entitled: “A SOCIOLINGUISTICS ANALYSIS OF CODE 
MIXING BETWEEN ENGLISH AND INDONESIAN USED BY THE 
STUDENTS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM (A Case Study in Bilingual 
Program of the Sixth Semester Students of IAIN Surakarta in Academic Year 
2016/2017).” 
 
B. Identification of the Problems 
Based on the background of the study, it will be better to identify the 
problems that will be investigated in this study. There are several problems 
which can be identified as follows: 
1. There are some types of code mixing between English and Indonesian used 
by the students in bilingual program of the sixth semester students in FITK 
of IAIN Surakarta. 
2. There are some reasosn of the students in using code mixing in bilingual 
program of the sixth semester students in FITK of IAIN Surakarta. 
3. The students in bilingual program of the sixth semester students in FITK of 
IAIN Surakarta are lack of the vocabulary. 
4. The students in bilingual program of the sixth semester students in FITK of 
IAIN Surakarta had difficulties in speaking English fully. 
5. There are some problems that are faced by the students in bilingual program 
of the sixth semester students in FITK of IAIN Surakarta in doing debate. 
6. There are some problems that are faced by the teachers in bilingual program 
of the sixth semester students in FITK of IAIN Surakarta in make a schedule 
of meeting. 
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C. The Limitation of the Problems 
Based on the background of the study above, the researcher limited the 
problem as follow: 
1. The subject of the research is the students in Teacher Education and 
Tarbiyah Falculty at the sixth
 
semester of IAIN Surakarta who join with 
bilingual program in the academic year 2016/2017. The researcher just took 
three groups in Bilingual Program. The researcher took group 16, 39 and 67 
because the member of those groups can be represented of each subject in 
FITK. 
2. The researcher conducted the research just three meeting for every group of 
bilingual class. 
3. In this research, the researcher just focused on code mixing used by the 
students in Bilingual program. 
 
D. Formulation of the Problem 
The main problem of this research is to analyze code mixing between 
English and Indonesian used by the students in bilingual program of the sixth 
semester students in IAIN Surakarta. The problems of the study can be 
formulated, as follows: 
1. What are the types of code mixing between English and Indonesian used 
by the students in bilingual program of the sixth semester students in IAIN 
Surakarta? 
2. Why do the students use code mixing in bilingual program of the sixth 
semester students in IAIN Surakarta? 
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E. The Objectives of the Study 
According to the problem of statement, the objectives of the study are: 
1. To get description concerns the types of code mixing between English and 
Indonesian used by the students in bilingual program of the sixth semester 
students in FITK of IAIN Surakarta. 
2. To find out the reason of the students in using code mixing in bilingual 
program of the sixth semester students in FITK of IAIN Surakarta. 
 
F. The Benefits of the Study 
The results of this study are expected to be useful both practically and 
theoretically. The benefits are: 
1. The theoretical Benefits 
The benefit of this research theoretically is to give more information and 
useful reference for the next researchers dealing with sociolinguistics 
analysis. They will get knowledge about sociolinguistics in connection to 
language variety, especially code mixing. 
2. The practical Benefits 
a. To the readers 
They will get a larger knowledge about code mixing. 
b. To the Faculty 
It is expected that the result of the research can increase the quality of 
tutor and students in bilingual program, and help the Teacher 
Education and Tarbiyah Faculty to evaluate the Bilingual program. So, 
this program will be continued to the next year will a better model of 
mentoring to help the tutors and students enrich the speaking ability. 
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c. To the other researcher 
The finding of this research can be used as the reference for other 
researchers who want to conduct a research about code mixing. 
 
G. The Definition of Key Terms 
To make the research clear, here are some keywords used in the research: 
1. Sociolinguistics is sociolinguistics is concerned with investigating the 
relationships between language and society with the goal of a better 
understanding of the structure of language and how language functions in 
communication. (Wardhaugh, 2006:13) 
2. Bilingualism is the use of two or more languages by an individual or by 
the community. (Kridalaksana, 2008:36) 
3. Code Mixing, using term code mixing to refer to all cases where lexical 
items and grammatical features from two languages appear in one 
sentence. (Muysken in Jendra (2012: 78) 
4. Bilingual program in IAIN Surakarta is a program in Teacher Education 
and Tarbiyah Faculty (FITK) of IAIN Surakarta. This is a new program for 
all students of FITK that started at 2016, this program are focused on 
students‟ speaking achievement in order to make the students have more 
ability in speaking. (Giyoto M, Hum. as a dean of IAIN Surakarta, 2017). 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
 
This chapter discusses about theoretical review and the previous related the 
study. Theoretical review is the description of the theory and definition that is 
relevant to the research to get legitimate concept. Theoretical review presents 
about the description of sociolinguistics, variety of language, bilingualism, code 
(code switching and code mixing), bilingual program or education, tutor. The 
explanation of each theoretical is explained briefly as follows. 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Sociolinguistics 
One of the functions of language is to communicate. It is also to 
establish and maintain the social relationship. It can also be used to 
indicate membership of different social group of speech community. 
Trudgill (1974: 2) states that relation the function of language, as follow: 
These two aspects of language behavior are very important from a 
social point of view: firstly, the function of language in establishing 
social relationships, and secondly, the role played by language in 
conveying information about the speaker… both these aspects of 
linguistic behavior are reflections of the fact that there is a close inter-
relationship between language and society. 
 
From the statement above, there is close relationship between language 
and society. Talking about language and society, there is a branch of 
linguistics study, which is studied all aspect of language and society, it is 
called sociolinguistics. 
a. The definition of sociolinguistics 
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There are some linguists who define about sociolinguistics with 
the some perspectives. Wardhaugh (2006:13) defines that 
sociolinguistics is concerned with investigating the relationships 
between language and society with the goal of a better understanding 
of the structure of language and how language functions in 
communication. The similar definition is stated by Fishman (1972:7) 
sociolinguistics is the study the characteristics of language varieties, 
the characteristics of their functions, and the characteristics of their 
speakers as these three constantly interact, change and changes one 
another within a speech community. Then, Spolsky (1998: 3) defines a 
sociolinguistics is the field that studies corrrelation between language 
and society, between the uses of language and the social structures in 
which the users of language live. From the statement above, 
sociolinguistics is the study of how language and social factor interact, 
study of language speakers in connection with it as a member of 
society. 
Whereas, Trudgill cited in Jendra (2012: 10) mentions that 
sociolinguistics is that part of linguistics which is concerned with 
language as a social and cultural phenomenon. Chaika (1982: 2) states 
that sociolinguistic is the study of the ways people use language in 
social interaction of all kinds. Then, Fasold (1990: 1) defines 
sociolinguistics is a science that combines linguistic and societal 
concern in varying degrees. The similar definition is stated by Hymes 
(1989:1), he emphasizes the definition in relationship between 
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language and society, he states that sociolinguistics is correlations 
between languages and society, and between particular linguistics and 
social phenomena. From the statement above, sociolinguistics is one 
phenomenon of language dealing with the society. 
Another definition is stated by Ager (1990: 3) who defines that 
sociolinguistics is mainly concerned with systematic measurable 
linguistic variation and its relationship to social group. Similar with 
ager‟s statement, Chaklader (1990: 1) defines a sociolinguistics 
concentrates its study upon the society patterned variation in language 
usage. 
Then, Lubis (1994: 131) states that sociolinguistics is the 
branch of linguistics that studies about the relationship and interplay 
between language and the user or speakers. The similar definition is 
stated by Halliday in Giyoto (2013: 7) that sociolinguistics deals with 
language linkage with the people who use that language. The similar 
definition is stated by Suwito (1983:2) sociolinguistics puts language 
position in relation to its use in society. Moreover Hudson (1996: 5) 
states that sociolinguistics study is the study of society in relation to 
language. The last, Holmes (1992: 2) defines sociolinguistic is 
concerned with the relationship between language and the context in 
which is used. According at those statements, it can be concluded that 
sociolinguistics notice the social function of the language in relation to 
its user. 
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Sociolinguistics is a combination between sociology and 
linguistics. Therefore, in order to know sociolinguistics, it is important to 
discuss about sociology and linguistics. Suhardi (1995: 2) states that 
Sociolinguistics is an interdisciplinary sciences, the term itself 
indicates that the sociolinguistic consist of sociology and 
linguistics. In sociolinguistics, said sociology is a branch of 
science that studies the structure of the embodiment of society 
as a whole. While linguistics is a science that involves himself 
with the language, the language and its structure can only 
thrive in a given society. 
 
Then, same with Suhardi‟s opinion, Rokhman (2013:1) states that 
Sociolinguistics is an interdisciplinary science between 
sociology and linguistics, two areas of empirical science which 
has closely linked. Sociology is the study was objective and 
scientific about the people in society. Linguistics as the study 
of the language and take it as an object of study. Thus, it can 
easily be said that sociolinguistics is the interdisciplinary 
science that studies the language in relation to the use of 
language in society. 
From the statement above, sociolinguistics is one phenomenon 
of language dealing with society. Sociolinguistic notice the social 
function of the language in relation to its user. 
b. The scope of sociolinguistics 
Sociolinguistics is interested in explaining why we speak 
differently in different social context. Bell (1976: 23-28) states that the 
scope of sociolinguistics, as follows: 
1) Dialectology and sociolinguistics 
The study of dialect has been traditionally centered on the speech 
habits of social groups who differed from the test of the 
community in employing a system which was clearly 
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distinguishable from the „standard‟, the variety normally described 
by the „pure‟ linguist. 
2) Rhetoric and sociolinguistics 
The study of rhetoric has traditionally had as its goal the 
specification and indeed prescription of the best method of 
persuasion and only secondarily the description of these methods, 
sociolinguistics seeks a descriptive and objective listing of 
language skills. 
3) Micro and macro sociolinguistics 
a) Micro-sociolinguistics 
Tripp in Giyoto (2013: 14) states that micro-sociolinguistics is 
the study about components of face to face related or 
influenced by the formal structure of the speech. These 
components include: personnel, situation, function, interaction, 
topics, messages, and channels. Whereas Timasheff in Bell 
(1976: 26), he states that applying the label micro-
sociolinguistics to analyses in which the emphasis is on the 
individual in small informal intra-group interaction. From these 
statements, its core micro-sociolinguistics study about 
communication or intra-group interaction is not inter-group. 
b) Macro-sociolinguistics 
“Macro-sociolinguistics seeks to account for the distribution of 
language differences through a society in terms of … the age, 
sex, education, occupation and ethnic membership of the 
speakers studied” (Bell, 1976: 27). Timasheff in Giyoto (2013: 
14) macro-sociolinguistics where the locus of investigation is 
interaction at the large inter group level: to the extent of 
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studying nations and states in contact. From these statements, 
in essence macro-sociolinguistics study about communication 
or inter-group interaction is not intra-group. 
 
It can be summarized that there are some scope of 
sociolinguistics, such as dialectology and sociolinguistics, rhetoric and 
sociolinguistics, micro and macro sociolinguistics. 
c. The problems of sociolinguistics 
Nababan (1993: 3) states that the main issue discussed or studied in 
sociolinguistics is: 
1) Assessing the language in the context of social and cultural. 
2) Connecting linguistic factors, characteristics, and a variety of 
language with the situation and factors of social and cultural. 
3) Assessing social functions and the use of language in society. 
d. Applied sociolinguistics 
Soeparno (2002: 23-27) says that every facet of life is affected by 
language and how it is use, like: language planning and applied 
sociolinguistics: 
1) Language planning 
Language planning is a sub-discipline of linguistics learning the 
language in order to direct the development of the language. 
Standardization of language includes also within the scope of this 
sub-disciplines. 
2) Applied sociolinguistics 
Applied sociolinguistics is a sub-discipline of linguistics that 
studies the application/ use of language in social communication 
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must always pay attention: firstly, the factors of the situation, talks 
occurring at a bus terminal in indonesia, for example, carried out 
by people from various ethnic groups, so that arose mixing 
languages or over language that both understand what is being said 
(Azhar, 2011: 19). Secondly, the purpose of talks, the function of 
language is an expression that is associated with a specific purpose, 
such as orders, offers, announces, scolding, and so on (Azhar, 
2011: 19-20). Thirdly, the background of hearer. For example, a 
subordinate who speaks with an employer may use bahasa 
indonesia by inserting words in the higher level of local language 
to respect others, otherwise a boss speaks to subordinates may use 
bahasa indonesian by inserting region words (java ngoko ) in the 
lower level to establish familiarity. (Azhar, 2011: 18-19) 
2. Variety of language 
Variety of language is the main subject in sociolinguistics study. It 
happens as the effect of the social variation and language functions. If the 
speakers are homogenous in ethnic, social status, or in every aspect, the 
variations never exist. 
Soeparno (1993: 55-61) states that there are many variety of language, 
as follows: 
a. Chronological variety 
It is a language variety recognized by the different of time period. The 
form of variety is called cronolect. 
b. Geography variety 
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This language variation caused by different geography or factor of 
region, so it‟s called regional. The form of the variety is called dialect 
(regional dialect). 
c. Social variety 
This language variation caused by different sociological. Social 
variation is called as sociolect. There are some sociolect in our society, 
such as: 
1) Achrolect : realization of language variation which is deemed 
higher than other varieties. 
2) Basilect : realization of language variation despised. 
3) Vulgar  : a form of language variation whose characteristics 
show the use of language by speakers who lack education or from 
among fools. 
4) Slang  : form or realization of language variation that is 
privileged and confidential. 
5) Colloquial : colloquial language usually used by lower-class 
social groups. 
6) Jargon  : a form of language variation which their use in 
certain social groups. 
7) Argot  : variation form language use is limited to certain 
professions and confidential 
8) Cant  : a form of language variation used by a particular 
social group with a made-up song so much create the impression 
'pitiful'. 
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d. Functional variety 
This language variation caused by different the function use of 
language. 
e. Style variety 
This language variation caused by style. It‟s a language used to show 
the scale of formality. 
f. Cultural variety 
It is caused by different culture of society use. Language variation is 
caused by differences in culture wearer. There are several kinds of 
cultural variations, among others: 
1) Vernacular: native language or the language of the indigenous 
population in the region. 
2) Pidgin : language structure and vocabulary is a mixture structure as 
a result of mixing the two cultures meet. 
3) Creole : pidgin that has lasted for generations so that the structure 
and vocabulary to settle. 
4) Lingua franca: English raised by the speakers of different cultures 
to be used together as a communication tool. 
g. Individual variety 
This language variation caused by different individual. The form of the 
variation is called idiolect. 
3. Bilingualism 
Indonesia is one of the major countries that have varying cultures and 
languages. Indonesia has several languages to communicate, such as 
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javanesse, sundanese, batak language and so on. Indonesian people usually 
use more than one language. Similarly, it can make the indonesian people 
use two languages in daily life. The condition where the speaker uses two 
languages to an utterance is called bilingualism. 
a. Definition of bilingualism 
Many people speak more than one language. They may have 
different levels of proficiency in each of their languages, and use them 
for very different social purposes and situation. It is not easy to 
formulate a generally accepted definition of bilingualism, because it 
means different things to different people. There are some definitions 
about bilingual and bilingualism given by experts. 
The simplest definition of bilingual, Spolsky (1998: 45) is “a 
person who has some functional ability in a second language.” This 
may vary from a limited ability in one or more domains, to very strong 
command of both languages. Then Richards (2002: 31) said that 
bilingual is a person who uses at least two languages with some degree 
of proficiency. 
Furthermore, bilingualism is defined as the ability to use two 
languages equally well by a speaker, who by Bloomfield cited in 
Liddicoat (1991: 1) states that: 
Bilingualism is a situation where a speaker can use two 
languages as well. He formulates bilingualism as "native-like 
control of two languages'. The mastery of two languages with 
fluency and accuracy are the same as native speakers is very 
difficult to measure. Moreover, this definition excludes many 
people who speak more than one language but do not have 
„native like‟ control of one or both of their languages. 
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Another definition is given by Haugen in Liddicoat (1991: 1) suggests 
that 
Bilingualism is knowledge of two languages. Bilingualism 
begins‟ at the point where a speaker of one language can 
produce complete, meaningful utterances in the other language. 
If described in more general notions bilingualism is the use of 
two languages interchangeably both productive and respective 
by an individual or by the community.  
 
Looking at these statements, it can be concluded that in terms 
of bilingualism someone have not to master actively bilingual, just 
learn two languages passively or understanding without speaking. 
Whereas, Nababan (1993: 27) states that bilingualism is the 
habit of using two languages in interactions with others. The similar 
definition is states by Hartman and Stork in Azhar (2012: 8) 
bilingualism is the use of two languages by a speaker or speech 
community. Jendra (2012: 68) states that bilingual is people who are 
not monolinguals but speak two languages every day. Another 
definition is stated by mackey in rokhman (2013: 19) states that 
Bilingualism is alternating use of two languages by a speaker. 
He adds that bilingualism is not a phenomenon of language as a 
system but as a narrative, not a characteristic feature of the 
code but the disclosure and not an individual but a social 
nature, and also the characteristic of language usage. 
 
Weinreich in Suwito (1983: 39) states that bilingualism is the 
event of the use of two languages (or more) alternately by a speaker. 
However, inversely proportional to the statement in rokhman mackey, 
Oksaar in Azhar (2012: 8) states that bilingualism is not only belong to 
the individual, but should be treated as belonging to groups, thus 
allowing their bilingual society. 
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From the opinions above, it can be concluded that the bilingual 
is a person who can speak or use two or more languages, while 
bilingualism is the use of at least two languages either by an individual 
or by a group of speakers, such as the inhabitants of a particular region 
or a nation. For example, in indonesia, most of indonesian is bilingual 
society, being able to speak the mother tongue as first language and the 
second language is indonesia. Mother tongue is the first language that 
dominated since the beginning of their life through interaction with 
other in the community (Lubis, 1994: 19). Many Indonesian people 
who can speak more than two or three languages, not only being able 
to speak the mother tongue and bahasa indonesian, but also they can 
also speak a foreign language, such as english. 
b. Dimensions of bilingualism 
Baker (2001: 27) suggests that bilinguals are classified by: 
1) Age (simultaneous/ sequential) 
2) Ability (incipient/ receptive/productive). 
3) Balance of two languages. 
4) Development (ascendant – second language is developing; 
recessive – one language is decreasing). 
5) Contexts where each language is acquired and used (e.g. Home, 
school). 
c. Component of speech 
Functional bilingualism is a narrower concept, concerning 
direct involvement in a language domain. Functional bilingualism is 
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therefore restricted to the personal production and reception of 
language (i.e. speaking, writing, reading and direct listening in various 
domains). When functional bilingualism is studied as real speech 
events, Hymes in Baker (2001: 26) suggests that there are eight 
interrelated categories, mnemonically represented by the word 
„speaking‟: 
1) (S) Setting includes the time, place and physical appearance of the 
context of the speech event such as the arrangement of furniture 
and equipment in a classroom. 
2) (P) Participant identity, for example personal characteristics such 
as age, ethnicity, gender, social status, and relationships with each 
other. 
3) (E) End includes the purpose of the speech event as well as the 
individual goals of the participants. 
4) (A) Act sequence refers to the order and organization of the 
interaction and what topics are discussed. 
5) (K) Key or the tone and manner in which something is said or 
written. 
6) (I) Instrumentalities or the linguistic code, for example the 
language used and whether the form is speech or literacy. 
7) (N) Norm the standard social and cultural rules of the interaction 
relationship. 
8) (G) Genre or type of event such as sermon, lecture, poetry or letter. 
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d. Type of bilingualism 
Tarigan (1988: 5-11) sates that bilingualism can be clarified in 
various ways, depending on the angle of view us, among other things: 
1) Based on the hypothesis threshold 
a. Subtractive bilingualism: occurs when the language minority 
children who were replaced to some extent by the majority 
language. 
b. Addictive bilingualism: L1 of child is language of the majority 
or dominant culture, the use and acquisition of L2 is an 
additional achievement for the child and cognitive learning 
becomes clearer. 
2) Based on the age of acquisition stages 
a. Infant bilingualism: child went from not talking at all to get to 
speak two languages 
b. Child bilingualism: the successive acquisition of two 
languages. For example family move to another region or 
country, so kids need to adjust the local language. 
c. Adolescent bilingualism: used for people who become 
bilingual after they puberty. 
d. Adult bilingualism: used for people who become bilingual after 
a dozen years of their age. 
3) Based on the age of L2 learning 
a. Simultaneous bilingualism: children learn the L1 and L2 
simultaneously. 
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b. Sequential bilingualism: children first learned L1 followed by 
L2. 
4) Based on the nature of the sign in language contact 
a. Compound bilingualism 
Bilingualism shows that the ability to speak one language 
better than the ability to speak another language. Bilingualism 
is based on the linkage between L1 to L2 controlled by 
bilingual. Both languages mastered by bilingual but stands on 
its own. 
b. Coordinative bilingualism/ parallel 
Bilingualism that shows that the use of two languages equally 
well by an individual balanced level of mastery associated with 
L1 to L2. He is equally proficient in two languages. 
c. Sub-ordinate bilingualism (complex) 
Bilingualism shows that an individual while wearing L1 often 
stuffed L2 or otherwise. Bilingualism is attributable to the 
situation facing L1. This bilingualism arise because of the 
small group that is surrounded or dominated by a great society 
of language support so that small communities is possible can 
lose his L1. 
5) Based on the level of education 
a. Sitist bilingualism: is described as a privileged middle-class, 
educated members of the majority community. 
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b. Folk bilingualism: a condition originated from ethnic groups in 
a country that has inadvertently become bilingual in order to 
survive longer safely. 
6) Based on ceremonial 
a. Official bilingualism: the use of two languages as official 
languages in one country or nation. 
b. Unofficial bilingualism: the use of two languages or more 
members of the public unofficially, not as an official language 
in one state or nation. 
7) Based on society 
Individual bilingualism and social bilingualism: occurs when 
groups of different languages up on contact with are reasons of 
economic and commercial 
It can be summarized that there are types of bilingualism, such 
as based on the hypothesis threshold (subtractive bilingualism and 
addictive bilingualism), based on the age of acquisition stages (infant 
bilingualism, child bilingualism, adolescent bilingualism, and adult 
bilingualism), based on the age of L2 learning (simultaneous 
bilingualism and sequential bilingualism), based on the nature of the 
sign in language contact (compound bilingualism, coordinative 
bilingualism or parallel, and sub-ordinate bilingualism (complex)), 
based on the level of education (sitist bilingualism and folk 
bilingualism), based on ceremonial (official bilingualism and 
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unofficial bilingualism), based on society (individual bilingualism and 
social bilingualism) 
4. Code 
In everyday interaction, people usually choose different codes in 
different situation. They may choose a particular code or variety because it 
makes them easier to discuss a particular topic, regardless where they are 
speaking. When the people are doing conversation they sent codes to their 
hearer. Code refers to a variety of language. 
The researcher tries to explain about code, before she explains more 
about code mixing. Code is a term for any variety of language. (Suwito, 
1983: 67). Whereas Richards (2002: 79) states that 
Code is a term which is used instead of language, speech variety, or 
dialect. It is sometimes considered to be a more neutral term than the 
others. People also use code when they want to stress the uses of 
language or language variety in a particular community. 
 
The provision of this code form consists of four things, i.e. The code as 
language, code as speech, code as dialect and code as diversity. (Suhardi, 
1995: 69). We have observed that the particular dialect or language that a 
person chooses to use on any occasion is a code, a system used for 
communication between two or more parties (Wardhaugh, 2006: 99). 
There are two kinds of code namely code mixing and code-switching. 
(Jendra, 2010: 74). Those are term in bilingualism for language and 
especially speech that draws to deferring extents at least two languages 
combined in different ways. 
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a. Code switching 
1) Definition of code switching 
Code switching is one aspect of the interdependence of 
language in a multilingual society. That is, in a multilingual society 
is almost impossible for a speaker in one language is absolutely 
pure without the slightest utilizing language or other language 
elements. 
There are many linguists who make a definition about code 
switching. Suwito (1983: 68) states that code switching is the event 
code transition from one code to another code. Suwito a view 
supported by Jendra (2012: 67) states that code switching is a 
situation where speakers deliberately change a code being used, 
namely by switching from one to another. Then Hymes in Jendra 
(2012: 74) states that code switching has become a common term 
for alternate use of two or more language, or varieties of language, 
or even speech styles. It occurs when a bilingual alternates between 
two languages, moves from one to another. 
Another definition, Herk (2012: 199) states that a common 
occurrence in bilingual, and multilingual communities, code-
switching refers to instances in which people alternate between at 
least two language or language varieties in a single conversation 
(across sentences or clause boundaries). Whereas Pietro in Jendra 
(2012: 74) states that code switching is the use of more than one 
language by communicants in the execution of a speech act. Then, 
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Nababan (1993: 31) states that the concept of code switching 
includes occasions when we can switch from one kind of 
functiolect (e.g.: casual variety) to another variety (e.g.: diverse 
formal) or from one dialect to dialect to another and so on. 
It can be concluded that code switching is the alternate use of 
two or more language within the same utterance. Code switching is 
a change by a speaker or writer from one language or language 
variety to another. It may start one language and then change to 
another one in the middle of their speech, or even in the middle of 
sentence. 
2) Types of code switching 
Jendra (2012: 75-77) states that case code switching can be 
classified in accordance with two different classification, i.e. 
Grammatical and contextual classification. 
Based on the grammatical classification results in three types of 
code switching, as follows: 
a) Tag code-switching 
A tag code-switching happens when a bilingual inserts short 
expression (tag) from different language at the end of his/ her 
utterances. 
b) Inter-sentential code-switching 
An inter-sentential code-switching happens when there is a 
complete sentence in a foreign language uttered between two 
sentences in a base language. 
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c) Intra- sentential code-switching 
An intra- sentential code-switching is found when word, a 
phrase, or a clause, of a foreign language is found within the 
sentence in a base language. 
Based on the contextual classification divides two types of code-
switching, as follows: 
1. Situational code-switching 
A situational code-switching appears when there is a change in 
the situation that causes the bilingual switches from one code to 
the other. 
2. Metaphorical code-switching 
A metaphorical code-switching happens when there is a change 
in the perception, or the purpose, or the topic of the 
conversation. 
3) The factors causing code-switching 
Code switching is an event of linguistics caused by factors 
outside of language, especially the factors that are socio-
situational. Suwito (1983: 72-74) states that some of the factors 
that usually caused of the code switching among others: 
a) Speakers 
Sometimes, speakers try to mix their language for hearer to a 
purpose or in a particular situation. For example: changing the 
situation of emergency situation to situation unofficial official. 
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b) Hearer 
Speakers adjust the language when they talk to their hearer. For 
example: if the hearer the same linguistic background with 
speakers, then transfer the code used may be tangible rather 
variants, rather diverse, rather than the style or register. 
However, if the opponents said different linguistic backgrounds 
with speakers, then transfer the code used may occur from 
regional languages into languages other areas under their 
control. 
c) The presence of a third speaker 
For example: there are two people from the same group ethnic 
interact with the language of their ethnic group, then a third 
person present who have different linguistic backgrounds in the 
talks, the first person turning the code into a language which is 
controlled by three speakers. This is done to neutralize the 
situation and respect the presence of a third person. 
d) The subject (topic) 
For example: if a speaker at first talks about things that are 
formal, then move on to the issues that informal, it will be 
accompanied by the transition of code from raw language, 
neutral style and seriously to language is not standard, stylish 
little emotional or humor. 
e) To generate a sense of humor 
f) To a prestigious 
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b. Code mixing 
1) Definition of Code Mixing 
Code mixing occurs in bilingual or generally in multilingual 
situation. Code mixing occurs when a person uses a language 
speakers are dominant, supporting a speech interspersed with 
elements of other languages. It is usually associates with the 
characteristics of the speaker, such as social background, education 
level and religious sense. 
There are many linguists who make a definition about code 
mixing. They are Kachru in Suwito (1983: 76) states that code 
mixing is the use of two languages or more by putting elements of 
one language into another language consistently. Another 
definition provided by Muysken in Jendra (2012: 78) states that 
“using the term code-mixing to refer to all cases where lexical 
items and grammatical features from two languages appear in one 
sentence.”  
The other linguist Kridalaksana in Purwanto (2002: 27) states 
that code mixing is interference, and the use of language units from 
one language to another to expand the style of language or 
language variety: it includes the use of the word, clause, greeting 
and so on. 
Richards (2002: 80) states that code mixing is a mixing of two 
code or language, usually without a change of topic. Whereas 
Nababan (1993: 69) states that code mixing is the use of more than 
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one language or code in the discourse according to patterns that are 
still unclear. Meanwhile, Nababan (1993: 32) states that code 
mixing can occur because the speaker of the language does not find 
the suitable terms that can be used. So, in informal situation it is 
allowed to mix a code, especially terms that can be expressed in 
other language. 
From the definition above, it can be seen that almost of those 
definition  have the same understanding of code mixing that it is 
uses two or more language or mix from one code to another even 
within sometimes very short utterances without any change at all 
situation. Code mixing usage depends on what language that the 
speakers master and what the aim of the speakers. It may occur 
because the speaker does not find suitable terms that can be used. 
2) Element of Code Mixing 
Suwito (1983: 75-76) states that elements of code mixing can 
be divided into two categories, namely: 
a) Inner code-mixing: code-mixing is sourced from the original 
language with all its variations. 
b) Outer code-mixing: code-mixing is sourced from foreign 
languages. 
3) The Characteristic of Code Mixing 
Purwanto (2002: 27-28) states that there are some characteristic 
of code mixing. As follows: 
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a) There is an inter-independent aspect that is showed by the 
speakers and the function of the language. 
b) Both of the languages become a unit. It has one function. 
c) Code mixing in maximal condition is a language convergence, 
where each of elements of the language has taken off the 
function and they support the function of the language mixed. 
d) The use of code mixing usually shows social level and 
individual identity in a society. 
e) The form and component of code mixing never sentence form, 
but it‟s just in the form of word, phrase, idiom, baster, 
reduplication and clause. 
Suwito in Purwanto (2002: 28) states that the background may 
occur of code mixing, basically, there are two types: they are a type 
which has a background in attitude (attitude type) and type which 
has a background in language (language type). 
4) Types of Code Mixing 
Suwito (1983: 78-80) says that there are many types of code 
mixing level, as follows: 
a) Code mixing of word level 
The word is the smallest unit that can be uttered as a free form 
or a unit of a language that can stand alone going from the 
morpheme single (ex: rock, house, come) or morpheme 
combination (ex: fighters, follow, omnipotent. (Kridalaksana, 
2008: 110). Code mixing of word level is insertions word of 
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Indonesian language into English sentence. For example: 
teacher can give tugas with facebook. 
b) Code mixing of phrases level (groups of words) 
The phrase is a combination of two or more words that are non-
predictive. For example: high mountain, called the phrase is 
non-predictive construction (Anton, 1989: 244). code mixing of 
word level is insertions phrase of Indonesian language into 
English sentence. For example: “…when teacher can monitor 
their student, he can gave skor yang valid, so the score is from 
student in fact…” 
c) Code mixing of clauses level 
A clause is a grammatical unit in the form of a group of words, 
at least consist of subject and predicate and potentially into 
sentences (Kridalaksana, 2008: 124). code mixing of word 
level is insertions clause of Indonesian language into English 
sentence. For example: Bilingual can make we burden because 
kita juga diberi tugas oleh dosen-dosen lainnya. 
d) Code mixing of baster level (joint establishment of native and 
foreign) 
Baster is the result of a combination of two elements of 
different languages to form one meaning. (Kridalaksana, 1993: 
92). So, code mixing of baster level is insertions baster into 
English sentence. For example: But facebook for the teacher 
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just memonitor the student, it‟s not to make rebound of student 
down. 
e) Code mixing of reduplication level 
Reduplication is similar to repetition. Repetition of a syllable, a 
morpheme, or a word. (Richards, 2002: 450). So, code mixing 
of word level is insertions reduplication of Indonesian language 
into English sentence. For example: I am disagree with your 
argument, because material is not specific. Because, the 
material no basic but campur-campur. 
f) Code mixing of idioms level 
Idiom is a combination form of the language that the meaning 
of his words cannot be derived from the meaning of the 
combined elements. (Anton, 1989: 320). So, code mixing of 
word level is insertions idioms from Indonesian language into 
English sentence. For example: student can the student if have 
difficult in the class the student can tell about the difficulty or 
problem, because if they tell empat mata. 
5) The Factors Causing Code Mixing 
Suwito (72-74) says that there are some factors, that cause 
people do code mixing. Some of them are: 
a) Speaker 
Sometimes, speakers try to mix their language for hearer to a 
purpose or in a particular situation. For example: usually code 
mixing occurs in relax or informal situation. This situation is 
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closer with daily conversation and for writers is also describe 
as their habitual communication. 
b) Hearer (Speaker and partner speaking) 
Communication is the process of expressing ideas between two 
participants of conversation. Speakers adjust the language 
when they talk to their hearer. For example: if the hearer the 
same linguistic background with speakers, then transfer the 
code used may be tangible rather variants, rather diverse, rather 
than the style or register. However, if the hearer different 
linguistic backgrounds with speakers, then transfer the code 
used may occur from regional languages into languages other 
areas under their control. 
c) Social community or Background 
An individual lives and cooperates in one community either in 
monolingual or bilingual community. Now most communities 
are bilingual that use two languages in their interactions. In this 
case, an individual will be influenced by social community 
directly. 
d) Vocabulary 
There is not appropriated word or when there is a lack of 
vocabulary in one language. The inability to find an appropriate 
word or expression in one language makes people change the 
word or phrase from one to another language and it can be 
combined together. 
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e) Prestige 
Globalization era, people must be able to speak more than one 
language, especially English. For many young people code 
mixing becomes awn style which is hoped to be modern and 
educational one. They mix language because of prestige. 
5. Bilingual Program 
Bilingual program is a model of instruction applied in bilingual 
classes. As a model of instruction, it shows a process of teaching and 
learning in the classroom. Teaching involves teachers to deliver 
knowledge and the way how to educate learners. Learning is usually 
directed to the students who consume knowledge. To conduct the teaching 
and learning process, languages are used. The languages are used to 
convey the learning materials. In other words, the teachers instruct the 
students by using at least two languages. 
 Salkind (2008) in Santoso&Ginting (2015: 7) denotes that bilingual 
education program is instruction that uses two languages as media of 
instruction. The two languages usually consist of a source language and a 
target language. The source language is the language of the learners and 
the target language is the language that is to be learned by them. These two 
languages are presented together in the learning materials. Then, it can be 
said that bilingual education program is a model of instruction which 
apply two languages as media of teaching and learning process. 
 In addition, Feng (2007) cited in Santoso&Ginting (2015: 8) states 
that bilingual teaching has nowadays extended to refer to using a foreighn 
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language (often english) as a medium for teaching content subjects in 
major cities and other developed areas. Most of the bilingual teaching uses 
english because english is regarded as an international language in which 
many people in the world use it in business, education, and even as a 
nation language. Therefore, it is reasonable if English is used to be the 
target language. So, it can be stated that English as international languages 
is occasionally used as second language interaction in bilingual classes. 
 With the same sense, Richards et al. (1985) cited in 
Santoso&Ginting (2015: 8) add that bilingual teaching as the use of a 
second or foreign language in school for the teaching of content subjects. 
In conclusion, recently, the application of bilingual education program 
tends to use the foreign language, particularly English as a second 
language instruction in teaching and learning process. 
6. Bilingual Program in IAIN Surakarta 
The bilingual program is a program in Teacher Education and 
Tarbiyah Faculty (FITK) of IAIN Surakarta. This is a new program for all 
students of FITK that started at 2016, this program are focused on 
students‟ speaking achievement in order to make the students have more 
ability in speaking. Mr. Giyoto as a Dean of FITK IAIN Surakarta says 
that the objectives of this program is to make sure that all graduated of 
FITK can speak English fluently. 
There are several reasons about the important this program. Firstly, 
they will face competition outside of the country, for example in the field 
of economics, namely MEA and globalization. If the graduated of FITK 
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cannot conquer the competition in terms of communication, they will loss. 
So, by joining this bilingual program, the students have already to face the 
globalization development and the function of English as International 
language. Secondly, the students will have a better preparation in order to 
face the real life. For example when they want to get a job and there is a 
requipment in the form of job interview using English, they will already to 
face it. 
On the other hand, Mr. Puput as a one of the organizer of bilingual 
program, he says that bilingual program is important, because in terms of 
the academic the sertificate of bilingual program from third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester will be used to be a requirement of munaqosyah in 
FITK. Whereas in term of the skill, the students can use the language as a 
communication tool when they were going to another country because of 
some activities. 
The learning process in the bilingual program will be made into small 
groups consist of eight until twelve students (tutee) and each group is 
given a tutor or peers, there are 125 tutors of bilingual program. This is 
friend trains others (peer). Bilingual program is mandatory for all students 
of FITK, while its execution time is carried out in third, fourth, fifth and 
sixth semester on Wednesday and Thursday at 13:00 p.m or after midday. 
The materials in bilingual program in this semester focused on debate. 
 
B. The previous related the study 
The researcher takes previous study to support her study in the scope of a 
sociolinguistic of code mixing, but the researcher has different focus of the 
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research with theirs. To prove the originality of this research, there are four 
researchers which conducted the similar study. The first researcher is Sumiyati 
(English letter department of the State Islamic Institute of Surakarta, 2012) 
entitled “An Analysis of Indonesian-English  Code Mixing Employed in 
Andrea Hirata‟s „Laskar Pelangi‟”. In her research, she analyzed indonesian-
english code mixing in the novel entitled “laskar pelangi”. The similarities 
between Sumiyati‟s research and this research is from the research design; that 
is descriptive qualitative research, the subject of this research talking about 
code mixing between Indonesian and English. The difference between 
Sumiyati‟s research and this research can be seen from the object of the 
research. The object of her research is novel entitled “Laskar Pelangi” and 
object of this research are the students in bilingual program of the sixth 
semester of students in IAIN Surakarta. 
The second research is Dorina Nur Kartika Sari (UNS: 2016) entitled “An 
Analysis of Code Mixing Applied by the Presenter of Black Spot Segment of 
Black in News Program on Antv (A Sociolinguistics Approach)”. In her 
research, she analyzed Indonesia-English code mixing in news program on 
antv. The similarities between Dorina‟s research and this research is from the 
research design; that is descriptive qualitative research, the subject of this 
research talking about code mixing between Indonesia and English. The 
difference between dorina‟s research and this research can be seen from the 
object of the research. The object of her research is the presenter of black spot 
segment of black in news program on antv and object of this research are the 
students in bilingual program of the sixth semester of students in IAIN 
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Surakarta. Then, the theory of dorina‟s research uses Muyzken‟s theory, 
whereas this research uses Suwito‟s theory. 
The third is international journal from Kanthimathi Krishnasamy. 
(international journal of social science and humanity, vol. 5, no. 9, september 
2015) entitled “code mixing among Tamil-English bilingual children”. In her 
research, she analyzed Tamil-English bilingual children. The similarity 
between Kanthimathi‟s research and this research is from the research design; 
that is descriptive qualitative research and the object of research it‟s same: that 
is the the students in bilingual program. The difference between Kanthimathi‟s 
research and this research can be seen from the object of the research. The 
subject of this research talks about code mixing between English and 
Indonesian, whereas Kanthimathi‟s research talks about code mixing among 
Tamil-English. Then, Kanthimathi‟s research collect the data uses 
questionnaire and observation, whereas this research uses observation, 
interview and documentation. 
The fourth is international journal from Lau Su Kia, Xiongyong Cheng, 
Tan Kooi Yee& Choo Wee Ling (international journal of english linguistics, 
vol. 1, no. 1; march 2011) “Code-Mixing of English in the Entertainment 
News of Chinese”. In his research, she analyzes code mixing of English in the 
entertainment news of Chinese. The similarity between Lau‟s research and this 
research is from the research design; that is descriptive qualitative research. 
The difference between Lau‟s research and this research can be seen from the 
object of the research. The object of her research is the entertainment news of 
Chinese and object of this research are the students in bilingual program of the 
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sixth semester students of IAIN Surakarta. Then, Lau‟s research collect the 
data uses questionnaire and interview, whereas this research uses observation, 
interview and documentation. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Research method is a systemic investigation to answer a problem. 
Meanwhile, research method is also the procedures or way used in achieving a 
certain purpose of study. Research method plays an important role in the research, 
since it becomes the starting point where researcher begins her work and finally 
arrives at the conclusion. This method explains about the research design, the 
research setting, subject of the research, data and source data, research instrument, 
the technique of collecting data, the technique of analyzing data and the 
trustworthiness of the data. 
A. The Research Method 
This research is descriptive qualitative research, the researcher uses 
descriptive qualitative research because in doing this research, the researcher 
collects the data, makes an analysis, and finally makes conclusion in 
conducting the research. Moleong (2010) in Muhammad (2014: 30) defines 
qualitative research as a research procedure that produces descriptive data in 
the form of written or oral words of people and behavior available to be 
examined. Lincoln in Emzir (2012: 1) adds that: 
Qualitative research is multi-method in focus, involving an 
interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means 
that qualitative research study in their natural setting, attempting to 
make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings the 
people bring to them. Qualitative research involves the studies use 
and collection of a variety of empirical materials-case study, 
personal experience, introspective, life story, interview, 
observational, historical, interactional, visual texts-that describe 
routine and problematic moment and meaning in individual‟s live. 
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This research is type case study of qualitative research. 
Heighamand Croker (2009: 14-15 says that 
case study creates an in-depth description and analysis of a 
„bounded system‟-one individual, institution, or educational 
context by concertrating on a single (or few) case (s), this approach 
can describe a particular learning on teaching process or research 
setting in great detail. Case study uses multiple sources of data and 
data collection methods, and it is often combined with other 
qualitative and quantitative research approach. 
 
In this research, the researcher has collected the data by selecting 
words, phrases, and clause representing code mixing used by tutors and 
students in bilingual program. 
 
B. The Research Setting 
This research conducted at the sixth semester students in bilingual 
program of IAIN Surakarta in the academic year 2016/ 2017. The setting of 
the research is in campus IAIN Surakarta. It is located in jl. Pandawa, 
Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. The researcher chooses bilingual program in 
IAIN Surakarta for several reasons: firstly, bilingual program emphasizes 
learning English course in communication. Secondly, the researcher interests 
with the material, because material in this semester focuses in debate. Thirdly, 
because it is program of bilingual so a model of instruction which apply two 
languages as media of teaching and learning process. So, it is appropriate with 
the goal of researcher who wants to investigate about code mixing. 
This research conducted for 3 months from April 2017 to June 2017. It 
was conducted in every meeting of bilingual class. The research schedule 
described in the following table: 
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Table 3.1 
Reseach timeline 
 
No Activities 
 Time 
April 2017 
 May 
2017 
June 
2017 
I II III IV I II III IV  
1 Pre research           
2 Observation          
3 Interview 1          
4 Interview 2          
5 Analyzing the 
result 
         
 
C. Subject of the Research 
The subject of this research is the sixth semester students in Teacher 
Education and Tarbiyah Falculty of IAIN Surakarta who join with bilingual 
program in the academic year 2016/2017. Bilingual program is mandatory for 
all students of Teacher Education and Tarbiyah Faculty (FITK). The 
programs are follows Islamic Education (PAI), English Education (PBI), 
English Letters (SI), Islamic Elementary Education (PGMI), Islamic 
Kindergarten Education (PGRA), And Arabic Education (PBA). It is 
impossible if the researcher conducted this research in all group in this 
program so to make this research limit, the researcher conducted the research 
just three groups that consists of the students in Teacher Education and 
Tarbiyah Faculty at the sixth
 
semester, there are group 16, 39 and 67. 
The researcher‟s reason of taking group 16, 39 and 67 is because the group 
represents all of department of FITK. In addition, because her research the 
limit time and after looking for the group, the group is active doing meeting, 
so the researcher found those three groups to be the subject. Group 16 
consists of 11 students from Islamic Elementary Education (PGMI) and 
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Islamic Kindergarten Education (PGRA). Group 39 consists of 11 students 
from Islamic Education (PAI), Arabic Education (PBA) and Islamic 
Kindergarten Education (PGRA). The last group is group 67 consists of 11 
students from English Education (PBI) and English Letters (SI). All of them 
can be the delegation from all study programs. The lists of subject are 
follows: 
Table 3.2 
List of Tutor and Students in Bilingual Program Group 16 
 
No Number Of 
Student 
Name of Students Subject Name of Tutor 
1 143131015 Annisa Ambarwati PGRA Anggi Bagas H 
2 143131016 Umi Nisa Urohmah PGRA  
3 143131022 Triyana Siti R PGRA  
4 143131033 Ayu Oktaviani PGRA  
5 143131034 Devi Fathonah R PGRA  
6 143131036 Reni Pratiwi PGRA  
7 143131059 Fara Dita L PIAUD  
8 143131068 Mailinda Ayu S PIAUD  
9 143141003 Fajar Bahrul I PIAUD  
10 143141012 Alfiah Nurl A PGMI  
11 143141013 Ambarwati Dwi L PGMI  
 
Table 3.3 
List of Tutor and Students in Bilingual Program Group 39 
 
No Number of 
student 
Name of Students Subject Name of tutor 
1 143111304 Muh. Sirojjidun a. PAI Alfa arizki s 
2 143111319 Hasanudin PAI  
3 143111326 Romazani hidayat PAI  
4 143121022 Rani puji astute PBA  
5 143121063 Afif shaleh hamdani PBA  
6 143121027 Isnaini fitriyanti PGRA  
7 143121029 Novela tiara urba PGRA  
8 143121038 Widyawati tri utami PGRA  
9 143121044 Erni ismiatun PGRA  
10 143121063 Lala lailatul arofah PGRA  
11 143121064 Nur rohmah PGRA  
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Table 3.4 
List of Tutor and Students in Bilingual Program Group 67 
 
 
No Number Of 
Student 
Name of Students Subject Name of Tutor 
1 143221030 Ayusti Sinar O.W PBI Salma Safitri D 
2 143221073 Ria Fariza PBI  
3 143221078 Mita Wahyuni PBI  
4 143221081 Nuniek Kurniasih PBI  
5 143221083 Vera Haslinda PBI  
6 143221086 Jamilatul Istiqomah PBI  
7 143221087 Dilla Nawang K PBI  
8 143221088 Aulia Ilma M PBI  
9 143221162 Vian Nur R SI  
10 143221034 Dewi Maisaroh PBI  
11 143221245 Diah Nur Cahyani SI  
 
D. The Data and Source Data 
Qualitative research focuses on the quality and the meaning of data. The 
meaning of data is the subject where the data is taken from. The way to 
choose the source of data and determines the quality of the research. It is 
important to answer and to understand the problem statement of the research. 
The researcher will analyze sentences that include code mixing as the data. 
The object of the research is code mixing used by the students of bilingual 
program in IAIN Surakarta in the academic year 2016/2017. The researcher 
chooses group 16, 39, and 67 to take the data. The data are in form of word, 
phrase, clause, baster, reduplication, idiomatic expression form and the tutor‟s 
reason uses code mixing in her utterance. 
Code mixing of oral form is used by the students of bilingual program in 
IAIN Surakarta in their natural communication. The source of data of this 
research consists of oral and written data. The oral data are gotten from the 
observation, the researcher watched and recorded the speech event that 
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happened in the daily communication between tutors and students. Besides, 
the oral data are from conversation in class and the interview with tutors are 
Bagas, Alfa and Salma and the students group 16, 39, and 67. Meanwhile the 
written data, the researcher takes the interview with the source to get the right 
clarification and to ensure that the data are valid. 
 
E. Research Instrument 
In identifying the research needs instruments that are used to collect the 
data, so that the researcher is easy to finish her research. The main instrument 
of this research is the researcher herself because the research is descriptive 
qualitative research. In this kind of research, the researcher is the main 
instrument of the research (Nasution, 1992: 55). The researcher did the direct 
observation to collect and analyze the data. During the process of the research, 
the researcher takes roles as a data collector, data interpreter and the result 
reporter of the research. 
 
F. The Technique of Collecting Data 
Data has very important role in the research, because without data, this 
research is impossible to get the result. The technique of collecting data is the 
method that is used in collecting data. Moleong (2010: 8-13) in Muhammad 
(2014: 33) there are three methods applied by qualitative research, namely 
observation, interviews and documentation. 
In collecting the data, the researcher employes the technique as follows: 
1. Observation 
Observation is a data collection technique that is required. The 
researchers went to the field to observe matters relating to space, place, 
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actors, events, objects, time, events, goals and feelings 
(Ghony&Almansyur, 2014: 165). The researcher has conducted an 
observation before taking the data. The researcher came to IAIN Surakarta 
and observed the language used by the tutors and students of bilingual 
program. During the conversation the researcher writes the code mixing 
that may be used by the students of bilingual program during conversation, 
and then the researcher makes fieldnotes. 
2. Interview 
Interview is data collection techniques directly to the parties 
concerned (Nugroho, 2014: 62). In this interview, firstly, the researcher 
has asked about Bilingual program to three organizers (Mr. Giyoto, Mr. 
Sabariyanto and Mr. Puput). 
Then, the researcher has asked three tutors in bilingual program 
group 16, 39 and 67 (Bagas, Alfa and Salma) and students in bilingual 
program group 16, 39 and 67 to get the reasons why they use code mixing 
in their utterance. During the interview the researcher records the dialogue. 
Interview is needed to get the clarification. 
3. Document 
“… the term document to refer to materiil such as photographs, video, 
films memos, diaries, clinical case records, and memorabilia of all sorts 
that can be used as supplemental information as part of case study whose 
main data source is participant observation or interview.” (Bogdan in 
Ghony & Almansyur, 2014: 199). 
 
In this research, the researcher observed verbal action. The data of this 
research are the code mixing that was spoken by the students of bilingual 
program in IAIN Surakarta, which has been transcribed into written form. 
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The researcher has gotten the data of conversation by using tape recorder 
and video. The data were obtained through hearing carefully the records. 
Below were the steps: 
 
a. Hearing the recording of conversation in bilingual program. 
b. Transcribing the recording of conversation in bilingual program into 
written data form. 
c. Identify the code mixing applied by the students of bilingual program 
in IAIN Surakarta based on its type. 
d. Encoding the data 
e. Choosing the code mixing to have it as the simple since there are a lot 
of examples contain code mixing phenomena. 
To make classification of the data analysis, the researcher will give 
codes to each datum. Code can be words or phrases used to identify and 
outline researchers sentences, paragraphs or blocks of text. (Corbin & 
Strauss in Rustanto, 2015: 73). Then Richards in Rustanto (2015: 73) adds 
that code is to reduce the data into symbols that represent it. The following 
is the data coding: 
a. The numeral 001, 002, 003,… are used to show the order of the data 
number. 
b. The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the level of code 
mixing. It is presented as follows: 
CMWL  : Code Mixing Word Level 
CMPL  : Code Mixing Phrase Level 
CMCL  : Code Mixing Clause Level 
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CMBL  : Code Mixing Baster Level 
CMRL  : Code Mixing Reduplication Level 
CMIL  : Code Mixing Idiomas Level 
c. The numeral P1NE or P1E… are used to show conversation of code 
mixing used by the students or participant from non-English or English 
of bilingual program. 
d. The numeral M1, M2, M3… are used to show the meeting in bilingual 
program. 
Those are can be put together into sentences in the example below: 
001/CMWL/ P1NE/ M.1 means the first datum is code mixing word level 
that is used by first participant non-English and first meeting. By giving a 
code to each datum, the data become easier to be classified. 
G. The Technique of Data Analysis 
Data analysis is a process of organizing and classifying the data into a 
pattern, category, and basic unit of analysis in order to find a theme and to 
formulate hypothesis as data suggest (Moleong, 2004: 248). The researcher 
analyzes the data based on the following step. This procedure is intended to 
answer the research objectives. The steps of analyzing the data in the research 
are as follows: 
1. Transcribing the recording of dialogue in bilingual program into written 
data form. The steps are the data ranked from the earliest up to latest by 
listened the record of the source data, repeatedly and selecting the data by 
marking code mixing using bold and italic letter. 
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2. Identifying the transcript by giving a code. In this research, the researcher 
uses bold and italic letter to show the occurrences of code mixing. The 
code is used to make data identification and analysis easy to do. 
3. Classifying data into level of code mixing, they are word, phrase, clause, 
baster, reduplication, and idiomatic expression. 
4. Encoding the data. 
5. Analyzing the data based on the level of code mixing: word, phrase, 
clause, baster, reduplication, and idiomatic expression level. After 
classifying the data into the six levels, in this step the researcher begins to 
analyze each datum based on theory of code mixing. 
6. Transcribing the recording answers to the reasons why the students mix 
their language in debate of bilingual program. 
7. Making conclusion based on the research objectives. 
H. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The qualitative research needs the validity of the data. Validity is defined 
as the degree of confidence in the data from the study conducted by 
researchers (Schwacit in Rustanto, 2015: 66). The researcher applied 
triangulation technique to support the data credibility in getting the valid data. 
Triangulation is a technique that utilizes data validity checking something 
else. (Ghony & Almanshur, 2014: 322). Denzin & Lincoln (2009: 271) 
concludes four types to triangulation technique, as follow: 
1. Data triangulation 
Data triangulation involves of using multiple sources (the sources are 
usually used by people with different roles). As the example, in the 
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language teaching situation, the researcher might want to consult with 
teachers, students, and administrators. 
2. Investigator triangulation 
Investigator triangulation involves of using multiple researchers 
examining the same data, this type of triangulation help to moderate and 
understand the researcher‟s biases. For example, two or more researcher 
might analyze the open response question of questionnaire, write up 
conclusions and compare with what they were found.  
3. Theory of triangulation 
Theory of triangulation involves of using multiple conceptual or 
theoretical points of view. For example open ended responses from 
interview for analyzing the error analysis the point of view. 
4. Methodological triangulation 
Methodological triangulation involves of using multiple data 
gathering procedures. For example, the researcher might use interviews, 
surveys, and observations to collect the data using different methods. 
Based on the statements above, triangulation means the use of several 
ways in order to know the validity of the data and to give a proof about the 
data validation. In this research, the researcher uses data triangulation in order 
to proof the validation. The researcher collects the data using many ways of 
technique of collecting the data such as field note taking from observation, 
script of recording and the result of interview with the students and tutors. 
The researcher compares the field note taking from observation, script of 
recording and result of interview. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to analyze the classified data 
concerning with the problem statements stated in Chapter I. The data analysis of 
the research is conducted based on the theory presented in Chapter II and this 
chapter includes the data analysis and the result of the research. 
I. The Research Finding 
In this sub-chapter, the researcher classifies the data in this research based 
on the level of code mixing. The data that are found is qualitative data. This 
qualitative data that are in the form of code mixing can be analyzed with a 
descriptive analysis. As mentioned in Chapter II, this research used a 
sociolinguistics approach. It emphasizes the using of languages in the social 
context and the situation of the speaker. In the research, the data are analyzed 
based on the data classification. 
The research finding that has been collected from observation in the 
Bilingual program of IAIN Surakarta. Based on the formulation of the 
problem, the aims of this research are to show the types of code mixing 
between English and Indonesian used by the students in bilingual program of 
the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta. The researcher also analyzes 
about the reason of the students in using code mixing in the Bilingual program 
of the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta. 
1. Analyzing on the types of code mixing between English and 
Indonesian used by the students in bilingual program of the sixth 
semester students in IAIN Surakarta 
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The data which are analyzed by the researcher are collected from the 
student‟s utterance. There are many English-Indonesian of code mixing 
used by the students that are found by the researcher. Those Indonesian 
codes mixing among English are written in Bold and italic font by the 
students in Bilingual program. After classifiying the data on Suwito‟s 
theory, the researcher found many data of code mixings in its various 
levels in Bilingual program. There are code mixings in word level, code 
mixing in phrase level, code mixing in clause level, code mixing in baster 
level, code mixing in reduplication level, code mixing in idioms level.  
Table 4.2 
Data collected through observation in Group English Department Students 
and Non-English Department Students 
 
No Department Type of Code Mixing Numb Presentage 
1  
English 
Department 
Students 
Code Mixing of Word Level 10 36.4 % 
2 Code Mixing of Phrase Level 9 34.6 % 
3 Code Mixing of Clause Level 5 19.2 % 
4 Code Mixing of Baster Level 1 3.8 % 
5 Code Mixing of Reduplication Level 0 0 % 
6 Code Mixing of Idioms Level 1 3.8 % 
Total 26 100 % 
1  
Non-
English 
Department 
Students 
Code Mixing of Word Level 29 47.5 % 
2 Code Mixing of Phrase Level 22 36.1 % 
3 Code Mixing of Clause Level 9 14.7 % 
4 Code Mixing of Baster Level 0 0 % 
5 Code Mixing of Reduplication Level 1 1.6 % 
6 Code Mixing of Idioms Level 0 0 % 
Total 61 100 % 
 
Based on the table above, the whole data of English-Indonesian code 
mixings that are found by the researcher in the utterances are used by the 
English department students and Non-English department students in 
Bilingual program are 26 and 61 data. The classifications are code mixing 
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of word level of English department students are 10 data with 36.4 % and 
from non-English department students are 29 data with 47.5 %. Code 
mixings of phrase level of English department students are 9 data with 
34.6 % and from non-English department students are 22 data with 36.1 
%. Code mixings of clause level from English department students are 5 
data with 19.2 % and from non-English department students are 9 data 
with 14.7 %. Code mixings of  baster level are from English department 
students are 1 data with 3.8 % and from non-English department students 
are 0 data with 0%. Code mixings of reduplication level of English 
department student are 0 data with 0% and from non-English department 
students are 1 data with 1.6 %. Code mixings of  idioms level are of 
English department student are 1 data with 3.8 % and from non-English 
department students are 0 data with 0%. 
From the data found, it can be concluded that the highest number of 
code mixing usage used by the English department students in Bilingual 
program. It is code mixings of the word level which attain 10 data with 
36.4 %, whereas the highest number of code mixing usage used by the 
non-English department students in Bilingual program is code mixing of 
the word level, which attain 29 data with 47.5 %. The fewest number of 
code mixings usage used by the English department students in Bilingual 
program is code mixing of reduplication level, which is 0 data with 0 %, 
whereas the fewest number of code mixings usage used by the non-
English department students in Bilingual program is code mixing of the 
baster and idioms level which is 0 data with 0 %. 
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Table 4.1 
All Data’s Collected through Observation in Groups 16, 37 and 67 
 
No Type of Code Mixing Numbers Percentage 
1 Code Mixing of Word Level 39 44.8 % 
2 Code Mixing of Phrase Level 31 35.6 % 
3 Code Mixing of Clause Level 14 16.1 % 
4 Code Mixing of Baster Levely 1 1.14 % 
5 Code Mixing of Reduplication Level 1 1.14 % 
6 Code Mixing of Idioms Level 1 1.14 % 
 Total 87 100 % 
 
Then, the whole data of English-Indonesian code mixings that were 
found by the researcher in the utterances used by the students in Bilingual 
program are 87 data. The classifications are code mixings of word level 
are 39 data with 44.8 %. Code mixings of phrase level are 31 data with 
35.6 %. Code mixings of clause level are 14 data with 16.1 %. Code 
mixing of baster level is 1 data with 1.14 %. Code mixing of reduplication 
level is 1 data with 1.14 %, and code mixing of idiom level is 1 data with 
1.14 %. From the data found, it can be concluded that the highest number 
of code mixing usage used by the students in Bilingual program is code 
mixing of the word level, which attain 39 data with 44.8 % and the fewest 
number of code mixings usage in Bilingual program is code mixing in 
baster level, reduplication level, and code mixing of idioms level in which 
each of them only 1 data with 14 %. 
The display data above can be checked in the appendix. Since there are 
a lot of data into this conversation used by the students in the bilingual 
program, not all the analyzed data are displayed in this chapter. The 
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researcher only displays certain data. It is enough to display parts of them, 
because those certain data can represent all of the collected data. The 
analysis of this research is the types of code mixing. The types are code 
mixing of word level, code mixing of phrase level, code mixing of clause 
level, code mixing of baster level, code mixing of reduplication level, code 
mixing of idioms level. 
 
GROUP 16 
a. Code Mixing of Word Level 
Word is the smallest unit that can be uttered as a free form or a unit 
of a language that can stand alone going from the morpheme single or 
morpheme combination (Kridalaksana, 2008: 110). 
1) 002/CMWL/P3NE/M.8 
 “I disagree with your argument because some member of bilingual 
program menyepelekan…” 
 
(“I disagree with your argument because some member of bilingual 
program belittle…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about bilingual program 
should be banned from FITK. This class consists of non-English 
department students, such as PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. The 
setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at eighth 
meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and 
the genre is conversation of debate. The utterance was happened 
when the second speaker from affirmative team wanted to oppose 
the first speaker from negative team. 
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The type of code mixing is included in the word level of code 
mixing. The third participant non-English mixed the word 
“menyepelekan” in her English utterance. She used the word 
“menyepelekan” can be translated into „belittle‟ in English. 
2) 003/CMWL/P3NE/M.8 
“…because they are menganggap bilingual program in FITK is 
enteng…” 
 
(“…because they are considered bilingual program in FITK is 
easy”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at 
eight meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate 
above is about bilingual program should be banned from FITK. 
This class consists of non-English departments, such as PGRA, 
PIAUD and PGMI. It happened when the second speaker from 
affirmative team wanted to oppose the first speaker from negative 
team. 
The utterance above consists of two languages which are 
English as the first language and Indonesia as the second language. 
The utterance above included code mixing of word level. In this 
sentence, there are two code mixings that are employed by the third 
participant non-English, those are “menganggap” and “enteng”. 
She used “menganggap” word to replace the word of „considered‟ 
and the word “enteng” in English can be translated into „easy‟. 
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3) 006/CMWL/P11NE/M.8 
“We agree that bilingual program should be banned from FITK 
because from materi, time…” 
 
(“We agree that bilingual program should be banned from FITK 
because from material, time…”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is in the PPG building. The 
norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about 
bilingual program should be banned from FITK. This class consists 
of non-English department students, such as PGRA, PIAUD and 
PGMI. The utterance above happened when the last speaker from 
affirmative team makes a conclusion. 
The utterance above is located in the eighth meeting. It was 
spoken by the fifth participant of non-English department students. 
She used code mixing word level. She mixed the word “materi” in 
her English utterance. She used the word “materi” that means 
„material‟ in English. 
4) 007/CMWL/P11NE/M.8 
“…so, bilingual program in FITK must dihapuskan.” 
 
(“…so, bilingual program in FITK must be abolished.”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is in the PPG building. The 
norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about 
bilingual program should be banned from FITK. The participants 
are from non-English department students. This class consists of 
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PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. The utterance above happened when 
the eleventh participant from affirmative team makes a conclusion. 
The utterance that was spoken by the eleventh participant at 
the eighth meeting, it is included in the word level of code mixing. 
The eleventh participant non-English said the word “dihapuskan” 
in her English speech act. The word “dihapuskan” in English can 
be translated into „abolished‟. 
5) 015/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 
“…I disagree Indonesia is not Islamic state so it is difficult to 
diterapkan…” 
 
(“…I disagree Indonesia is not Islamic state so it is difficult to 
apply…”) 
 
The utterance above was happened when the fifth participants 
of non-English department students as a second speaker gave a 
statement that she disagree with the motion about death penalty 
allowed in Indonesia law. The setting in the utterance above is in 
the PPG building. The norm in this program of the speech is 
informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of the 
debate above is about death penalty applied in Indonesia law. The 
participants are from non-English department students, such as: 
PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI.  
The utterance above was spoken by a fifth participant in the 
tenth meeting, it is included in the word level of code mixing. The 
fifth participant of non-English department student said the word 
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“diterapkan” in her English speech act. The word “diterapkan” in 
English can be translated into „apply‟. 
6) 018/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 
“…The man can‟t memperbaiki his false. According to Pancasila 
and UUD‟45…” 
 
(“…The man can‟t correct his false. According to Pancasila and 
UUD‟45…”) 
 
The act sequence above is when the fifth participants of non-
English department students as a second speaker give a statement 
that she disagrees with the motion about death penalty applied in 
Indonesia law. The setting in the utterance above is in the PPG 
building. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and 
the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is 
about death penalty applied in Indonesia law. The participants are 
from non-English department students, as follows: PGRA, PIAUD 
and PGMI. 
The utterance that was spoken by a fifth participant in the 
tenth meeting, it is included in the word level of code mixing. The 
fifth participant of non-English department student said the word 
“memperbaiki” in her English speech act. The word “memperbaiki” 
in English can be translated into „correct‟. 
7) 021/CMWL/P3NE/M.10 
“…Be save and peaceful country, with the death penalty in a 
country will create a community of mutual menghormati and 
menyayangi. Thanks, that‟s all.” 
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(“…Be save and peaceful country, with the death penalty in a 
country will create a community of mutual respect and love. 
Thanks, that‟s all.”) 
 
The utterance above happened when the third speaker from 
affirmative team gave conclusion. The setting in the utterance 
above is in the PPG building. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The 
motion of debate above is about death penalty applied in Indonesia 
law. The conversation in this class is from non-English department 
students. 
The utterance above consists of two languages which are 
English as the first language and Indonesia as the second language. 
The utterance above is included code mixing of word level. In this 
sentence, there are two code mixings that are employed by the third 
participant of non-English department students, those are 
“menghormati” and “menyayangi”. She used the word 
“menghormati” to replace word of „respect‟ and the word 
“menyayangi” in English can be translated into „love‟. 
 
b. Code Mixing of Phrase Level 
The phrase is a combination of two or more words that are non-
predictive. For example: high mountain, called the phrase is non-
predictive construction (Anton, 1989: 244). 
1. 030/CMPL/P3NE/M.8 
“…and tidak serius join in bilingual program.” 
 
(“…and don‟t be serious when join in bilingual program.”) 
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 The motion of debate above is about bilingual program 
should be banned from FITK. This class consists of non-English 
department students, such as PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. The 
setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at eight 
meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and 
the genre is conversation of debate. It happened when the third 
participant of non-English department students as a second speaker 
from affirmative team want to oppose the first speaker from 
negative team. 
The type of code mixing above is included into phrase level 
code mixing. The utterance above is located in eighth meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the third participant of non-English 
department students mixed the phrase “tidak serius” in her English 
utterance. She used the phrase “tidak serius” that means „don‟t be 
serious‟ in English. The phrase in this utterance used as an 
adjective phrase. 
2. 032/CMPL/P5NE/M.8 
“…because the member at bilingual have a waktu yang berbeda.” 
 
(“…because the member at bilingual have a different time”) 
 
The act sequence is happened when the fifth participant of 
non-English department students as a third speaker from 
affirmative team want to oppose the second speaker from negative 
team. The motion of debate above is about bilingual program 
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should be banned from FITK. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The 
setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at eight 
meeting. This class consists of non-English department, as follows: 
PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the fifth participant of 
non-English department students is included in the phrase level and 
located in the eighth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
phrase “waktu yang berbeda” in her English utterance. The code 
mixing that used by the speaker is the phrase “waktu yang 
berbeda” as the adjective phrase. The phrase “waktu yang 
berbeda” in English can be translated „different time‟. 
3. 034/CMPL/P11NE/M.8 
“We agree that bilingual program should be banned from FITK 
because from material, time, and group consists of different class 
make bilingual program is not berjalan dengan baik…” 
 
(“We agree that bilingual program should be banned from FITK 
because from material, time, and group consists of different class 
make bilingual program is not running well…”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at 
eight meeting. This class consists of non-English department, as 
follows: PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. The motion of debate above is 
about bilingual program should be banned from FITK. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The act sequence is happened when the 
eleventh participant of non-English department students as a last 
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speaker from affirmative team, she gave a conclusion about she 
agree if bilingual program should be banned from FITK. 
The utterance above that is located in the eighth meeting and 
it was spoken by the the eleventh participant of English department 
students of Bilingual program is included in the phrase level. She 
said the phrase “berjalan dengan baik” in her English utterance. 
The code mixing that used by the speaker is the phrase “berjalan 
dengan baik”. The phrase “berjalan dengan baik” is included as an 
adjective phrase. The phrase “berjalan dengan baik” in English can 
be translated „running well‟. 
4. 036/CMPL/P4NE/M.10 
“…death penalty is melanggar HAM, because living is given by 
Allah SWT.” 
 
“…death penalty is deviated human right, because living is given 
by Allah SWT.” 
 
The motion of debate above is about the death penalty 
allowed in Indonesia law. The norm in this program of the speech 
is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The setting of 
the utterance above is in the PPG building at eight meeting. The 
participants are non-English department, as follows: PGRA, 
PIAUD and PGMI. The act sequence is happened when the fourth 
participant of non-English department students as the first speaker 
from negative team, she gave a statement that she disagree with the 
motion about the death penalty allowed in Indonesia law. 
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The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the fourth participant of non-
English department students mixed the phrase “melanggar HAM” 
in her English utterance. The phrase in this utterance is used as a 
noun phrase. She used the phrase “melanggar HAM” can be 
translated „deviated human right‟ in English. 
 
c. Code Mixing of Clause Level 
A clause is a grammatical unit in the form of a group of words, at 
least consist of subject and predicate and potentially into sentences 
(Kridalaksana, 2008: 124). 
1) 039/CMPL/P7NE/M.8 
“…I am disagree with your argument because the group is not 
same class so can‟t be compared time, jadi itu membuat beberapa 
anggota tidak hadir dalam bilingual program.” 
 
(“…I am disagree with your argument because the group is not 
same class so can‟t be compared time. So, it makes some member 
absent in bilingual program”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the PPG building at 
eight meeting. This class consists of non-English department, as 
follows: PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. The motion of debate above is 
about bilingual program should be banned from FITK. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The act sequence is happened when the 
seventh participant of non-English department students as a fourth 
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speaker from affirmative team, she gave a statement about she 
agrees if bilingual program should be banned from FITK. 
The utterance above that is located in the eighth meeting and 
it was spoken by the the seventh participant of English department 
students of Bilingual program is included in the clause level. She 
said the clause “jadi, itu membuat beberapa anggota tidak hadir 
dalam bilingual program” in her English utterance. The code 
mixing that used by the speaker is the clause “jadi, itu membuat 
beberapa anggota tidak hadir dalam bilingual program”. The 
clause “jadi, itu membuat beberapa anggota tidak hadir dalam 
bilingual program” in English can be translated „So, it makes some 
members absent in bilingual program‟. The utterance above is 
includes as clause level, because this utterance has a subject and 
predicate. The word „it” as a subject, the word „makes‟ as a 
predicate, and the word „some member absent‟ as compliment, the 
last „in bilingual program‟ as an adverb of place. 
2) 041/CMPL/P3NE/M.10 
“…The conclusion that hukuman mati di izinkan in 
Indonesian…” 
 
(“…The conclusion that death penalty is allowed in Indonesian…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about the death penalty 
allowed in Indonesia law. The norm in this program of the speech 
is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The setting of 
the utterance above is in the PPG building at eight meeting. The 
participants are non-English department, as follows: PGRA, 
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PIAUD and PGMI. The act sequence is happened when the third 
participant of non-English department students as the last speaker 
from affirmative team, she gives a conclusion that her member 
agree with the motion about the death penalty allowed in Indonesia 
law. 
The statement that was spoken by the the third participant of 
non-English department students is included in the clause level and 
located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
clause “hukuman mati di izinkan” in her English utterance. The 
code mixing that used by the speaker is the clause “hukuman mati 
di izinkan. The clause “hukuman mati di izinkan” in English can be 
translated „death penalty allowed‟. The utterance above is included 
clause level because it consists of subject and predicate, as follows: 
the word „death penalty‟ as a subject and the word „allowed‟ as the 
predicate. 
  
d. Code Mixing of Reduplication Level 
Reduplication is similar to repetition. Repetition of a syllable, a 
morpheme, or a word (Richards, 2002: 450). 
1) 042/CMRL/P9NE/M.8 
“…I am disagree with your argument, because material is not 
specific. Because, the material no basic but campur-campur…” 
 
(“…I am disagree with your argument, because material is not 
specific. Because, the material no basic but mixes…”) 
 
The act sequence is happened when the ninth participant of 
non-English department students as a fifth speaker from 
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affirmative team, she gave a statement about she agree if bilingual 
program should be banned from FITK. The setting of the utterance 
above is in the PPG building at eight meeting. This class consists 
of non-English department, such as: PGRA, PIAUD and PGMI. 
The motion of debate above is about bilingual program should be 
banned from FITK. The norm in this program of the speech is 
informal and the genre is conversation of debate. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into 
reduplication level code mixing. The utterance above is located in 
eighth meeting in Bilingual program. In this case, the ninth 
participant of non-English department students mixed the word 
“campur-campur” in her English utterance. She used the word 
“campur-campur” that means „mixes‟ in English. 
 
GROUP 39 
a. Code Mixing of Word Level 
Word is the smallest unit that can be uttered as a free form or a 
unit of a language that can stand alone going from the morpheme 
single or morpheme combination (Kridalaksana, 2008: 110). 
1) 046/CMWL/P9NE/M.10 
“…Each student mudah to control and understand about the 
material…” 
 
(“…Each student easy to control and understand about the 
material…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about this house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. The norm in 
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this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The setting in the utterance above is 
located in the PPG building. This class consists of non-English 
department students, such as: PAI, PBA and PGRA. The act 
squence above is happened when the ninth participant of non-
English department students, she from affirmative team give a 
statement that she agrees with the motion about this house believe 
that the teacher must be patient when teaching children. 
The utterance above that was located in the tenth meeting and 
it was spoken by the the ninth participant of English department 
students of Bilingual program is included in the word level. She 
said the word “mudah” in her English utterance. The code mixing 
that used by the speaker is the word “mudah”. The word “mudah” 
in English can be translated „easy‟. 
2) 047/CMWL/P9NE/M.10 
“…as a teacher we should be patient and we have to can be 
controlled our emotional so we are not use kekerasan when we 
learn to our students.” 
 
(“…as a teacher we should be patient and we have to can be 
controlled our emotional so we are not use violence when we learn 
to our students.”) 
 
The type of code mixing case above is included into word 
level code mixing. The utterance above was located in tenth 
meeting in Bilingual program. In this case, the ninth participant of 
non-English department students mixed the ninth “kekerasan” in 
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her English utterance. She used the word “kekerasan” that means 
„violence‟ in English. 
 
b. Code Mixing of Phrase Level 
The phrase is a combination of two or more words that are non-
predictive 
1) 048/CMPL/P3NE/M.4 
“…I don‟t agree the homeschooling is good for children, because 
the homeschooling be made difficult for children to sociality and 
interact with other, after that then it making difficult for the 
children to memecahkan masalahnya sendiri…” 
(“…I don‟t agree the homeschooling is good for children, because 
the homeschooling be made difficult for children to sociality and 
interact with other, after that then it making difficult for the 
children to solve his own problem…”) 
 
The act squence above is happened when the third participant 
of non-English department students from affirmative team, she 
gave a statement that she agrees with the motion about this house 
believe that homeschooling is good for children. The motion of 
debate above is about this house believe that homeschooling is 
good for children. The norm in this program of the speech is 
informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The setting in the 
utterance above is located in the Laboratory building. This class 
consists of non-English department students, as follows: PAI, PBA 
and PGRA. 
The utterance above that is located in the fourth meeting and 
it was spoken by the the third participant of English department 
students of Bilingual program is included in the phrase level. She 
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said the phrase “memecahkan masalahnya sendiri” in her English 
utterance. The code mixing that used by the speaker is the phrase 
“memecahkan masalahnya sendiri”. The phrase “memecahkan 
masalahnya sendiri” is included as a noun phrase. The phrase 
“memecahkan masalahnya sendiri” in English can be translated 
„solve his own problem‟.  
2) 050/CMPL/P3NE/M.6 
“…The use of handphone when in the class can make penurunan 
nilai prestasi.” 
 
(“…The use of handphone when in the class can make 
achievement discharge.”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the Laboratory 
building. The participants are non-English department students, as 
follows: PAI, PBA and PGRA. The motion of debate above is 
about this house believe that using cellphone during in class. The 
norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The utterance above is happened when the 
third participant of non-English department students, she from 
negative team, she give a statement that she disagrees with the 
motion about this house believe that using cellphone during in 
class. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in sixth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the third participant of non-
English department students mixed the phrase “penurunan nilai 
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prestasi” in her English utterance. She used the phrase “penurunan 
nilai prestasi” can be translated „achievement discharge‟ in 
English. 
3) 054/CMPL/P2NE/M.10 
“…Each child has a different way of learning from one to another. 
There are children who type auditory learning, there is also a type 
visual learning dan sebagainya…” 
 
(“…Each child has a different way of learning from one to another. 
There are children who type auditory learning, there is also a type 
visual learning and ect…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about this house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The setting in the utterance above is 
located in the PPG building. This class consists of non-English 
department students, as follows: PAI, PBA and PGRA. The act 
squence above is happened when the second participant of non-
English department students, she from affirmative team give a 
statement that she agrees with the motion about this house believe 
that the teacher must be patient when teaching children. 
The statement that was spoken by the the second participant 
of non-English department students is included in the phrase level 
and located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
phrase “dan sebagainya” in her English utterance. The code 
mixing that used by the speaker is the phrase “dan sebagainya” as 
the adverb phrase. The phrase “dan sebagainya” is familiar in our 
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language. The phrase “dan sebagainya” in English can be 
translated „and ect‟. 
4) 055/CMPL/P3NE/M.10 
“…In good classroom learning activities is also dipengaruhi oleh 
guru. If the teacher in teaching patiently on the delivery of the 
material then also will pay attention to the teacher well, happy and 
spirit…” 
 
(“…In good classroom learning activities is also influenced by the 
teacher. If the teacher in teaching patiently on the delivery of the 
material then also will pay attention to the teacher well, happy and 
spirit…”) 
 
The utterance above is happened when the third participant of 
non-English department students, she from affirmative team gave a 
statement that she agrees with the motion this house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. The setting in 
the utterance above is located in the PPG building. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about this 
house believe that the teacher must be patient when teaching 
children. This class consists of non-English department students, as 
follows: PAI, PBA and PGRA. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the third participant of non-
English department students mixed the phrase “dipengaruhi oleh 
guru” in her English utterance. She used the phrase “dipengaruhi 
oleh guru” that means „influenced by the teacher‟ in English. 
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c. Code Mixing of Clause Level 
A clause is a grammatical unit in the form of a group of words, at 
least consist of subject and predicate and potentially into sentences 
(Kridalaksana, 2008: 124). 
1) 057/CMCL/P1NE/M.10 
“For example: Ketika anak berkelahi, maka guru segera melerai 
dengan menasehati, so that the incident does not happen again. 
So, a teacher needs to have high patience in dealing with his 
students while teaching.” 
 
(“For example: when the students are fighting, the teacher 
immadiatelly intervence by advising, so that the incident does not 
happen again. So, a teacher needs to have high patience in dealing 
with his students while teaching.”) 
 
The utterance that is located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual 
program. The statement that was spoken by the the first participant 
of non-English department students is included in the clause level. 
She used the clause “Ketika anak berkelahi, maka guru segera 
melerai dengan menasehati” in her English utterance. The code 
mixing that used by the first speaker is the clause “Ketika anak 
berkelahi, maka guru segera melerai dengan menasehati”. The 
clause “Ketika anak berkelahi, maka guru segera melerai dengan 
menasehati” in English can be translated „when the students are 
fighting, the teacher immadiatelly intervence by advising‟, The 
sentence above included as a clause complex sentence level 
because this sentence has a subject, predicate and object, such as: 
the word „when the students are fighting‟ (sub clause) as a adverb, 
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the word „the teacher‟ as a subject, the word „intervence‟ as a 
predicate. 
2) 058/CMCL/P2NE/M.10 
 “…Basically, every child is unique, mereka mempunyai 
perbedaan karakteristik antara satu dengan yang lainnya. The 
difference is what requires us as a teacher who must be patient in 
educating children. Each child has a different way of learning from 
one to another…” 
 
(“…Basically, every child is unique, they have different 
characteristics each other. The difference is what requires us as a 
teacher who must be patient in educating children. Each child has a 
different way of learning from one to another…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about this house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The setting in the utterance above is 
located in the PPG building. This class consists of non-English 
department students, as follows: PAI, PBA and PGRA. The act 
squence above is happened when the second participant of non-
English department students, she from affirmative team gave a 
statement that she agrees with the motion about this house believe 
that the teacher must be patient when teaching children. 
The statement that was spoken by the the second participant 
of non-English department students is included in the clause level 
and located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
clause “mereka mempunyai perbedaan karakteristik antara satu 
dengan yang lainnya” in her English utterance. The code mixing 
that used by the second speaker is the clause “mereka mempunyai 
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perbedaan karakteristik antara satu dengan yang lainnya”. The 
clause “mereka mempunyai perbedaan karakteristik antara satu 
dengan yang lainnya” in English can be translated „they have 
different characteristics each other‟. The sentence is included 
clause level because it consists of subject, predicate and object, as 
follows: the word „they‟ as a subject, the word „have‟ as a 
predicate, and the word „different characteristics each other‟ as an 
object. 
3) 059/CMCL/P6NE/M.10 
“…In addition the teacher who is patient when facing the child‟s 
behavior can be said that guru mempunyai kepribadian yang baik 
and provide a good example for the daily life of children…‟ 
 
(“…In addition the teacher who is patient when facing the child‟s 
behavior can be said that the teacher has a good personality and 
provide a good example for the daily life of children…”) 
 
The utterance above is happened when the sixth participant of 
non-English department students, she from affirmative team gave a 
statement that she agrees with the motion this house believe that the 
teacher must be patient when teaching children. The setting in the 
utterance above is located in the PPG building. The norm in this 
program of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation of 
debate. The motion of debate above is about this house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. This class 
consists of non-English department students, as follows: PAI, PBA 
and PGRA. 
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The type of code mixing case above is included into clause 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the sixth participant of non- 
department students mixed the clause “guru mempunyai kepribadian 
yang baik” in her English utterance. She used the clause “guru 
mempunyai kepribadian yang baik” that means „the teacher has a 
good personality‟ in English. The sentence included clause level 
because consists of subject, predicate and object, as follows: the 
word „the teacher‟ as a subject, the word „has‟ as a predicate, and the 
word „a good personality‟ as an object. 
4) 060/CMCL/P7NE/M.10 
“I am from affirmative team, I agree that the teacher must be patient 
when teaching children, because guru yang sabar akan disukai oleh 
muridnya, because the child will feel comfortable in following the 
lesson.” 
 
(“I am from affirmative team, I agree that the teacher must be patient 
when teaching children, because the patient teacher will be loved by 
students, because the child will feel comfortable in following the 
lesson.”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the PPG 
building. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the 
genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about 
this house believe that the teacher must be patient when teaching 
children. This class consists of non-English department students, as 
follows: PAI, PBA and PGRA. The act squence above is happened 
when the seventh participant of non-English department students, she 
from affirmative team give a statement that she agrees with the 
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motion This house believe that the teacher must be patient when 
teaching children. 
The utterance that is located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual 
program. The statement that was spoken by the the seventh 
participant of non-English department students is included in the 
clause level. She used the clause “guru yang sabar akan disukai oleh 
muridnya” in her English utterance. The code mixing that used by 
the eighth speaker is the clause “guru yang sabar akan disukai oleh 
muridnya”. The clause “guru yang sabar akan disukai oleh 
muridnya” in English can be translated „the patient teacher will be 
loved by students‟, The sentence included clause level because this 
sentence has a subject, predicate and object, which is the word „the 
patient teacher‟ as a subject, the word „will be loved‟ as a predicate, 
and the word „by students‟ as an object.  
5) 061/CMCL/P10NE/M.10 
 “Yes, I am from negative team, I third speaker. I don‟t agree with 
the teaching of patient the children because guru harus tegas kepada 
anak didiknya.” 
 
(“Yes, I am from negative team, I third speaker. I don‟t agree with 
the teaching of patient the children because the teacher must be firm 
to the students.”) 
 
The act squence above is happened when the tenth participant 
of non-English department students, he from negative team give a 
statement that he disagrees with the motion This house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. The setting in the 
utterance above is located in the PPG building. The norm in this 
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program of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation of 
debate. The motion of debate above is about This house believe that 
the teacher must be patient when teaching children. This class 
consists of non-English department students, as follows: PAI, PBA 
and PGRA. 
The statement that was spoken by the the tenth participant of 
non-English department students is included in the clause level and 
located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
clause “guru harus tegas kepada anak didiknya” in her English 
utterance. The code mixing that used by the tenth speaker is the 
clause “guru harus tegas kepada anak didiknya”. The clause “guru 
harus tegas kepada anak didiknya” in English can be translated „the 
teacher must be firm to the students‟. 
 
Group 67 
a. Code Mixing of Word Level 
Word is the smallest unit that can be uttered as a free form or a 
unit of a language that can stand alone going from the morpheme 
single or morpheme combination (Kridalaksana, 2008: 110). 
1) 066/ CMWL/ P8E/ M.4 
“…and the second, instagram easy to use but also easy to 
disalahgunakan…” 
 
(“…and the second, instagram easy to use but also easy to abuse…”) 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the E building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
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contra of instagram. This class consists of English, as follows: PBI 
and SI. The act squence above is happened when the eighth speaker 
from negative team want to oppose the fourth speaker‟s argument 
from affirmative team about the benefits of instagram and then she 
answers with the disadvantage of instagram. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into word level 
code mixing. The utterance above is located in fourth meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the eighth participant of English 
department students mixed the word “disalahgunakan” in her 
English utterance. She used the word “disalahgunakan” that means 
„abused‟ in English. 
2) 067/CMWL/ P5E/M.7 
“…or the student feel terkekang…” 
 
(“…or the student feel blinded up…”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the E building at 
seventh meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above 
is about the use of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The 
participants in this class are from PBI and SI. The act sequence 
above is when the fifth participant of English department students 
opposes the first speaker‟s statement from affirmative team about the 
teacher can monitor the student thought facebook. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into word level 
code mixing. The utterance above is located in seventh meeting in 
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Bilingual program. In this case, the first participant of English 
department students mixed the word “terkekang” in her English 
utterance. She used the word “terkekang” that means „blinded up‟ in 
English. 
3) 068/CMWL/ P3E/M.7 
“I from third speaker, I can menjawab your opinion…” 
 
(“I from third speaker, I can answer your opinion…”) 
 
The act sequence above is the third participant of English 
department students from affirmative team opposes the sixth 
participant‟s statement about facebook disturb bounce off. The 
setting of the utterance above is in the E building at seventh meeting. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about the 
usage of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The 
participants in this class are from PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the fourth participant of 
English department students is included in the word level and 
located in the seventh meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
word “menjawab” in her English utterance. The code mixing that 
used by the speaker is the word “menjawab”. The word “menjawab” 
in English can be translated „answer‟. 
4) 069/CMWL/ P3E/M.7 
“…the facebook just use to search information for student, and 
teacher can give tugas with facebook…” 
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(“…the facebook just use to search information for student, and 
teacher can give a task with facebook…”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the E building at 
seventh meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above 
is about The use of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The 
participant in this class are from PBI and SI. The act sequence above 
is the third participant of English department students opposes the 
sixth participant‟s statement from negative team. She said that 
facebook disturb bounce off and then the third participant answers 
the facebook just use to search information for student, teacher can 
give a task with facebook, not to make rebound of student down. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into word level 
code mixing. The utterance above is located in seventh meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the third participant of English 
department students mixed the word “tugas” in her English 
utterance. She used the word “tugas” that means „task‟ in English. 
The word “tugas” in this sentence can be classified as a noun. 
5) 070/CMWL/P1E/M.10 
“And my opinion there is bilingual program, I think this program 
make us to add new friend and make akrab.” 
 
(“And my opinion there is bilingual program, I think this program 
make us to add new friend and make familiar.”) 
 
The act sequence above is the first participant of English 
department students, she as a first speaker from affirmative team, she 
gave a statement that she agrees with the motion. The setting of the 
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utterance above is in the E building at seventh meeting. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation 
of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-contra bilingual 
program. The participants in this class are from PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the first participant of 
English department students is included in the word level and 
located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said the word 
“akrab” in her English utterance. The code mixing that used by the 
speaker is the word “akrab”. The word “akrab” in English can be 
translated „familiar‟. 
6) 071/CMWL/P4E/M.10 
“It make that we will terpaksa in the bilingual program.” 
 
(“It make that we will perforce in the bilingual program.”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the D building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra bilingual program. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the fourth participant as a first speaker from negative team, she 
gave a statement that she contra with bilingual program. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into word level 
code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the fourth participant of English 
department students mixed the word “terpaksa” in her English 
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utterance. She used the word “terpaksa” that means „enforce‟ in 
English. 
 
b. Code Mixing of Phrase Level 
The phrase is a combination of two or more words that are non-
predictive. For example: high mountain, called the phrase is non-
predictive construction (Anton, 1989: 244). 
1) 072/CMPL/ P2E/M.4 
“…but the instagram is mudah untuk digunakan dikalangan 
masyarakat…” 
 
(“…but the instagram is easy to use for society …”) 
 
The utterance above happened when the second speaker from 
affirmative team receive the fifth speaker‟s statement about 
instagram use a lot of money and quota. The setting in the utterance 
above is located in the E building. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The 
motion of debate above is about pro-contra of instagram. This class 
consists of English, as follows: PBI and SI. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in fourth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the second participant of English 
department students mixed the phrase “mudah untuk digunakan 
dikalangan masyarakat” in her English utterance. She used the word 
“mudah untuk digunakan dikalangan masyarakat” that means „easy 
to use for society‟ in English. 
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2) 073/CMPL/ P7E /M.4 
“…In olshop often disalahgunakan untuk menipu costumers…” 
 
(“…In olshop often abused to decieve costumers…”) 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the E building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra of instagram. This class consists of English, as follows: PBI 
and SI. The act squence above is happened when the seventh speaker 
from negative team want to oppose the fourth speaker‟s argument 
from affirmative team, she adds the third disadvantage of instagram. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in fourth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the seventh participant of English 
department students mixed the word “disalahgunakan untuk menipu” 
in her English utterance. She used the word “disalahgunakan untuk 
menipu” that means „abused to deceive‟ in English. 
3) 074/CMPL/P1E/M.7 
“…when teacher can monitor their student, he can gave skor yang 
valid, so the score is from student in fact…” 
 
(“…when teacher can monitor their student, he can gave the validity 
score, so the score is from student in fact…”) 
 
The act sequence above is when the first participant of English 
department students from affirmative team gave a statement that she 
agree with the motion about facebook very useful in relationship 
about teacher and student. The setting of the utterance above is in the 
E building at seventh meeting. The norm in this program of the 
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speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. The 
motion of debate above is about The use of facebook for teacher and 
student friendship. The participant in this class are from PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the first participant of 
English department students is included in the phrase level and 
located in the seventh meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
phrase “skor yang valid” in her English utterance. The code mixing 
that used by the speaker is the phrase “skor yang valid” as the 
adjective phrase. The phrase “skor yang valid” in English can be 
translated „the validity score‟. 
4) 075/CMPL/ P5E/M.7 
”…so it makes student tidak leluasa...” 
 
(”…so it makes student not free...”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the E building at 
seventh meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above 
is about The use of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The 
participant in this class are from PBI and SI. The act sequence above 
is when the fifth participant of English department students opposes 
the first speaker‟s statement from affirmative team about the teacher 
can monitor the student thought facebook. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in seventh meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the first participant of English 
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department students mixed the phrase “tidak leluasa” in her English 
utterance. She used the phrase “tidak leluasa” that means „not free‟ 
in English. The phrase “tidak leluasa” is included adjective phrase. 
5) 076/CMPL/ P4E/M.7 
“…they akan malu or nervous so they can using the facebook to tell 
about this problem. I think that‟s all, enough thank you.” 
 
(“…they will be ashamed or nervous so they can using the facebook 
to tell about this problem. I think that‟s all, enough thank you.”) 
 
The act sequence above is the fourth participant of English 
department students receives the seventh participant, and the she 
gave a conclusion from her member of affirmative team. The setting 
of the utterance above is in the E building at seventh meeting. The 
norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about the use 
of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The participants in 
this class are from PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the fourth participant of 
English department students is included in the phrase level and 
located in the seventh meeting of Bilingual program. She said the 
phrase “akan malu” in her English utterance. The code mixing that 
used by the speaker is the phrase “akan malu” as the adjective 
phrase. The phrase “akan malu” in English can be translated „will be 
ashamed‟. 
6) 077/CMPL/ P4E/M.10 
“…I think that it makes us if we are tidak nyaman with their 
group…” 
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(“…I think that it makes us if we are uncomfortable with their 
group…”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the D building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra bilingual program. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the fourth participant as a first speaker from negative team, she 
gave a statement that she contras with bilingual program. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level code mixing is because included by two word. In this case, the 
fourth participant of English department students mixed the phrase 
“tidak nyaman” in her English utterance. The utterance above is 
located in tenth meeting in Bilingual program. She used the phrase 
“tidak nyaman” that means „uncomfortable‟ in English. The phrase 
“tidak nyaman” is included in adjective phrase.  
7) 078/CMPL/ P2E/M.10 
“…I think that a bilingual program is sangat bermanfaat buat 
kita…” 
  
(“…I think that a bilingual program is very useful for us…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about pro-contra bilingual 
program. The act squence above is happened when the second 
participant from affirmative team opposes the statement from fourth 
speaker about the bilingual make uncomfortable and then she 
answers that bilingual program we can get new vocabulary and we 
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can improve our speaking. The setting in the utterance above is 
located in the D building. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate 
The statement above that was spoken by the the second 
participant of English department students is included in the phrase 
level and located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. She said 
the phrase “sangat bermanfaat buat kita” in her English utterance. 
The code mixing that used by the second speaker is the phrase 
“sangat bermanfaat buat kita”. The phrase “sangat bermanfaat buat 
kita” in English can be translated „very useful for us‟.  
8) 079/CMPL/ P3E/M.10 
“Okey, you say that bilingual program is made a boring, but in the 
fact with bilingual program can make us lebih kritis and make me 
happy…” 
 
(“Okey, you say that bilingual program is made a boring, but in the 
fact with bilingual program can make us more critical and make me 
happy…”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the D building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra bilingual program. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the third participant from affirmative team opposes with 
statement of fifth participant about bilingual program is make a 
boring. 
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The utterance above that is located in the tenth meeting and it 
was spoken by the the third participant of English department 
students of Bilingual program is included in the phrase level. She 
said the phrase “lebih kritis” in her English utterance. The code 
mixing that used by the speaker is the phrase “lebih kritis”. The 
phrase “lebih kritis” in English can be translated „more critical‟. The 
phrase “lebih kritis” is included as an adjective phrase. 
9) 080/CMPL/ P6E/M.10 
“You say that bilingual program can pressure for your group, but I 
think bilingual, it makes us bertambah beban…” 
 
(“You say that bilingual program can pressure for your group, but I 
think bilingual, it makes us getting more burden …”) 
 
The act squence above is happened when the sixth participant 
from negative team opposes with statement of third participant about 
bilingual program can pressure for your group, and then she gave a 
conclusion. The setting in the utterance above is located in the D 
building. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the 
genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about 
pro-contra bilingual program. This class consists of English 
department students, as follows: PBI and SI. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into phrase 
level of code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the sixth participant of English 
department students mixed the phrase “bertambah beban” in her 
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English utterance. She used the phrase “bertambah beban” that 
means „more burden‟ in English. 
 
c. Code Mixing of Clause Level 
A clause is a grammatical unit in the form of a group of words, at 
least consist of subject and predicate and potentially into sentences 
(Kridalaksana, 2008: 124). 
1) 081/CMCL/ P8E /M.4 
“…But, in the fact in social media or instagram, meskipun kita 
sudah mengontrol diri kita kadang masih banyak kejadian seperti 
itu…” 
 
(“…But, in the fact in social media or instagram, althought we 
controlled ourself, sometimes it still going on…”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the E building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra of instagram. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the eighth participant from negative team give a conclusion 
about the disadvantage of instagram. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into clause 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in fourth meeting 
in Bilingual program. In this case, the eighth participant of English 
department students mixed the word “meskipun kita sudah 
mengontrol diri kita kadang masih banyak kejadian seperti itu” in 
her English utterance. She used the word “meskipun kita sudah 
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mengontrol diri kita kadang masih banyak kejadian seperti itu” that 
means „althought we controlled ourself, sometimes it still going on‟ 
in English. 
2) 082/CMCL/ P8E/M.4 
“…the third, koneksi jaringannya mudah digunakan misalnya 
online shop, but the third speaker from contra group said more lay 
olshoper to costumer…” 
 
(“…the third, a network connection is easy to use, for example 
online shop, but the third speaker from contra group said more lay 
olshoper to costumer…”) 
 
The act squence above is happened when the eighth participant 
from negative team give a conclusion about the disadvantage of 
instagram. The setting in the utterance above is located in the E 
building. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the 
genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about 
pro-contra of instagram. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the eighth participant of 
English department students is included in the clause level and 
located in the fourth meeting of Bilingual program. She used the 
clause “koneksi jaringannya mudah digunakan, misalnya online 
shop” in her English utterance. The code mixing that used by the 
eighth speaker is the clause “koneksi jaringannya mudah misalnya 
online shop”. The clause “koneksi jaringannya mudah digunakan, 
misalnya online shop” can be translated „a network connection is 
easy to use‟ in English. 
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3) 083/CMCL/ P8E/M.4 
“…Verla says that facebook can make mental student can destroy 
and facebook is not make motivation, itu justru malah merusak 
mental dari student sendiri…” 
 
(“…Verla says that facebook can make mental student can destroy 
and facebook is not make motivation, infact, it destroys bounce off 
student itself…”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about pro-contra of instagram. 
The act squence above is happened when the eighth participant from 
negative team give a conclusion about the disadvantage of instagram. 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the E building. This 
class consists of English department students, as follows: PBI and SI. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. 
The utterance that is located in the fourth meeting of Bilingual 
program. The statement that was spoken by the the eighth participant 
of English department students is included in the clause level. She 
used the clause “itu justru malah merusak mental dari student 
sendiri” in her English utterance. The code mixing that used by the 
eighth speaker is the clause “itu justru malah merusak mental dari 
student sendiri”. The clause “itu justru malah merusak mental dari 
student sendiri” in English can be translated „it destroys bounce off 
student itself‟, such as the word „it‟ as a subject, the word „destroys‟ 
as a verb, and the word „bounce off student itself‟ as an object.  
4) 084/CMCL/ P6E/M.10 
 “Bilingual can make us burden because kita juga diberi tugas oleh 
dosen-dosen lainnya...” 
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(“Bilingual can make us burden because we also are given a task by 
other lecture...”) 
 
The setting in the utterance above is located in the D building. 
The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre is 
conversation of debate. The motion of debate above is about pro-
contra bilingual program. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the sixth participant from negative team opposes with 
statement of third participant about bilingual program can pressure 
for your group, and then she gave a conclusion. 
The type of code mixing case above is included into clause 
level code mixing. The utterance above is located in tenth meeting in 
Bilingual program. In this case, the sixth participant of English 
department students mixed the clause “kita juga diberi tugas oleh 
dosen-dosen lainnya” in her English utterance. She used the clause 
“kita juga diberi tugas oleh dosen-dosen lainnya” that means „we 
also are given a task by other lecturer‟ in English. The sentence is 
included clause level because consists of subject, predicate and 
object, as follows: the word „we‟ as a subject, the word „are given‟ as 
a predicate, and the word „by other lecturer as an object. 
5) 085/CMCL/ P5E/M.10 
“Okey, you say that a bilingual program can improve the speaking 
and get new vocabulary, but I think it‟s true. Tapi menurut saya, itu 
membuat a bored.” 
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(“Okey, you say that a bilingual program can improve the speaking 
and get new vocabulary, but I think it‟s true. But, according me, it 
makes a bored.”) 
 
The motion of debate above is about pro-contra bilingual 
program. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the 
genre is conversation of debate. The setting in the utterance above is 
located in the D building. This class consists of English department 
students, as follows: PBI and SI. The act squence above is happened 
when the fifth participant from negative team opposes the second 
speaker and then gave a statement that she disagrees with the motion. 
The statement that was spoken by the the fifth participant of 
English department students is included in the clause level and 
located in the tenth meeting of Bilingual program. The sentence is 
included as clause level because it has a subject and predicate, as 
follows: the word „it‟ as a subject and the word „makes as a 
predicate. She said the clause “Tapi menurut saya, itu membuat” in 
her English utterance. The code mixing that used by the eighth 
speaker is the clause “Tapi menurut saya, itu membuat”. The clause 
“Tapi menurut saya, itu membuat” in English can be translated „But, 
according me, it makes‟. 
 
d. Code Mixing of Baster Level 
Baster is the result of a combination of two elements of different 
languages to form one meaning (Kridalaksana, 1993: 92). 
1) 086/CMBL/ P3E/M.7 
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“…But facebook for the teacher just memonitor the student, it‟s not 
to make rebound of student down…” 
 
(“…But facebook for the teacher is just monitored the student, it‟s 
not to make rebound of student down…”) 
 
The setting of the utterance above is in the E building at 
seventh meeting. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. The motion of debate above 
is about the use of facebook for teacher and student friendship. The 
participant in this class are from PBI and SI. The act sequence above 
is the third participant of English department students opposes the 
sixth participant‟s statement about facebook disturb bounce off. 
The utterance above is located in seventh meeting in Bilingual 
program. The code mixing of baster level that used is the word 
“memonitor”. In this case, the third participant of English department 
students mixed the word “memonitor” in her English utterance that is 
united by the speaker with a prefix from Indonesia, “me-” is a prefix 
from Indonesian and “monitor” is word from English that are united 
to become baster. She used the word “memonitor” that means 
monitored in English. 
 
e. Code Mixing of Idioms Level 
Idiom is a combination form of the language that the meaning of 
his words cannot be derived from the meaning of the combined 
elements, an elemen exists if there is the other element that forms new 
meaning (Anton, 1989: 320). 
1) 087/CBIL/ P4E/M.7 
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“...student can the student if have difficult in the class the student can 
tell about the difficulty or problem, because if they tell empat mata…” 
 
(“...student can the student if have difficult in the class the student can 
tell about the difficulty or problem, because if they tell face to face…”) 
 
The act sequence above is the fourth participant of English 
department students receives the seventh participant, and the she gave 
a conclusion from her member of affirmative team. The setting of the 
utterance above is in the E building at seventh meeting. The norm in 
this program of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation of 
debate. The motion of debate above is about The use of facebook for 
teacher and student friendship. The participant in this class are from 
PBI and SI. 
The statement that was spoken by the the fourth participant of 
English department students is included in the idioms level and located 
in the seventh meeting of Bilingual program. She said the word “empat 
mata” in her English utterance. The code mixing that used by the 
speaker is the words “empat mata”. The word “empat mata” in English 
can be translated „face to face‟. 
 
2. Analyzing on the reason of the students using code mixing in the 
bilingual program of the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta 
The researcher did the interviews with the students after the meeting of 
Bilingual program is finished. The researcher did the interview to get the 
reason why the students use code mixing in their utterance in the debate of 
Bilingual program. The researcher did it by asking one by one of the 
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respondents using their first language to make them understand easily 
about the questions list. In this activity, they should answer the questions 
honestly, because it would be different between one respondent from 
another. There were three groups in this research. 
a. Interview with students group 16 
Interview with the first group was held on Thursday, June 8
th
 
2017, in PPG building. This group consists of non-English department 
students. In the interview, there are some findings found by the 
researcher. The first is almost all of the students said that they used 
mixed language because they have less vocabulary and social 
community (background). They are non-English Department students, 
they don‟t learn English deeply, so they have less of vocabulary, they 
used mixed language to help them in speaking English. It could be 
seen in the interview with Devi from PIAUD, as follow:  
 
The researcher asks “Oya dek, di semester ini kan temanya 
debat ya dek ya, sewaktu debat itu menggunakan campur 
bahasa atau full Inggris?” 
“Campuran, ada bahasa inggris ada bahasa indonesianya.” 
Answered Devi 
“Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu 
kenapa?” The researcher next question. 
Answered Devi “Karena vocabularynya kurang, kurang 
menguasai translatenya antara kata satu dengan yang lainnya 
berbeda.” 
The researcher next question “Ada alasan lain dek?” 
“saya kan jurusannya PIAUD, karena jurusannya PIAUD nggak 
ada bahasa inggrisnya,bahasa inggrisnya simple-simple aja, 
Cuma menghitung satu sampai dua puluh, menerangkan hewan 
kaya gitu” Answered Devi 
 
When the researcher asked her when she debate, she used code 
mixing or full English, she said that she used code mixing. In Devi‟s 
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opinion her reason why she mixed her utterance is because she has a 
low vocabulary and her background is not from English Department 
students, she just gets English basically, so she felt hard if she was 
asked to speak English. 
b. Interview with students group 39 
Interview with the first group was held on Thursday, June 8
th
 
2017, in laboratory building. This group consists of non-English 
department students. In the interview, there are some findings found by 
the researcher. The first is almost all of the students said that they had 
difficulties when they must speak full-English because they have less 
vocabulary. In addition, their background from non-English 
Department students, they don‟t learn English deeply, so they have less 
of vocabulary, they used mixed language to help them in speaking 
English. It could see in the interview with Afif from PBA, as follow: 
 
“di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu debat itu 
menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris?” asked the 
researcher. 
“Saya campur bahasa, saya tidak terlalu paham bahasa inggris, 
cuma sedikit.” Answered Afif. 
“Kenapa? apa alasan mas menggunakan campur bahasa?”The 
researcher next question. 
Afif answered “Karena vocabularynya kurang, saja jurusannya 
juga dari PBA, kurang paham tentang bahasa inggris.” 
 
In Afif‟s opinion his reason why he mixed his utterance is 
because he has a low vocabulary and his background is not from 
English Department students, so he felt hard if he was asked to speak 
English. 
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c. Interview with students group 67 
Interview with the first group was held on Tuesday, June 6
th
 
2017, in D building. This group consists of English department 
students. In the interview, there are some findings found by the 
researcher. All of the students said that they used code mixing because 
they have less vocabulary. When they speak about the new motion, 
sometimes they did not know to say something using English, so they 
use mixed language to help them in speaking English. It could see in 
interview with Jamil from PBI, as follows: 
 
The researcher asked “Oya ini kan, di semester ini kan 
materinya debat ya dek ya, full debat. Waktu debat itu adek 
menggunakan code mixing atau full English?” 
“Code mixing kak.” Answered Jamil 
“Alasannya kenapa dek menggunakan code mixing dalam debat 
itu?” the researcher next question 
Answered Jamil “Karena ada vocab yang susah gitu, ada yang 
saya nggak tahu bahasa inggrisnya apa gitu.” 
the researcher next question “Ada alasan lain?” 
“Alasan lain, mungkin udah tahu bahasa inggrisnya itu, tapi 
nggak keluar, udah ada di kepala, tapi nggak keluar di mulut, 
gitu.” Answered Jamil 
 
When the researcher asked her, when she debate, she used code mixing or 
full English, she said that she used code mixing.  She gave a reason why she 
mixed her utterance is because she has less vocabulary. 
 
2. The Discussion 
In this sub-chapter, the result of the data analysis will be discussed 
comprehensively to find out the whole results of the analysis. 
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1. The result of the types of code mixing between English and Indonesian 
used by the students in bilingual program of the sixth semester 
students in IAIN Surakarta 
Suwito (1983: 78-80) mentions that there are many types of code 
mixing level, as follows: code mixing of word level, code mixing of 
phrase level, code mixing of clause level, code mixing baster level, code 
mixing of reduplication level, code mixing of idiomatic expression level. 
a. Code mixing of word level 
From the data analysis above, the researcher found there are 39 
data code mixings of word level in the utterances used by the students 
in Bilingual program, 10 data from English department students and 29 
from the non-English department student. The data that found by the 
researcher at number 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009, 010, 
011, 012, 013, 014, 015, 016, 017. 018, 019, 020, 021, 022, 023, 024, 
043, 044, 045, 046, 047, 062, 063, 064, 065, 066, 067, 068, 069, 070, 
071. The norm in this program of the speech is informal and the genre 
is conversation of debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, the word is the smallest unit that can be uttered 
as a free form or a unit of a language that can stand alone going from 
the morpheme single or morpheme combination. In the data above, the 
students were inserted an Indonesian word in their English sentence. It 
is same like the Suwito‟s theory that mentioned the definition of code 
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mixing of word level is insertions word of Indonesian language into 
English sentences. 
b. Code mixing phrase level 
From the data analysis above, the researcher found there are 31 
data code mixings of phrase level in the utterances used by the students 
in Bilingual program, 9 data from English department students and 22 
from the non-English department student. The data that found by the 
researcher at number 025, 026, 027, 028, 029, 030, 031, 032, 033, 034, 
035, 036, 037, 038, 048, 049, 050. 051, 052, 053, 054, 055, 072, 073, 
074, 075, 076, 077, 078, 079, 080. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, the phrase is a combination of two or more 
words that are non-predictive. In the data above, the students were 
inserted an Indonesian phrase in their English sentence. It is same like 
the Suwito‟s theory that mentioned the definition of code mixing of 
phrase level is insertions phrase of Indonesian language into English 
sentences.  
c. Code mixing of clause level 
From the data analysis above, the researcher found there are 14 
data code mixings of clause level in the utterances used by the students 
in Bilingual program, 5 data from the English department students and 
9 from non-English department student. The data that found by the 
researcher at number 039, 040, 041, 056, 057, 058, 059, 060, 061, 081, 
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082, 083, 084, 085. The norm in this program of the speech is informal 
and the genre is conversation of debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, the clause is a grammatical unit in the form of a 
group of words, at least consist of subject and predicate and potentially 
into sentences. In the data above, the students were inserted an 
Indonesian clause (it has subject and verb) in their English sentence. It 
is same like the Suwito‟s theory that mentioned the definition of code 
mixing of clause level is insertions clause of Indonesian language into 
English sentences. 
d. Code mixing of baster level 
From the data analysis above, the researcher found there are 1 
data code mixings of baster level in the utterances used by the students 
from the English department students in Bilingual program. The data 
that found by the researcher at number 086. The norm in this program 
of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, baster is the result of a combination of two 
elements of different languages to form one meaning. In the data 
above, the students were inserted baster (English word adds a prefix 
from Indonesian word) in their English sentence. It is same like the 
Suwito‟s theory that mentioned the definition of code mixing of baster 
level is insertions baster into English sentences. 
e. Code mixing of reduplication level 
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From the data analysis above the researcher found there are 1 
data code mixings of reduplication level in the utterances used by the 
students from the non-English department in Bilingual program. The 
data that found by the researcher at number 042. The norm in this 
program of the speech is informal and the genre is conversation of 
debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, reduplication is similar to repetition. Repetition 
of a syllable, a morpheme, or a word. In the data above, the students 
were inserted Indonesian reduplication in their English sentence. It is 
same like the Suwito‟s theory that mentioned the definition of code 
mixing of reduplication level is insertions reduplication from 
Indonesian language into English sentences. 
f. Code mixing of idioms level 
From the data analysis above the researcher found there are 1 
data code mixings of idiom level in the utterances used by the students 
from the English department in Bilingual program. The data that found 
by the researcher at number 087. The norm in this program of the 
speech is informal and the genre is conversation of debate. 
The data have similar characteristic with the Suwito‟s theory. 
In the Suwito‟s theory, idiom is a combination form of the language 
that the meaning of his words cannot be derived from the meaning of 
the combined elements. In the data above, the students were inserted 
Indonesian idiom in their English sentence. It is same like the Suwito‟s 
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theory that mentioned the definition of code mixing of word level is 
insertions idiom from Indonesian language into English sentences. 
 
 
 
2. The result of the reasons the students in using code mixing in the 
bilingual program of the sixth semester students in IAIN Surakarta 
In the analyzing data of students reasons in using code mixing, the 
researcher used theory from Suwito ( 1983: 72-74) mention about the 
some factor that cause or factor people do code mixing are, they are 
speakers, hearer, social community or background, vocabulary, prestige, 
but in this research, the researcher limited two factors, such as: vocabulary 
and background. 
The first cause is vocabulary. Vocabulary is when there is not 
appropriated word or when there is a lack of vocabulary in one language. 
The inability to find an appropriate word or expression in one language 
makes people change the word or phrase from one language to another and 
it can be combined together. Based on the observation and interview, the 
students clearly explained why they mixed English and Indonesian in their 
utterance of debate in Bilingual program. According to the data from 
observation and interview, most of the students in the bilingual program 
mixed their language and all of students of English department students 
and non-English students give a reason why they use code mixing in their 
utterances is because they have less in vocabulary. For example: one of 
students from English department students in group 67 namely Jamil. 
When she gave a statement in debate, she often used code mixing in word 
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level. When the researcher asked her about the reason why she using code 
mixing, then she said that she has less vocabulary. 
Then, the second cause is social community or background. Social 
community is an individual lives and cooperates in one community either 
in monolingual or bilingual community. Now most communities are 
bilingual that use two languages in their interactions. In this case, an 
individual will be influenced by social community directly. From non-
English department students have reasons why they mixed their language, 
the first reason is all of them answer why they mixed their language is 
because they have less vocabulary, the second reason is almost all of them 
answer why they mixed their language is because their background. From 
twenty students that had been interviewed by the researcher, eleventh 
students answer why they mixed their language is because their 
background, and all of them is non-English department students. They are 
misunderstanding about English. They felt confused when they were asked 
to speak English. According to the data from observation and interview, 
the researcher got an example: one of students from non-English 
department students in group 16 namely Triyana. When she gave a 
statement and opposes the statement of the hearer in debate, she often used 
code mixing in word level, sometimes she used code mixing in clause 
level. When the researcher asked her about the reason why she using code 
mixing, then she said that she has less vocabulary. In addition, she said 
that her background is PIAUD or her social community is from non-
English department students, so she feels confused when they were asked 
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to speak full-English because she haven‟t basic English or not from 
English department students. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This last chapter deals with the results of the discussion and the analysis in 
the Chapter IV. From the data analysis in the previous chapter and reffering to the 
problem statement, the researcher can finally draw conclusion. 
A. Conclusion 
Since there are many code mixings in Bilingual program, the data of code 
mixing that are found in the Bilingual program are classified into six levels 
according Suwito‟s theory. The whole data of code mixings that are found in 
Bilingual program are 87 data. From the research, the researcher found that 
the highest number of code mixings‟ usage in Bilingual program is code 
mixing word level which attains 39 data (44.8 %). The second highest is code 
mixings of phrase level are 31 data (35.6 %). The third highest is code 
mixings of clause level are 14 data (16.1 %), and the fewest number of code 
mixings usage in Bilingual program are code mixing in baster level, 
reduplication level, and code mixing of idioms level which is 1 data with 14 
%. From the discussion in Chapter IV, it can be concluded that non-English 
department students more often use code mixing than English department 
students. The highest number of code mixings‟ usage by non-English 
department students is code mixing word level, which attains 29 data with 
47.5 %. 
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The whole data in the interview about the reasons why they use code 
mixing of the Bilingual program. The researcher found that the highest reason 
of code mixings‟ usage by the students is because they have less vocabulary. 
 
B. Suggestion 
According to the result of the research as has described before, the 
researcher would like to give some suggestion some point of suggestion are 
proposed as follows: 
1. The next researcher 
The result of the research can be used as a reference in studying 
sociolinguistics, especially about code mixing, which is employed by the 
students in Bilingual program. It is more complete if the next researcher 
will discuss about code mixing in another subject. The next researcher can 
develop this research. It is not only limited in the types and the reasons 
using code mixing but in the other, for example in their pronounciation. 
2. The readers 
The result of the research may be helpful for the readers in giving some 
understanding about code mixings. By reading the research, the readers are 
expected to use any language properly. 
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Data of the Types of Code Mixing and the Reason of the Students Use Code 
Mixing in Bilingual Program 
 
 
Datum Sentence The Type of Code 
Mixing 
The reason of 
students use CM 
 
GROUP 16 (non-English Department Students) 
001/CMWL/P3NE/M.4 “…I think it is more 
effective in having 
communication and because 
with social media the 
teacher can memantau their 
students.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
002/CMWL/P3NE/M.8 “I am disagree with your 
argument because some 
member of bilingual 
program menyepelekan…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
003/CMWL/P3NE/M.8 “…because they are 
menganggap bilingual 
program in FITK is 
enteng…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
004/CMWL/P5NE/M.8 “…I am disagree with your 
argument. Because the time 
in bilingual is not 
kondusif…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
005/CMWL/P9NE/M.8 
 
“…So, the materi is 
difficult to understand.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
006/CMWL/P11NE/M.8 
 
“We agree that bilingual 
program should be banned 
from FITK because from 
materi, time…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
007/CMWL/P11NE/M.8 “…so, bilingual program in 
FITK must dihapuskan.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
008/CMWL/P1NE/M.10 
 
“…The reason with the 
death penalty in Indonesia, 
he will create masyarakat 
reluctant to do evil…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
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009/CMWL/P1NE/M.10 
 
“…At the same time 
provide a jera effect for the 
quality…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
010/CMWL/P1NE/M.10 
 
“Because the death penalty 
is the most berat 
punishment…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
011/CMWL/P1NE/M.10 
 
“…so it needs to be 
ditegakkan in the 
country…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
012/CMWL/P4NE/M.10 
 
“…I agree with the motion 
that death penalty is allowed 
in Indonesia. Because it will 
be a family or people that 
ditinggalkan suddenly…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
013/CMWL/P2NE/M.10 “…I am disagree with the 
first speaker said because be 
save and peaceful country. 
With the death penalty in a 
country make jera…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
014/CMWL/P2NE/M.10 
 
“…With the death penalty 
in a country will create a 
community of mutual 
respect and menyayangi …” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
015/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 
 
“…I disagree Indonesia is 
not Islamic state so it is 
difficult to diterapkan…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
016/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 
 
“…The death penalty is not 
able to resolve the problem 
because the man langsung 
death…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
017/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 
 
“…So, there is no 
pelajaran…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
018/CMWL/P5NE/M.10 “…The man can‟t 
memperbaiki his false. 
According to Pancasila and 
UUD‟45…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
019/CMWL/P3NE/M.10 “…he will create 
masyarakat reluctant to do 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
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evil…” 
 
020/CMWL/P3NE/M.10 
 
“…At the same time 
provide a jera effect for the 
quality…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
021/CMWL/P3NE/M.10 
 
 
“…Be save and peaceful 
country, with the death 
penalty in a country will 
create a community of 
mutual menghormati and 
menyayangi. Thanks, that‟s 
all.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
022/CMWL/P6NE/M.10 
 
 
“…I disagree with you, 
because death is ditentukan 
Allah and penalty Allah too 
menentukannya…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
023/CMWL/P6NE/M.10 “…Islam community boleh 
kill someone if he is 
Yahudi…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
024/CMWL/P3NE/M.10 “…because there are some 
religion, like Kristen, 
catholic, hindu, buddha and 
etc. Okay, thank you.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
025/CMPL/P1NE/M.4 
 
“Okay friend, langsung 
saja. (Immediately) 1, 2, 3 
good morning everybody 
how are you? good morning 
everybody how are you? 
Good morning to you good 
morning everybody how are 
you? (just fine)” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
026/CMPL/P2NE/M.4 
 
“deliver the ide, give a 
reception, mempersilahkan 
waktu kepada pembicara 
selanjutnya” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
027/CMPL/P1NE/M.8 
 
 
“…The bilingual program is 
not include in SKS, because 
bilingual program time is 
always an impromptu and 
then topic of the debate 
continue and tidak selalu 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
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istiqomah.” 
 
028/CMPL/P2NE/M.8 
 
“…Remember bahasa 
inggris is the international 
language.” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
029/CMPL/P3NE/M.8 
 
“…So they are sering 
mbolos…” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
030/CMPL/P3NE/M.8 
 
“…and tidak serius join in 
bilingual program.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
031/CMPL/P4NE/M.8 
 
“…I disagree with the 
second speaker from 
affirmative team, because 
bilingual able to improve 
our academic, social and 
mutu kampus.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
032/CMPL/P5NE/M.8 
 
“…because the member at 
bilingual have a waktu yang 
berbeda.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
033/CMPL/P10NE/M.8 
 
“…we do not agree about 
the abolition of bilingual 
program from FITK, 
because this program 
memberi banyak manfaat 
untuk semuanya terutama 
untuk mahasiswa…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
034/CMPL/P11NE/M.8 
 
“We agree that bilingual 
program should be banned 
from FITK because from 
material, time, and group 
consists of different class 
make bilingual program is 
not berjalan dengan 
baik…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
035/CMPL/P4NE/M.10 
 
“…It‟s melanggar kodrat, it 
have seen decided by Allah 
is not effective…” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
036/CMPL/P5NE/M.10 
 
“…death penalty is 
melanggar HAM, because 
living is given by Allah 
SWT.” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
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037/CMPL/P6NE/M.10 
 
“…when we berada di 
antara peperangan Yahudi 
community, we may kill 
them…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
038/CMPL/P6NE/M.10 
 
”…So that death penalty is 
not cocok diterapkan di 
Indonesia…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
039/CMCL/P7NE/M.8 
 
“…I am disagree with your 
argument because the group 
is not same class so can‟t be 
compared time, jadi itu 
membuat beberapa anggota 
tidak hadir dalam bilingual 
program.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
040/CMCL/P11NE/M.8 
 
“We agree that bilingual 
program should be banned 
from FITK because from 
material, time, and grup 
tidak satu kelas…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
041/CMCL/P3NE/M.10 
 
“…The conclusion is 
hukuman mati di izinkan in 
Indonesian…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
Less vocabulary 
042/CMRL/P9NE/M.8 
 
“…I am disagree with your 
argument, because material 
is not specific. Because, the 
material no basic but 
campur-campur…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Reduplication 
Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
GROUP 39 (non-English Department Students) 
043/CMWL/P2NE/M.4 
 
“…Therefore, we need 
another alternatif in 
teaching learning the 
children. For example: by 
learning in open 
environment outbound and 
etc.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
044/CMWL/P7NE/M.6 
 
“…I don‟t have kuota, 
mbak…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary  
045/CMWL/P8NE/M.10 
 
“…I agree with that, 
because patience is an 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
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indispensible requirement 
let alone the work of 
teachers as pendidik…” 
 
046/CMWL/P9NE/M.10 
 
“…Each student mudah to 
control and understand 
about the material…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
047/CMWL/P9NE/M.10 
 
 
“…as a teacher we should 
be patient and we have to 
can be controlled our 
emotional so we are not use 
kekerasan when we learn to 
our students.” 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
048/CMPL/P3NE/M.4 
 
“…I don‟t agree the 
homeschooling good for 
children, because the 
homeschooling be make 
difficult for children to 
sociality and interact with 
other, after that then it 
making difficult for the 
children to memecahkan 
masalahnya sendiri…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
049/CMPL/P5NE/M.4 
 
“…The reason because 
homeschooling dapat 
membuat anak lebih pintar 
dan mandiri, without 
having to worry about 
influence by thing such as 
intercross, drug, broil and 
other. Thank you.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
050/CMPL/P3NE/M.6 
 
“…The use of handphone 
when in the class can make 
penurunan nilai prestasi.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
051/CMPL/P5NE/M.6 
  
“My name is rani, I don‟t 
agree with you because 
using cellphone in the 
classroom akan 
mengganggu konsentrasi 
kita…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
052/CMPL/P6NE/M.6 
 
“…I agree with using phone 
in the classroom because it 
tergantung pada how we 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary  
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use it for the information 
from lecturer…” 
 
053/CMPL/P8NE/M.6 
 
“I am from affirmative 
team, in my opinion, the use 
of handphone in classroom 
is good because by using 
handphone in class we can 
belajar segala sesuatu as 
long as relates to the topic 
discussion. So I think it is 
effective for discussing 
lesson.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
054/CMPL/P2NE/M.10 
 
“…Each child has a 
different way of learning 
from one to another. There 
are children who type 
auditory learning, there is 
also a type visual learning 
dan sebagainya…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
055/CMPL/P3NE/M.10 
 
“…In good classroom 
learning activities is also 
dipengaruhi oleh guru. If 
the teacher in teaching 
patiently on the delivery of 
the material then also will 
pay attention to the teacher 
well, happy and spirit…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
Less vocabulary 
056/CMCL/P7NE/M.6 
 
“…I don‟t agree with the 
use of phone in classroom 
because in my opinion it has 
bad effects more ever in the 
classroom is use more social 
media like facebook, twitter, 
instagram, there are also 
chat eh chatting is not 
important because itu 
mempunyai efek jelek 
untuk konsentrasi kita…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary  
057/CMCL/P1NE/M.10 
 
“For example: Ketika anak 
berkelahi maka guru 
segera melerai dengan 
menasehati, so that the 
incident does not happen 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary 
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again. So, a teacher needs to 
have high patience in 
dealing with his students 
while teaching.” 
058/CMCL/P2NE/M.10 
 
“…Basically, every child is 
unique, mereka mempunyai 
perbedaan karakteristik 
antara satu dengan yang 
lainnya. The difference is 
what requires us as a teacher 
who must be patient in 
educating children. Each 
child has a different way of 
learning from one to 
another…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
059/CMCL/P6NE/M.10 
 
“…In addition the teacher 
who is patient when facing 
the child‟s behavior can be 
said that guru mempunyai 
kepribadian yang baik and 
provide a good example for 
the daily life of children…‟ 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary  
060/CMCL/P7NE/M.10 
 
“I am from affirmative 
team, I agree that the 
teacher must be patient 
when teaching children, 
because guru yang sabar 
akan disukai oleh 
muridnya, because the child 
will feel comfortable in 
following the lesson.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary  
061/CMCL/P10NE/M.10 
 
“Yes, I am from negative 
team, I third speaker. I don‟t 
agree with the teaching of 
patient the children because 
guru harus tegas kepada 
anak didiknya.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
Less vocabulary 
and Background 
Group 67 (English Department Students) 
062/CMWL/P5E/M.4 
 
 
“… But in my opinion is 
still using much money 
because still using kuota 
and when we open 
instagram it still way…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
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063/CMWL/ P2E/M.4 
 
“…We can post foto or 
video, follow, comment, 
like until the appropriated 
hastagg, searching can be 
done very easy...” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
064/CMWL/ P6E/M.4 
 
“…but in the fact instagram 
very dangerous for us 
because with instagram we 
can access pornografi…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
065/ CMWL/ P4E/ M.4 
 
“…the last if I have a 
protect for handset they will 
control if they use instagram 
about laying or 
pornografi…” 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
066/ CMWL/ P8E/ M.4 
 
“…and the second, 
instagram easy to use but 
also easy to 
disalahgunakan…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
067/CMWL/ P5E/M.7 
 
“…or the student feel 
terkekang…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
068/CMWL/ P3E/M.7 
 
“I from third speaker, I can 
menjawab your opinion…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
069/CMWL/ P3E/M.7 “…teacher can give tugas 
with facebook…” 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
070/CMWL/P1E/M.10 
 
“And my opinion there is 
bilingual program, I think 
this program make us to add 
new friend and make 
akrab.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
071/CMWL/P4E/M.10 
 
 
“It make that we will 
terpaksa in the bilingual 
program.” 
Code Mixing of 
Word Level 
 
less vocabulary 
072/CMPL/ P2E/M.4 
 
“…but the instagram is 
mudah untuk digunakan 
dikalangan masyarakat…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
073/CMPL/ P7E /M.4 
 
“…In olshop often 
disalahgunakan untuk 
menipu costumers…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
074/CMPL/P1E/M.7 “…when teacher can Code Mixing of less vocabulary 
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 monitor their student, he can 
gave skor yang valid, so the 
score is from student in 
fact…” 
Phrase Level 
 
075/CMPL/ P5E/M.7 
 
”…so it makes student tidak 
leluasa...” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
076/CMPL/ P4E/M.7 
 
 
“…they akan malu or 
nervous so they can using 
the facebook to tell about 
this problem. I think that‟s 
all, enough thank you.” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
077/CMPL/ P4E/M.10 
 
“…I think that it makes us if 
we are tidak nyaman with 
their group…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
078/CMPL/ P2E/M.10 
 
“…I think that a bilingual 
program is sangat 
bermanfaat buat kita…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
079/CMPL/ P3E/M.10 
 
“Okey, you say that 
bilingual program is make a 
boring, but in the fact with 
bilingual program can make 
us lebih kritis and make me 
happy…” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
080/CMPL/ P6E/M.10 
 
“You say that bilingual 
program can pressure for 
your group, but I think 
bilingual, it makes us 
bertambah beban…” 
Code Mixing of 
Phrase Level 
 
less vocabulary 
    
081/CMCL/ P8E /M.4 
 
“…But, in the fact in social 
media or instagram, 
meskipun kita sudah 
mengontrol diri kita 
kadang masih banyak 
kejadian seperti itu…” 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
less vocabulary 
082/CMCL/ P8E/M.4 
 
“…the third, koneksi 
jaringannya mudah 
misalnya online shop, but 
the third speaker from 
contra group said more lay 
olshoper to costumer…” 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
less vocabulary 
083/CMCL/ P8E/M.7 
 
“…Verla says that facebook 
can make mental student 
can destroy and facebook is 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
less vocabulary 
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not make motivation, itu 
justru malah merusak 
mental dari student 
sendiri…” 
084/CMCL/ P5E/M.10 
 
“Okey, you say that a 
bilingual program can 
improve the speaking and 
get new vocabulary, but I 
think it‟s true. Tapi 
menurut saya, itu membuat 
a bored.” 
 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
less vocabulary 
085/CMCL/ P6E/M.10 
  
 
“Bilingual can make we 
burden because kita juga 
diberi tugas oleh dosen-
dosen lainnya...” 
Code Mixing of 
Clause Level 
 
less vocabulary 
086/CMBL/ P3E/M.7 
 
“…But facebook for the 
teacher is just memonitor 
the student, tidak untuk 
membuat mental student 
down…” 
Code Mixing of 
Baster Level 
 
less vocabulary 
087/CBIL/ P4E/M.7 
 
“...student can the student if 
have difficult in the class 
the student can tell about the 
difficulty or problem, 
because if they tell empat 
mata…” 
Code Mixing of 
Idioms Level 
 
less vocabulary 
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SCRIPT OF RECORDING GROUP 16 
 
1. The Fourth meeting of group 16 
Group   : 16 
Tutor   : Anggi Bagas F 
Time and date   : Friday, May 12, 2017 
Place   : PPG building 
 
Tutor   : Assalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
All tutee  : Wa‟alaikumussalam wr wb 
Tutor   : Good morning students? 
All tutee  : Good morning 
Tutor  : How are you today? 
All tutee  : I am fine, thank you and you? 
Tutor  : I am fine too thank you so much for today. For the first I want 
you to sing a song, may be you have a song that interesting. come 
on annisa, you lead your friend. 
P1NE : Okay friend, langsung saja. 1, 2, 3 good morning everybody how 
are you? good morning everybody how are you? Good morning to 
you good morning everybody how are you? (just fine) 
Tutor : Okay give applause to you. (applauded) what we are going to do? 
Discuss or present. Do you still remember what topic that I have 
shared for you the topic in group last night. What‟s topic? 
All students : Oh. social media. 
Tutor   : Social media apa? 
P2NE    : Teacher and student will be friend in social media 
Tutor  : Oh ya. kenapa? Boleh apa enggak gitu? 
All students : Boleh. 
Tutor : Last night I‟ve sent you a topic with a title, It is about teacher and 
student relation in social media especially in facebook. Do you 
agree guys? 
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All students : Yes. 
Tutor : May be, there is contra and then agree with this topic. So, I have 
give you task to write positive and then negative reason, why you 
are disagree and why you‟re agree. So, in this meeting I would like 
to train you to be a first speaker. Disini saya Cuma akan men train. 
Train itu melatih. Kalian untuk menjadi first speaker pembicara 
pertama. Jadi initinya materi kita hari ini kita belajar tentang 
bagaimana menjadi the first speaker.okay Ayu in the last meeting 
when are studying about debate what is the job of the first speaker.  
Ayu   : tugas? 
Tutor   : iya tugas… 
Ayu   : emm… speaker pertama itu….. 
Tutor   : try to use English  
P2NE  : deliver the ide, give a reception, mempersilahkan waktu kepada 
pembicara selanjutnya. 
Tutor   : is there any introducing? 
Ayu   : apa? 
Tutor   : memperkenalkan.. 
Ayu   : oh iya memperkenalkan…  
Tutor   : memperkenalkan apa? 
Ayu   : memperkenalkan anggota. 
Tutor : okay, good enough for Ayu. And then Reni is the task of the first 
speaker? 
Reni  : introduce the members, to give minute to member, building each 
member to speak. 
Tutor  : okay we have discuss about debate, the job of the first speaker. 
Then I want you to practice to become the first speaker in debate. 
We have the motion or topic for today. And the topic is it allowed 
or not if teacher and students being friend in social media 
especially in facebook. I have debate to negative and affirmative 
team. It is true guys? 
All students : Yes. 
Tutor : So I will give you time to discuss about the reason, why you 
agree with the motion. It‟s time for you to present your discussion, 
present you make arrange theme or ideas. Are you ready? 
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All students : ready. 
Tutor : Okay, tepuk tangan dulu untuk kita semua (applauded). Then who 
will be the first? Okay Reni can you stand up, You are the first 
speaker.  
Reni  : Assalamau‟alaikum wr wb. The honorable Adjudicator, the 
honorable time keeper, the honorable participant we are from IAIN 
Surakarta we are from negative team. My name is Reni as the first 
speaker and my member are  nisa as the second speaker, and ayu as 
the second speaker. I am disagree about motion of is it right of 
teacher and students being friend in social media such as facebook? 
Sometime students speak spontaniusly and do not know the time.  
Tutor   : just it? 
Reni   : ya 
Tutor  : give applause to Reni. Okay reni kurang apa? Ya kurang panjang. 
Reni   : lho kan masih ada teman? 
Tutor   : tapi tetap harus ada alasanya 
P3NE : Assalamau‟alaikum wr wb. The honorable Educator, the 
honorable time keeper, the honorable participant we are from IAIN 
Surakarta we are from affirmative team.  My name is nisa as the 
first speaker. My member are  umi as the second speaker and devi 
as the third speaker. I agree about motion of is it right of teacher 
and students being friend in social media such as facebook? I think 
it is more effective in having communication and because with 
social media the teacher can memantau their students. 
Tutor : okay give applause to Nisa and for you all guys. Today you do 
the a great thing as the first speaker. Any question guys? 
Tutor  : If there is no question, I think the time is up thanks for  your 
attention and wassalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
All tutee  : Wassalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
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2. The eight meeting of group 16 
Group   : 16 
Tutor   : Anggi Bagas F 
Time and date   : Thursday, June 08, 2017 
Place   : PPG building 
Tutor  : OK assalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
All students  : Wa‟alaikumussalam wr wb  
Tutor : welcome to our debate competition today? it is bilingual 
program should be banned from FITK and then the affirmative 
team and the negative team. Here, today would like to debate the 
box of the argument and then we have the positive team in the 
left side. Give applause. and then the negative team in the right 
side. Give applause. Okey to search the script let‟s begin this 
debate for today will be begin by affirmative team. Let‟s start 
now. 
P1NE : The honorable adjudicators, the honorable moderator, the 
honorable time keeper and the honorable participants. We are 
from IAIN Surakarta, my name is Mailinda Ayu Saputri as the 
first speaker. My member is Nisa as the second speaker, My 
member is Triana as the third speaker, my member is Ambar as 
fourth speaker and my member is Alfi as the last speaker. We are 
affirmative team. I am agree with the motion that bilingual 
program should be banned from FITK. The bilingual program is 
not include in SKS, because bilingual program time is always an 
impromptu and then topic of the debate continue and  tidak 
selalu istiqomah. That‟s all. 
Tutor  : Give applause 
All students : (applause) 
Tutor  : Okey the time for the first speaker from the affirmative team 
take two minute one second and then the next from the first 
speaker from the negative team, time is your. 
P2NE : The honorable adjudicators, the honorable moderator, the 
honorable time keeper and the honorable participants. My name 
is Devi as the second speakers, Farah as the third speaker, Desi 
ambar from fourth speaker, Ayu okta. We are from negative team 
disagree with the first speaker from affirmative team. 
Argumenku the demands of modern times for skilled Inggris 
speakers. Remember bahasa inggris is the international 
language. That‟s all. 
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Tutor : the time for the first speaker from the negative team take one 
minute thirty second. Okey, next the second speaker from 
affirmative team. Time is your. 
P3NE  : My name is Nisa. I am disagree with your argument because 
some member of bilingual program menyepelekan, because they 
are menganggap bilingual program in FITK is enteng. So they 
are sering mbolos, and tidak serius join in bilingual program. 
That‟s all. 
Tutor  : The time for the second speaker from affirmative team take 
thirty second and the next the second speaker from negative 
team, time is your. 
P4NE : My name Fara as the second speaker from negative team. I 
disagree with the second speaker from affirmative team, because 
bilingual able to improve our academic, social and mutu 
kampus. Thank you, that‟s all. 
Tutor : Okey, the time for the second speaker from negative team take 
twenty second. Then, the next, the third speaker from affirmative 
team, come on, time is your. 
P5NE : Okey, thank you. My name is triyana. I am third speaker from 
affirmative team. I am sorry yes. I am disagree with your 
argument. Because the time in bilingual is not kondusif, because 
the member at bilingual have a waktu yang berbeda. That‟s all. 
Tutor  : Okey, the third speaker from affirmative team is ten second and 
then the next from the third speaker from negative team. Come 
on, time is your. 
P6NE : Okey, my name is anisa as the third speaker from negative 
team. I disagree with your argument, because bilingual give 
motivation to always study English because in group bilingual 
we must speak English. That‟s all. 
Tutor  : Okey next, the time for the third speaker from negative team 
take thirty second and then the next from the fourth speaker from 
affirmative team. It‟s your time, come on. 
P7NE : Okey, my name is Ambarwati Dwi Lestari as the fourth speaker 
from affirmative team. I am disagree with your argument because 
the group is not same class so can‟t be compared time, jadi 
membuat beberapa anggota tidak hadir dalam bilingual 
program. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Wow, that‟s good. Okey the time for the next from the fourth 
speaker from affirmative team take one minute thirty second. 
Then, It‟s term from two speaker for the negative team. Come on, 
time is your Miss, 
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P8NE : My name is Ayu Oktaviani as the fourth speaker. I disagree 
with your argument because bilingual program is to can speak 
English and the program given to student to learn English 
speaking fluently. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Okey your time is one minute, come on and then the next 
speaker from affirmative team, time is your. 
P9NE : Oke, my name is Alfi as the fifth speaker from affirmative team. 
I am disagree with your argument, because material is not 
specific. Because, the material no basic but campur-campur. So, 
the materi is difficult to understand. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Yah, there is debate argument from five speakers from 
affirmative team and next the conclusion from the negative team. 
Come on Miss, time is your. 
P10NE : Of all the talk about then it can be inferred that we do not agree 
about the abolition of bilingual program from FITK, because this 
program memberi banyak manfaat untuk semuanya terutama 
untuk mahasiswa. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Your time is thirty second and then last to the last session it is 
conclusion from the affirmative team. Come on, the folounter  
P11NE : Okey, we have conclusion. We agree that bilingual program 
should be banned from FITK because from materi, time, and 
grup tidak satu kelas make bilingual program is not berjalan 
dengan baik so bilingual program in FITK must dihapuskan. 
That‟s all.  
Tutor : Okey, thank you so much for debate competition today. Last, 
give applause. Good job for your argument and then I am sorry 
for my mistakes, the last I say wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb. 
All students : Wa‟alaikumussalam wr.wb 
 
\ 
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3. The ninth and tenth meeting of group 16 
Group   : 16 
Tutor   : Anggi Bagas F 
Time and date   : Friday, June 16, 2017 
Place   : PPG building 
Tutor  : Okay, Assalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
All tutee : Wa‟alaikumussalam wr wb  
Tutor : Welcome to debate today from IAIN Surakarta, we have the 
negative team, and then the affirmative team. The both of will be 
contrast or debate all of the material we have done given, the 
material is about the death penalty best aloud in Indonesian law. 
Okay, before we start our debate today, I will give change to the 
affirmative team, and the negative team. The first, for the 
affirmative team please give comment for the argument to the 
motion today. Come on, for the affirmative team, time is yours. 
P1NE : Assalamualaikum wr.wb the honorable adjudicator, the 
honorable the moderator, the honorable time kipper, the 
honorable participant. We are from IAIN Surakarta, we are from 
affirmative team. My name is Rani as the first speaker, and my 
member are… 
P2NE  : Ambar as the second speaker 
P3NE  : and Alfi as the third speaker. 
P1NE  : I agree with the motion that death penalty is lawed in Indonesia 
law. The reason with the death penalty in Indonesia, he will 
create masyarakat reluctant to do evil. At the same time provide 
a jera effect for the quality. Because the death penalty is the most 
berat punishment, so it needs to be ditegakkan in the country. 
That‟s all. 
Tutor : Give applause for the first speaker for affirmative team. 
All students : (Applause) 
Tutor : Your time two minute one second, let‟s we term to the negative 
team for the first speaker and then it‟s will be present by the first 
speaker. Time is yours. 
P4NE : Assalamualaikum wr.wb the honorable adjudicator, the 
honorable the moderator, the honorable time kipper, the 
honorable participant. We are from IAIN Surakarta and we are 
from negative team. My name is Devi as the first speaker and my 
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member, Nisa as the second speaker. Triana as the third speaker. 
I disagree with the motion that death penalty is allowed in 
Indonesia. Because it will be a family or people that ditinggalkan 
suddenly, it melanggar kodrat cause, it have seen decided by 
Allah is not effective. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Give applause for the first speaker for negative team. You‟re 
time is two minute three second, the next for the second speaker 
for the affirmative team. Time is you‟re. This, come on. 
P2NE : Hallo, my name is Ambarwati as the second speaker from 
affirmative team. I am disagree with the first speaker said 
because be save and peaceful country. With the death penalty in a 
country make jera. With the death penalty in a country will 
create a community of mutual respect and menyayangi. That‟s 
all. 
Tutor : Give applause for the second speaker for affirmative team. 
You‟re time is one minute thirty second. Let‟s term to the second 
speaker for the negative team. Time is yours. 
P5NE : My name is Annisa as the second speaker from the negative 
team. I disagree Indonesia is not Islamic state so it is difficult to 
diterapkan. The death penalty is not able to resolve the problem 
because the man langsung death. So, there is no pelajaran. The 
man can‟t memperbaiki his false. According to Pancasila and 
UUD‟45, death penalty is melanggar HAM, because living is 
given by Allah SWT. 
Tutor : Give applause for the second speaker for negative team. Thank 
you so much. Your time is one minute thirty second, let‟s term to 
the conclusion for the affirmative team. Time is yours. 
P3NE : Okay, thank you. My name is Alfiah Nur Azizah as third 
speaker from affirmative team. The conclusion is hukuman mati 
di izinkan in Indonesian he will create masyarakat reluctant to 
do evil. At the same time provide a jera effect for the quality. Be 
save and peaceful country, with the death penalty in a country 
will create a community of mutual menghormati and 
menyayangi. Thanks, that‟s all 
Tutor : Give applause for the third speaker for affirmative team. Come 
on let‟s term to the third speaker for negative team. Time is 
yours. 
P6NE : Okay, thank you. My name is Triyana as the third speaker from 
the negative team. I disagree with you, because death is 
ditentukan Allah and penalty Allah too menentukannya. Islam 
community boleh kill someone if he is Yahudi and when we 
berada di antara peperangan Yahudi community, we may kill 
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them. So that death penalty is not cocok diterapkan di 
Indonesia, because there are may some religion, like Kristen, 
chatolic, hindu, buddha and etc. Okay, thank you. 
Tutor : Give applause for the third speaker for the negative team 
All tutee  : (Applause) 
Tutor  : Okay, thank you so much for the all of debate of the team, the 
negative and affirmative team, and then. Let‟s we give the time 
for the adjudicator to decide weather the winner today. Okay, the 
winner from the debate today is come from the negative team. 
All tutee  : (Applause) 
tutor : Yah, thank you so much for your attention today, I am so sorry 
if we have some mistakes and the last I say Wassalamu‟alaikum 
wr.wb. 
All tutee  : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb.  
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SCRIPT OF RECORDING GROUP 39 
 
1. The fourth meeting of group 39 
Group   : 39 
Tutor   : Alfa Arizki S 
Time and date   : Thursday, May 04, 2017 
Place   : Laboratory Building 
Tutor  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Tutor : Good afternoon friend? 
All students : Good afternoon. 
Tutor : How are you today? 
All students : I am fine and you? 
Tutor : Tidak tanya aku? I am fine to thank you, thanks you for your 
coming, because we have the third meeting, I am so sorry the 
fourth meeting in bilingual program, so I will ask you to make a 
team, because we have to debate about this house believe that 
homeschooling is good for children so who is affirmative team? 
Then the theme is this house be live that homeschooling is good 
for children and then you‟re as the first speaker because I think 
that when you are as speaker, first speaker I mean, you may have 
an argument so I think that your argument is will be your 
habitual, you get the point? ngga? jadi maksutnya gini hlo, kalau 
kamu dihari ini tu ya ,kamu jadi first speaker, nah first 
speakernya itu, kan first speaker itu argument walaupun di 
second speaker itu sama third speaker itu juga argument, tapi 
yang argument paling menonjol itu kan di first speaker, jadi 
bikin-bikin argument memberi tahu argument nya, nanti kamu 
sudah kebiasaan , nah apalagi pakai bahasa inggris, itu insyaallah 
debatnya bagus, okey? are you ready for today? 
All students : yes 
Tutor : yes that‟s right, that good and then ini affirmative ya? iya, 
affirmative, so urut dari sini terus silang-silang, begitu ya? okey, 
ladies and gentleman, today will be have debate the motion is 
this house believe that homeschooling is good for children. so, 
from the affirmative team, please welcome, siapa namanya? 
Silahkan Nurrohmah 
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Nurrohmah : salah tidak apa-apa ya? 
Tutor : tidak apa-apa 
P1NE : Public school is better to kids only go to public school because 
the must. They do not even in or the just play their pencil or pen. 
Homeschooling is better choose certain can easily with being 
homeschool. In the school give you many benefits but doesn‟t 
use with your job. 
Tutor : okey, Nurrohmah pronounciationmu diperbaiki lagi,kemudian 
banyak yang salah ya, contohnya homeschooling, kemudian 
easily itu artinya dengan mudah, begitu Nurrohmah ya. okey, and 
then the negative team please welcome, Rani. 
P2NE : I am from the negative team. I don‟t agree that homeschooling 
was better for children, because children are the kids where they 
can grow and they follow by learn through by the environment. If 
children learn with homeschooling, they cannot interact with 
their friend. Homeschooling can also as tool to children being 
sutured in learning rather than multifat interest in learning in 
them. Therefore, we need another alternatif in teaching learning 
the children. For example: by learning in open environment 
outbound and etc. 
Tutor : nah, bagus ya, sudah mulai lancar lagi tapi rani banyak juga 
pronounciationnya yang masih salah. contohnya result, nah kan 
semisal kalian buka kamus, kamusku itu hlo yang warnanya 
merah, download diplaystore, itu kan kamu bisa ketik result 
kemudian di dengarkan , bisa pakai itu. jadi istilahnya logat, kana 
da semisal importan artinya penting itu hlo, ada yang impo en, 
ada yang importen, aku lupa bedanya yang mana amerika yang 
mana british. jadi bacanya itu, begitu ya? oke thanks you rani, 
and then, from the affirmative team please welcome, ini erni, nah 
silahkan erni 
P3NE : Hay ladies and gentlemen, I am from affirmative team, this 
house believe that homeschooling good for children. 
Homeschooling is a method of learning to individual learning, in 
analysis study individual in don‟t demand student like formal 
school but it‟s also more flexible, homeschool or not work. 
Tutor : tadi kana ada, bacanya method itu harusnya bacanya methed, 
good, ditambah lagi ya. and then dari negative team. 
P3NE : I am from negative team. I am as second speaker. I don‟t agree 
the homeschooling good for children, because the homeschooling 
be make difficult for children to sociality and interact with other, 
after that then it making difficult for the children to memecahkan 
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masalahnya sendiri. The homeschooling need also must provide 
a listen when learning own. Thank you. 
Tutor : okey thank you, tadi ada kata interact itu bacanya interek, itu 
maksudnya interaksi kan. good, and then, ini dia yang paling 
gemuk, please you may show your argument. 
P3NE : I am from affirmative team. I agree this house believe that 
homeschooling good for children. We have to know in advent 
that homeschooling is schooling house that is differed in the 
formal school in general, Homeschooling is sub school don‟t in 
house or directly on the exiting environment. Homeschooling is 
usually don‟t a number who are not must. Homeschooling 
education directly on the object and the facta that three in live, 
more detail are with the really obyek that can believe or see by 
the learning. 
Tutor : Ya thank you, tapi ini kamu sudah membuat skrip tapi buat 
semuanya juga, kalau semisal bikin script tidak apa-apa tapi 
jangan kelihatan baca, begitu. Orang debate itu dia pasti kan 
bawa catatan juga pasti punya note taking jadi semisal aku 
sebagai first speaker, kamu yang second speaker kan pakai note 
taking, jadi ambil poin-poin apa saja kemudian nanti kalau dia 
bicara ini aku mau bantah ini. nah argument nya itu jangan 
dibaca. okey, that‟s good and then please welcome mala ya.  
P4NE : I am from negative team. I don‟t agree homeschooling good for 
children, because as social being we need socialization with 
others and children are not expention. Homeschooling can 
provide a confinement for children to socialize with the 
environment, in addition children also to get more knowledge 
and new information. 
Tutor : Okay lala, pronounciationnya diperhatiin lagi ya. Sudah bagus 
sebenarnya. Dari affirmative team, what is your name? 
  P5NE : My name is Romadhani, tidak terlalu. I am from affirmative 
team. I agree with homeschooling good for children. The reason 
because homeschooling dapat membuat anak lebih pintar dan 
mandiri, without having to worry about influence by thing such 
as intercross, drug, and other. Thank you. 
Tutor : Jadi besok kalau kamu punya anak mau kamu masukkan 
homeschooling saja? iya bagus, tapi argumentnya ditambah lagi 
ya and then dari negative team. coba siapa? 
P5NE : I am Novela from negative team, I don‟t agree with 
homeschooling good for children. Homeschooling is conserved 
school children and only one teacher. I think about 
homeschooling don‟t agree because homeschooling is only 
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concentrate on the value of the child, less progress in daily with 
pair and nice communication environment alone and the child 
may be individual. 
Tutor : Okay, ini ya, intonasinya membaca, tapi tidak apa-apa it‟s 
okelah. Kamu dari affirmative ya? 
P6NE : Okay, my name is Muhammad Sirojjudin Annas, I am from 
affirmative team and I agree about homeschooling good for 
children, because I give opportunity to achieve individual 
competence more focus on concentration in learning process. 
Tutor : Sudah itu saja? Kan argument itu banyak, bukti-buktinya 
namanya evidence, jadi makin dipercaya, itu juga nambah poin 
ketika kalian debat. Ka;ian pernah nggak nulis yang namanya 
essay? itu juga contoh dari argumentative juga kan, 
argumentative writing kalau di PBI itu, itu ada penulisan tentang 
argument, kalau ini kan speech, maksudnya yang di speaking. 
Semakin kamu banyak data, semakin kamu banyak ngomong itu 
semakin bagus, gitu ya. Besok ditambah lagi argumentnya, nah 
terakhir kamu. 
P7 NE : Okay, ledies and gentlemen, homeschooling, according to me 
better learning in school, out with friend, we need to know that, 
not all children want to stay at home. They want to play with 
their friend. 
Tutor : Sudah itu aja? tak kira banyak. It‟s okay, yang penting sudah 
punya argument terus kamu sudah bisa mengembangkan 
argumenmu, pronouncationnya di perbaiki lagi, semangat untuk 
belajar bahasa inggrisnya ditingkatkan lagi, jangan cuma 
bilingual saja, see you next time, thank you for today. Okey good 
enough for today. keep your health. I am so sorry for a lot of 
mistakes. Thank you and Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb. 
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2. The sixth meeting of group 39 
Group   : 39 
Tutor   : Alfa arizki s 
Time and date   : Thursday, May 18, 2017 
Place   : Laboratory building 
Tutor  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Tutor : How are you friends 
All student : Are good, and you 
Tutor : And fine too, thank you, and kalian kelihatan bahagia ya, are 
you happy? 
All students : Yes, harus happy 
Tutor : Always happy, why? 
All students : Karena sehat 
Tutor : Berarti kalau sehat saja sudah senang ya. Oke i am so happy 
because we can meet again the sixth meeting because we have 
full schedule you know the hari kecepit. Tidak apa-apa kan hari 
kecepit masuk? Oke, langsung saja today the motion of the 
debate is this house believe that using cellphone during in class. 
So who is the affirmative team? Ini ya, satu dua tiga and then you 
the negative team and the the affirmative team kamu menjadi 
yang pertama, kamu dulu ya. Itu berapa kalimat? Tiga? Tambah 
lagi. Ya, tidak apa-apa, next meeting you have to adds your 
argument and your evidence, oke? 
All students : I will try 
Tutor : Oke, kebiasaan jawabnya i will try. Oke, silahkan..  
P1NE : Oke, I am Mohamad Anas. I am from affirmative team, I think 
about the use of mobile phone, oh I agree with this because its 
support the learning process, easier as the activation group so not 
need to bring a text book wherever he was. And then that cause 
use book in learning material can save from one to another.  
Tutor : Tadi apa maksudnya? Coba rani maksudnya apa? 
P2NE : Jadi mobile phone itu digunakan untuk material yang ada di 
handphone atau soft file yang dishare lewat group. 
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Tutor : Kamu pahamnya apa, and then from negative team. 
P3NE  : I am Isnaini Istianti, I from negative team.  I don‟t agree with 
the use of mobile phone in class because it will disturb the 
process of teaching and learning and with other friend. The use of 
handphone when in the class can make penurunan nilai prestasi. 
Tutor : Ok isnaini udah bagus coba affirmative team louder please 
P4NE  : I am nur rohmah from affirmative team I believe that mobile 
phone use in class for many reasons. You can use cellphone for a 
purpose or without using computer. 
Tutor : And then negative team 
P5NE  : My name is rani, I don‟t agree with you because using 
cellphone in the classroom akan mengganggu konsentrasi kita. 
For example when our lecture explains something we will pay 
attention in the handphone not the material. The use of cellphone 
in the classroom is reduce. It is better to use while not in the 
classroom.  
Tutor : Kalau punyanya rani bisa nysmbung sama punya isna. Kenapa 
kalau ngomong bahasa iinggris pada takut? 
All students : Takut salah, karena ada hukumnya itu lho mbak. Okay next 
P6NE  : I am lala from affirmative team, I agree with using phone in the 
classroom because it tergantung pada  we use it for the 
information from lecturer, etc. Mobile phone can help us to get 
many knowledge from the world. 
P7NE  : My name romadhani hidayat, I don‟t agree with the use of 
phone in classroom because in my opinion it has bad effects 
more ever in the classroom is use more social media like 
facebook, twitter, instagram, there are also chat eh chatting is not 
important because itu mempunyai efek jelek untuk konsentrasi 
kita, etc 
Tutor : Maksudnya apa? 
P7NE : Maksudnya gimana ya mbak, 
Tutor : Ya tadi itu kamu sebenernya nambah terus lho opinionmu 
P7NE : Oh thankyou mbak 
Tutor : Coba kamu browsing the right pronunciation 
P7NE : I don‟t have kuota, mbak. 
Tutor : Kamu missal browsing kata apa ajalah kan kamu bisa satu satu. 
That‟s very useful. 
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P8NE  : I am from affirmative team, in my opinion, the use of 
handphone in classroom is good because by using handphone in 
class we can belajar segala sesuatu  as long as relates to the 
topic discussion. So I think it is effective for discussing lesson. 
Tutor : Apa maksdunya? 
P8NE  : Maksudnya dengan menggunakan handphone dikelas dapat 
menemukan hal hal yang baru. 
Tutor : Kamu ini ya it‟s ok lah tiap hari semua ada peningkatan. Untuk 
kegiatan sehari hari kamu coba biasakan using english. Atau baca 
novel bahasa inggris gitu. Seenggaknya when you see the word 
katakatanya itu walaupun kamu pas baca tapi langsung bisa tau. 
Bahasa inggris itu dimulai dari habit.and the conclusion nya apa? 
Tutor : Using cellphone kita harus pay attention to the penggunaanya. 
Depend on its use and its need. Ok that‟s our debate, i suggest 
you to push your speaking ability or speaking english, bener-
bener ditekanin ya soalnya bakalan useful bgt lah. Gitu yah.. Apa 
lagi, udah ya that‟s all for today thanks for your coming and 
wassalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
All students : Wassalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
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3. The tenth meeting of group 67 
Group   : 39 
Tutor   : Alfa Arizki S 
Time and date   : Thursday, June 08, 2017 
Place   : PPG building 
Tutor  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
All students : Waalaikumsalam wr wb 
Tutor : Good afternoon friends. 
All students : Good afternoon. 
Tutor : How are you? 
All students : I am fine, and you? 
Tutor : I am fine too, thank you. Okey, today we can meet again in the 
last meeting ya? Jadi hari ini hari kamis, Alhamdulillah kita bisa 
ketemu lagi kaya biasanya. Jadi aku pengen dihari ini temen-
temen perfom debate ya. Dari first speaker sampai third speaker, 
kemarin udah aku kasih tau temanya This house believe that the 
teacher must be patient when teaching children. Tadi digrup ada 
yang Tanya kan, itu artinya apa. Artinya itu intinya kalau jadi 
guru itu harus sabar apalagi kita di FITK. kemudian siapa yang 
affirmative? langsung aja ya? kamu ya, nurrohmah, tapi suaramu 
harus kenceng jangan kaya kemarin-kemarin. Coba pembukaan 
dulu, jadi first speaker. 
P1NE :  Assalamualaikum wr.wb. I am Nurrohamah from affirmative 
team. This house believe that teacher musb be patient when 
teaching children. The teacher is a teacher of science, generally 
referring professional educators with the main task of educating, 
teacher and evaluating learners. For example: Ketika anak 
berkelahi maka guru segera melerai dengan menasehati, so 
that the incident does not happen again. So, a teacher needs to 
have high patience in dealing with his students while teaching. 
Tutor : Berarti harus sabar kan? Kemudian siapa lagi, coba lala dulu ya. 
P2NE : I am lala, I am from affirmative team, I agree with the motion 
because one of the skill that must be owned by teacher is 
patience, why? Basically, every child is unique, mereka 
mempunyai perbedaan karakteristik antara satu dengan yang 
lainnya. The difference is what requires us as a teacher who must 
be patient in educating children. Each child has a different way of 
learning from one to another. There are children who type 
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auditory learning, there is also a type visual learning dan 
sebagainya. Besides as our teachers are also required for totally 
in teaching, should note be half in teaching. So, in essence the 
teacher must provide the best for learners. Especially to be 
patient in teaching children. In order for them to get their right to 
learn as well so that children are able to achieve developments 
appropriate to his age. 
Tutor : Jadi gini ya la, kamu kosakatanya nambah terus, argumennya 
nambah terus. Lanjut, dari Rani coba judulnya apa?  
R3NE : This house believe that the teacher must be patient when 
teaching children. I am from affirmative team, I agree that the 
teacher is a role model for the child, so the teacher should teach 
and demonstrate a good attitude for child. In good classroom 
learning activities is also dipengaruhi oleh guru. If the teacher in 
teaching patiently on the delivery of the material then also will 
pay attention to the teacher well, happy and spirit. So the child 
will better on stand the lesson well and quality. 
Tutor : Sebenarnya debate itu kan satu gagasan, ini temanya kan This 
house believe that the teacher must be patient when teaching 
children. Jadi dari speaker satu berpendapat bahwa setiap guru 
mepeunyai karakteristik yang berbeda, kemudian second speaker, 
third speaker menambahkan, terus ditambah evidence kalian tau 
kan evidence? Kaya gitu kan biar lebih valid, terus the last 
speaker give a conclusion gitu. 
P4NE : I am Rani puji Astuti, I agree with the teacher must be patient 
when teaching children. Because patient is one way to convey the 
lesson that most well. In addition, the patient is one of teach of 
the teacher because if the teacher doesn‟t wait then the student is 
not feel comfortable, but the comfort of a student thought by a 
teacher is one of the key to suggest in chapting the lesson. Patient 
is also very important if a teacher successfully patient in teaching 
his discipline, then discipline will be pleased to be thought by the 
teacher the impact of student achievement will also increate. 
Therefore, every teacher must learn to be patient in educating his 
student so that student feel comfortable in the school and 
environment. 
Tutor : Coba dari afif yang negative team. 
P5NE : I am Afif Shaleh Hamdani from negative team. So, we don‟t 
believe because every teacher has their own way, so a teacher 
already has a method of educating, which sometime the method 
can be said to be impatient, but a teacher believes that what is 
done for his students is good. So, we can‟t say that the teacher‟s 
behavior is impatient. why? because a teacher already 
understands what will and should be done. 
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Tutor : Menurut aku sendiri punyamu lebih kontra ke lala ya, jadi kan 
walaupun seunik apapun children teacher must always that 
friendly between student and teacher gitu, jadi meskipun children 
satu dengan yang lain itu berbeda tapi setiap guru mempunyai 
cara untuk menangani masing-masing itu, gitu. Coba kamu. 
P6NE : I am isnaini Fitrianti, I am from affirmative team, I agree with 
the motion that this house believe that the teacher must be patient 
when teaching children. Because I think that the patient‟s teacher 
must be liked by many children. In addition the teacher who is 
patient when facing the child‟s behavior can be said that guru 
mempunyai kepribadian yang baik and provide a good example 
for the daily life of children. The patient teacher realizes that this 
job is to improve his students. Therefore, he will not despair in 
the face of their strange attitudes and behavior. No matter what 
happens to them, he keeps trying to improve with a sense of 
responsibility and relentlessness, yaitu tujuan pembelajarannya 
tercapai. 
Tutor : Itu kan menurut pendapatmu sendiri, lebih condong ke pendapat 
lala dan novella ya? Coba yang bealakang, kan kamu affirmative, 
kira-kira kamu support siapa? 
P7NE : I am from affirmative team, I agree that the teacher must be 
patient when teaching children, because guru yang sabar akan 
disukai oleh muridnya, because the child will feel comfortable 
in following the lesson. The teachers who are impatient in 
teaching will show up angry, and make their students fear, 
childrent who are often scolded or exposed to the violence will 
cause the eruption of neuronal cell, so that brain function will 
experience obstacles. 
Tutor : Nah bagus, ini kan evidence, jadi semisal kamu satu team 
affirmative, kamu jadi second speaker because in the second 
when who are as the second speaker you have to the evidence to 
support your argument. Coba kamu. 
P8NE : My name is widyawati, I am from affirmative team. I agree with 
that, because patience is an indispensible requirement let alone 
the work of teachers as pendidik. Patience must be possessed by 
both teacher in doing the task of educating and in waiting for his 
efforts. All attitudes and attributes associated with the teacher 
patience and attitude are very influences till information and 
student personality as expend in the purpose of education. 
Tutor : Kamu masih banyak yang salah hayo, tapi bagus kamu sudah 
nambah lagi kosakatanya. 
P9NE : Oke, I from affirmative team, yes, I agree about that, as a 
teachers we should be patient because teacher have many 
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students that different. Each student mudah to control and 
understand about the material. So, as a teacher we should be 
patient and we have to can be controlled our emotional so we are 
not use kekerasan when we learn to our students. 
Tutor : Itu jadi kesimpulan juga bisa, dari teman-teman tadi ada yang 
bilang kalau children have a unique character terus kamu bilang 
children itu kan banyak, dari karakter yang berbeda tadi guru 
harus sabar, kamu jadi third speaker bagus, dan kamu juga 
dukung gitu hlo ternyata jadi kan nggak mungkin satu team itu 
udur gitu hlo, maksudnya tidak satu gagasan. terus kamu yang 
terakhir negative kan? kamu as third speaker, ayo coba. 
P10NE : Yes, I am from negative team, I third speaker. I don‟t agree with 
the teaching of patient the children because guru harus tegas 
kepada anak didiknya. 
Tutor : Ada pertanyaan? oke today the last meeting so I suggest you to 
use English in your daily life, maksud e ketika kamu bikin 
caption di instagram, ngobrol dengan teman kan bisa bahasa 
inggris. itu ingat pesannya pak Giyoto, yang namanya 
komunikasi bahasa Inggris itu penting, apalagi zaman sekarang 
ini, ketika kamu mau kerja tapi toeflmu jelek kamu mau jadi apa. 
Itu aja ya, walaupun sesederhana ini pertemuan kita. Pokoknya I 
am so sorry if I have a lot of mistakes terus happy fasting, thank 
you for your attention, thank you for your coming, thank you for 
meluangkan waktu, I appreciated. That‟s all. sukses untuk ke 
depannya, our meeting make meaningfull sampai ke jiwa. 
Wassalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsallam wr. wb. 
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SCRIPT OF RECORDING GROUP 67 
 
1. Fourth meeting of group 67 
Group   : 67 
Tutor   : Salma Safitri Daelani 
Time and date   : Thursday, April 27, 2017 
Place   : E building 
Tutor  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr wb 
Tutor : Okay guys today we have a meeting or meeting ke empat right, 
dan you have an assignment about debate, are you ready about 
debate today. 
All students : Insya Allah. 
Tutor : Debate four, Insya Allah. Okey for the pro-debater and contra 
debater are you ready? For the first speakers from pro debate is 
dewi, and the first speaker from contra is mita, okey. You can 
start right now, debate. Bismillahirohmanirrohim. Please louder 
ya. 
P1E : Okay Assalamualaikum wr wb. Today, we will a debate about 
the instagram, before we start the debate, we are from pro group 
and before that I will introduce myself I am Dewi Maisaroh as 
first speakers and then  
P2E : I am Ayusti Sinar Oki Wulansari as second speaker 
P3E : And Nuniek Kurniasih as third speaker. 
P4E : And I am Dyah Nur Cahyani as the last speaker. 
P1E : Okay according our opinion about instagram. Instagram have 
benefit there are first nothing use because we use the connection 
in internet and second is easy, easy to communicate to other 
people in there, in other world or in other city and then third 
connection with social media, other social media, so the 
instagram one of social media, can be upload the picture, video 
and other. With the instagram we can know that activities other 
people in anywhere. Okay thanks you. 
P5E : okay before I talk about your opinion, I will introduce the 
contra group my name is Mita Wahyuni as first speaker, and then 
P6E : I am Verla Haslinda as second speaker 
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P7E : I am Dilla Nawang Kharisma as the third speaker 
P8E : And the me the last speakers, I am Jamilatul Istiqomah. 
P5E : You say that Instagram is not uses money right? But in my 
opinion is still using much money because still using kuota and 
when we open instagram it still way. Actually in when we open a 
video we use a lot of kuota and I think instagram is need a lot of 
money by kuota. Thanks you. 
P2E : Untuk your opinion, instagram use but the instagram is mudah 
untuk digunakan dikalangan masyarakat. We can post foto or 
video, follow, comment, like until the appropriated hastagg, 
searching can be done very easy, 
P6E : Okay, you said that instagram is easy, but in the fact instagram 
very dangerous for us because with instagram we can access 
pornografi. 
P3E : Okay, you says that instagram have a pornography, but I think 
instagram have many benefits, access instagram that give the 
connection with some of the social media, make it of on 
onlineshop. So you can save time because it does not need to do 
about many times in other social media. 
P7E : Instagram many benefits like that olshop, and etc. In olshop 
often disalahgunakan untuk menipu costumers. 
P4E : Okay, in this time, I am as the last speaker from pro-debater and 
now I will give a respond that from your idea about contra from 
instagram. From our group, instagram is there many benefits 
from dewi ayu and nuniek said that in the instagram very easy to 
applicate in this our life and it is chip for us and the last if I have 
protect for handset they will control if they use instagram about 
laying or pornografi. It is the idea from our group and I think if I 
use instagram. I will add that carrying with friend for example 
when his friend born we can give greetings for his friend and the 
example in the comment or another. There is more role if we are 
get benefits of the instagram. Okay, In include that from pro-
debater we save about instagram is the best social media for us. 
Especially now in this develop of technological in the world. 
Okay, thanks you, we are from pro-debater. Wassalamu‟alaikum 
wr. Wb. 
P8E : Okay, I am as last speaker, you said that there are many benefits 
or advantages from instagram. I will give you opinion about 
instagram. I said that in the instagram also there are many 
disadvantages like SARA, pornography, like verla‟s said and 
then you said in the instagram the cause is chip, like mita‟s said 
she said that instagram also spend more cause. Then, you say 
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about lay in the olshop in to costumer said we must control or 
protect ourself. But, in the fact in social media or instagram, 
meskipun kita sudah mengontrol diri kita kadang masih 
banyak kejadian seperti itu. I think that all from me as last 
speaker and I will conclude from our contra‟s opinion. First, if 
you use instagram we will spend must couse. And the second, 
instagram easy to use but also easy to disalahgunakan. And the 
third koneksi jaringannya mudah misalnya online shop, but the 
third speaker from contra group said more lay olshoper to 
costumer. That‟s all. 
Tutor : Okay, give applause for us. Done about instagram, we can 
conclude that of course in our social media have a lot of 
disadvantages and advantages, then we can get the positive 
advantages from the instagram and of course the negative 
advantages from the insagram. Karena kita tau sekarang itu 
memang sangat marak instagram dimana-mana. Kita ketik apa 
gitu sekarang udah kaya web jadi pasti ada. Terus tergantung kita 
mengontrolnya ketika contra group talking about when we have a 
buying or selling in instagram jadi many lay or lot of problem, 
jadi tergantung kita mengontrolnya bagaimana kita mencari yang 
benar-benar real yang terpercaya gitu ya. Then any added 
information from pro or contra-debater? 
All students : No. 
Tutor : No, enough? Okey thanks you for this meeting. It is our past 
debate, we think with preparation, enggak? 
All students : Enggak. 
Tutor : Spontaneously. Then next meeting we also talking about debate 
again, and you can practicing again then what the tittle you want? 
Jadi kan udah ada topic digrup ya? Jadi bisa dichoose. 
All students : Kelompoknya sama? 
Tutor : Kelompoknya boleh ganti boleh nggak, that‟s fine? Any 
question so far?  
All students : No 
Tutor : No. Okey, thanks you for your coming dan I have that for 
debate today we have able to practice our speaking. 
Wassalamu‟alaikum. Wr. Wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumussalam wr. Wb. 
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2. Seventh meeting of group 67 
Group   : 67 
Tutor   : Salma Safitri Daelani 
Time and date   : Thursday, May 18, 2017 
Place   : E building 
Tutor  : Assalamualaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Tutor : First live guys, long time no see, previous meeting we have an 
ngga berangkat ya. kita karena banyak liburnya ya minggu 
kemarin itu kamisnya libur jadi banyak juga grup yang libur, so 
this is our next meeting for practicing speaking. So today we 
have to practice debate right. 
All students : Yes 
Tutor : What the title?  The use of facebook for teacher and student 
friendship ya?  are you ready guys? okay, when you have ready 
and start right now. 
P1E : Okay, Assalamuamualaikum wr.wb. before our start debate 
today, I will introduce our member group that me, Dyah Nur 
Cahyani as the first speaker, and next. 
P2E : Nuniek as second speaker. 
P3E : Ayusti as third speaker. 
P4E : Dewi Maysaroh as the last speaker. 
P1E : Okay I will continue, here I am as the first speaker, that  with 
the theme about the function of facebook for teacher and student. 
for the start theme in my opinion, that facebook very useful in 
relationship about teacher and student because in the media of the 
learning, teacher use many type of media, one of them is fb, from 
this facebook in Indonesia education in the curriculum , teacher 
must  give the score about all student and from the facebook 
teacher can monitor student in the out class, so when teacher can 
monitor their student, he can gave skor yang valid, so the score is 
from student in fact. Okay, enough for me, thank you. 
Wassalamualaikum wr wb. 
P5E  : Assalamu‟alaikum wr. wb. Before I give my opinion I will 
introduce our member, we are from contra group and I am 
Jamilatul Istiqomah as first speak, then. 
P6E : Verla Haslinda as second speaker 
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P7E : Mita Wahyuni as third speaker 
P8E : And the last, Dilla Nawang Kharisma 
P5E : Okay, now I give my opinion about your opinion. You said that 
the teacher can monitor the student thought facebook , then my 
opinion is teacher monitor the student in facebook, so it make 
student not free or tidak leluasa or the student feel terkekang. 
Enough for me. The next. 
P2E  : Okay now, the second speaker from the pro group, you says that 
the student not free but my opinion is not true, because facebook 
make our motivation. Okay, that all for me. 
P6E : Okay, you says that with facebook can motivation but my 
opinion is when the teacher give motivation the student will 
offended disturb bond of student with the other is different. 
P3E  : I from third speaker, I can menjawab your opinion, you say that 
facebook disturb bounce off, but facebook for the teacher just 
memonitor the student, it‟s not to make rebound of student down 
and I edit opinion the facebook just use to search information for 
student, teacher can give tugas with facebook. Okay that all for 
me. 
P7E  : okay, thanks you, you says that the facebook give a lot of 
information and teacher can give task or assessment with a 
facebook. But in fact many student are kudet or not active in the 
social media. So I think if the teacher give an assessment or task 
or information in facebook, student not understand  with the task 
or assessment, thanks you. 
P4E  : Okay about your opinion, in my opinion, in the class there are 
chairman in class so the chairman or other student who always 
active in facebook can give information from their friend in the 
class. so they always know about the information and then the 
positive of using the facebook between teacher and student can 
the student if have difficult in the class the student can tell about 
the difficulty or problem, because if they tell empat mata may be 
they akan malu or nervous so they can using the facebook to tell 
about this problem. I think that‟s all, enough thank you. 
P8E  : I will conclude from our debate, we are negative debate. 
Facebook is not effective to between students and teacher, 
because all student is not always online in facebook. Verla says 
that facebook can make mental student can destroy and facebook 
is not make motivation, itu justru malah merusak mental dari 
student sendiri. That‟s all our debate from negative group. 
Thanks you. assalamualaikum wr.wb 
Tutor : Okay , will done guys, give applause all. 
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All students : (Applause)  
Tutor : Well that good practice today so what is it the use of facebook 
between student and the teacher. I get the some conclusion from 
pro group, there is any lebih mudah komunikasi dengan guru, 
lebih dekat mungkin ya kalau kita mainan fb dengan guru, tapi 
juga banyak kontradiksinya from the contra group that it make 
the student not free, right? ya jadi nggak free, student-nya mau 
aploud foto sama siapa gitu kan misalnya atau mau apa, bikin 
status, gurunya nyebelin gitu kan tidak mungkin. that any the pro 
and contra dari yang sudah kita debatkan hari ini banyak 
pelajarannya , then from the pro group, there is have to other give 
information , jadi kalau kita sering main fb jadi kita lebih tau 
info-info dari guru, biasanya dishare ya. info uts nya nanti apa, 
info uas, sekarang kan semakin canggih. then from the contra 
group, the conclusion, there is distop the student and from the all 
teacher there is very kudet ya? in our bahasa is kudet jadi kalau 
guru yang sudah tua itu mainan fb. mainan apa sih, tapi sekarang 
kayaknya tidak ada orang tua yang tidak punya fb ya. sekarang 
mainan fb semua. oke for the comment masih banyak pronoun 
ya. yang paling utama. kalau didebate itu lebih ke kita harus 
semangat, yak an kita kan menyanggah opini teman kita, jadi 
harus lebih menggebu-nggebu, kalau our minded our mind think 
is the good, is the better. jadi apa yang kita pikirkan pendapat 
kita itu yang terbaik, kalau di debate kan begitu bukan melihat 
yang dari kontra tapi yang pro itu harus yang benar-benar pro 
begitu. kemudian yang dari enough inaf aja ya jangan inah, 
kemuadian tadi ada yang nyebut from jadi for. maksudnya from 
me, maksudnya dari aku, from my opinion jadi for my opinion 
jadi untuk opiniku. kemudian malu itu shy. Any question so far? 
All students : No 
Tutor : Okay thanks you for meeting today, I am sorry when I am a lot 
of mistakes, for the next meeting  we can talking group. Lebih 
rahasia ya apa yang kita bicarakan nanti digroup kita. oke thanks 
you for your time . Wassalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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3. Tenth meeting of group 67 
Group   : 67 
Tutor   : Salma Safitri Daelani 
Time and date   : Tuesday, June 06, 2017 
Place   : D building 
Tutor  : Oke guys, Assalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
All Students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Tutor : Today, the last meeting of sixth semester, this very tired right? 
We must think about our assignment that very difficult, journal 
article and etc. And then we must do in bilingual program. Okay 
but we can do it. Jadi temen-temen. Hari ini debate tentang?  
All student : Bilingual. 
Tutor : Pro and contra bilingual. That‟s a new idea from our group. So 
that, are you ready? 
All student : Ready. 
Tutor : It‟s okay. You can divide into two groups. Three person. One 
group consist of three person. 
Tutor : I will tell you, this is our last meeting, because we must finished 
in juni about bilingual program so this is last meeting. 
Tutor : Who is the pro bilingual program and who is the contra of 
bilingual program? Okay, the first speaker of pro is jamil and kak 
dyah is the first speaker of contra bilingual program? Okay. 
Tutor : Are you ready about debate today? You can spontan you know 
what you feel about bilingual program. You can spontaneously 
about you can have to talking about bilingual program with your 
feeling and your heart. When I ask you I wanna talking more 
bilingual program. That‟s is very tired, that‟s make me confuse 
anything but it‟s your time, just speak up. 
Tutor : Are you ready? Okey you can start debate today, speak about 
your debate today, the last debated very nice. 
Bismillahirohmanirrohim. 
P1E : Bismillahirohmanirrohim, Assalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wa‟alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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P1E : We are from pro group, before we discuss about this theme 
debate. We will introduce ourself and I Jamilatul istiqomah as a 
first speaker. Then.. 
P2E : Mita Wahyuni as second speaker. 
P3E : Third speaker is Verla Haslinda. 
P1E : This theme debate is pro and contra about bilingual. And my 
opinion there is bilingual program, I think this program make us 
to add new friend and make akrab. 
P4E : Okey, Assalamu‟alaikum wr.wb. Before I give my respond with 
your opinion. I will introduce our member group that the first is 
I, Dyah Nur Cahyani as first speaker and then.. 
P5E : Nuniek Kurniasih as second speaker. 
P6E : Dilla Nawang Kharisma is the last speaker. 
P4E : Okay next that from your opinion, in bilingual program it is 
make add the friend in the activity of bilingual but in the purpose 
of bilingual program it is add the speaking ability right? So I 
think in the real when the group in the bilingual program is mix 
from the other class, I think that it is make us if we are tidak 
nyaman with their group. It make that we will terpaksa in the 
bilingual program. So, I think that bilingual program can make in 
the non-formal situation and will be make confortable with this 
program. From the bilingual program I think we can spend our 
time in the faculty. Okay thanks you for my opinion. 
P2E : Okay, you say that a bilingual program uncomfortable for you. I 
think with bilingual program we can get new vocabulary and we 
can improve our speaking. I think that a bilingual program is 
sangat bermanfaat buat kita. It‟s enough. 
P5E : Okey, you say that a bilingual program can improve the 
speaking and get new vocabulary, but I think it‟s true. Tapi 
menurut saya itu membuat a bored. 
P3E : Okey, you say that bilingual program is make a boring, but in 
the fact with bilingual program can make us lebih kritis and 
make me happy. Jamil say that bilingual program have many 
friend and then mita say that with bilingual program can improve 
vocabulary and improve speaking skill. Okey thank you. 
P6E : You say that bilingual program can pressure for your group, but 
I think bilingual, it make us bertambah beban. Bilingual can 
make we burden because kita juga diberi tugas oleh dosen-
dosen lainnya, lebih berat so adanya bilingual itu membuat kita 
semakin bertambah beban. That‟s enough. 
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Tutor : Okay enough? Give applause for today. Finally you can speak 
more feeling about bilingual program. Okay, of course and you 
talking about bilingual program that can improve speaking skill 
ability, but also we talking about bilingual program this very 
force. We must spend our time to goes to campus when di siang-
siang hari yang terik matahari sangat panas ketika kita puasa ini,  
tapi kita kesini buat bilingual ya. But it‟s okey, this is our 
program in our faculty, jadi kita harus melaksanakan itu, jadi we 
can that conclusion that bilingual program have a positive spirit 
or negative opinion. Tapi yang teman-teman rasakan pasti ketika 
kita dapat teman baru pasti kita dapat ilmu baru ya? Jadi kita bisa 
saling sharing, ngga Cuma kita, today we haven‟t only speaking 
but we can share our informasi. Bagaimana sudah ngajuin judul? 
Jadi gitu ya, send seminar munaqosyah. Then setelah kita sharing 
bareng disini if ada salah-salah kata dari diri saya sendiri, minta 
maaf sama teman-teman when I have a lot of mistakes then 
marhaban yaa ramadhan.  
All students : Kita juga. 
Tutor : Semoga setelah bilingual ini, setelah semester 6 nanti kita masih 
bisa menjalin silaturahmi dan this is our last meeting you can 
give me more saran.  
Participant IV : Nggak sih dari kita makasih atas ilmunya, atas semua 
pengalamannya, kami juga minta maaf jika ada kesalahan. 
Tutor : Sama-sama. Okey you can give your sign in this paper and 
thank you for your time. Wassalamu‟alaikum wr.wb 
All students : Wassalamu‟alaikum wr wb 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 1st observation group 16 
Date : Friday, May 12, 2017 
Time : 12.00 - 13.00 p.m 
Place : PPG building 
Today is the first observation in group 16. This is the fourth meeting for 
them. The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in PPG building of 
IAIN Surakarta at 12.00. The activity starts from opening, activity then closing, 
after tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and 
learning process. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying, tutor asks about the 
student‟s news and the tutor requires one of student to guide sing a song. Tutor 
asks to all students to prepare the debate today because last meeting tutor asked 
them to learn about the motion of debate in this day. 
The next activity is main activity. The motion of debate today is about the 
teacher and students will be friend in social media. Firstly, tutor explained about 
how to make a good debate to all students, he also gave an example how to 
debate. Then, two students try to be a first speaker from negative team and first 
speaker from affirmative team. In this meeting, the researcher found three code 
mixings used by the students. Firstly, the first student mixed the phrase “langsung 
saja” in her English utterance to replace „immediately‟ word. Secondly, the 
second student mixed phrase “mempersilahkan waktu kepada pembicara 
selanjutnya” in her English utterance. The last, the third speaker uses a word 
“memantau” in her utterance to replace „monitoring‟ word, because based her 
statement it is more easy to use. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by asking her students‟ 
understanding about their material today. After that tutor say 
“Wassalamu‟alaikum” to all students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 2nd observation group 16 
Date : Thursday, June 08, 2017 
Time : 13.00 - 14.00 p.m 
Place : PPG building 
Today is the second observation in group 16. This is the eighth meeting for 
them. The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in PPG building of 
IAIN Surakarta at 13.00. The activity started from opening, activity then closing, 
after tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and 
learning process. 
Before tutor opens the session, the students still was very busy because 
they are preparing something that they have to do. The first activity is opening, 
after open by praying the tutor explains the motion of debate about bilingual 
program should be banned from FITK. 
The next activity is main activity. The material is about debate. The tutor 
separates the students to be two teams: affirmative team and negative team. In this 
meeting, the researcher found seventeen code mixings used by the students of 
non-English department. One of example, the first student, when she gives a 
statement, she mixed her utterance. She says “topic of the debate continue and  
tidak selalu istiqomah”. Then, second student, she as first speaker from negative 
team, she say “Remember bahasa inggris is the international language”. She 
mixed her English utterance with phrase “bahasa inggris”, because the phrase is 
familiar to hear. Then nisa says “I am disagree with your argument because some 
member of bilingual program menyepelekan, because they are menganggap 
bilingual program in FITK is enteng. So they are sering mbolos, and tidak serius 
join in bilingual program.” and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving applause. He 
asked forgiveness to all students. After that tutor says “wassalamu‟alaikum” to all 
students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 3rd observation group 16 
Date : Friday, June 16, 2017 
Time : 07.30 – 08.30 p.m 
Place : PPG building 
 
Today is the last observation and also interview in group 16. This is the 
last because this is also last meeting for them. The researcher comes to the place 
of bilingual meeting in PPG building of IAIN Surakarta at 07.30. The activity 
started from opening, activity then closing, and after the meeting ends the 
researcher asks time to do interview with tutor and students. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying tutor explains about the 
motion and then separates his class to be two teams: affirmative team and negative 
team. 
The next activity is main activity. The material is debate about the death 
penalty best aloud in Indonesian law. Firstly, the affirmative and negative team 
introduce their position and then give a statement about agree and disagree with 
the motion. In this meeting, the researcher found twenty two code mixings used 
by students of non-English department. For example, the first student says “I 
disagree with the motion that death penalty is allowed in Indonesia. Because it 
will be a family or people that ditinggalkan suddenly, it melanggar kodrat cause, 
it have seen decided by Allah is not effective”. She mixes her English utterance 
with Indonesia language. Then, the second student says “With the death penalty in 
a country make jera. With the death penalty in a country will create a community 
of mutual respect and menyayangi”. Then, the third student say “the conclusion is 
hukuman mati di izinkan in Indonesian he will create masyarakat reluctant to do 
evil. At the same time provide a jera effect for the quality. Be save and peaceful 
country, with the death penalty in a country will create a community of mutual 
menghormati and menyayangi.”  and etc. 
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The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving applause and 
say sorry for his mistakes. After that tutor say “Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” to all 
students. 
After the meeting, the researcher did interview by asking one by one of the 
respondents using their first language to make them understand easily about the 
questions list. The question is about the reason why she/ he is used code mixing in 
her/his utterance in debate of Bilingual program. In this activity, they should 
answer the questions honestly, because it would be different between one 
respondent from another. In this group, the researcher found six the students of 
non-English department that they use code mixing is because less in vocabulary 
and background and four the students that they use code mixing is because less in 
vocabulary. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 1st observation group 39 
Date : Thursday, May 04, 2017 
Time : 14.30 – 15.15 p.m 
Place : Laboratory building 
Today is the first observation in group 39. This is fourth meeting for them. 
The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in Laboratory building of 
IAIN Surakarta at 14.30. The activity started from opening, activity then closing. 
After tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and 
learning process. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying, tutor asks about the 
student‟s news and the tutor explain about how to make debate and step of debate. 
Tutor asks to all students to prepare the debate today because last meeting tutor 
asked them to learn about the motion of debate in this day. 
The next activity is main activity. The motion of debate today is about this 
house believe that homeschooling is good for children. In this meeting, the 
researcher found three code mixings used by the students. Firstly, when second 
students from non-English department, she says “Homeschooling can also as tool 
to children being sutured in learning rather than multifat interest in learning in 
them. Therefore, we need another alternatif in teaching learning the children. For 
example: by learning in open environment outbound”. Then, third students says 
“the homeschooling be make difficult for children to sociality and interact with 
other, after that then it making difficult for the children to memecahkan 
masalahnya sendiri.” and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving motivation 
to increase their speaking ability. After that tutor say “see you next week” and say 
“Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” to all students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 2nd observation group 39 
Date : Thursday, May 18, 2017 
Time : 14.30 - 15.30 p.m 
Place : Laboratory building 
Today is the second observation in group 39. This is the sixth meeting for 
them. The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in PPG building of 
IAIN Surakarta at 13.00. The activity started from opening, activity then closing, 
after tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and 
learning process. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying the tutor asks about the 
student‟s news explains, and then the tutor explains about the motion of debate is 
about this house believe that using cellphone during in class. Tutor asks to all 
students to prepare the debate today because last meeting tutor asked them to learn 
about the motion of debate in this day. 
The next activity is main activity. The material is about debate. The tutor 
separates the students to be two teams: affirmative team and negative team. In this 
meeting, the researcher found sixth code mixings used by the students of non-
English department. One of example, the first student says “The use of handphone 
when in the class can make penurunan nilai prestasi”. Then, second student says 
“I don‟t have kuota, mbak”. the next students says “the use of handphone in 
classroom is good because by using handphone in class we can belajar segala 
sesuatu  as long as relates to the topic discussion”, and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving conclusion 
and suggestion for all students to increase their speaking ability. After that tutor 
says “thank for coming”, and closing with says “wassalamu‟alaikum” to all 
students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 3rd observation group 39 
Date : Thursday, June 08, 2017 
Time : 12.00 – 13.30 p.m 
Place : PPG building 
Today is the last observation and also interview in group 39. This is the 
last because this is also last meeting for them. The researcher comes to the place 
of bilingual meeting in PPG building of IAIN Surakarta at 12.00. The activity 
started from opening, activity then closing, and after the meeting ends the 
researcher asks time to do interview with tutor and students. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying the tutor asks about the 
student‟s news explains and greeting “good afternoon”for all students. Then, the 
tutor mentions the motion for debate today. The motion of debate is about this 
house believe that the teacher must be patient when teaching children. 
The next activity is main activity. Firstly, the affirmative and negative 
team introduce their position and then give a statement about agree and disagree 
with the motion. In this meeting, the researcher found ten code mixings used by 
students of non-English department. For example, the first student says “I agree 
with the motion because one of the skill that must be owned by teacher is 
patience, why? Basically, every child is unique, mereka mempunyai perbedaan 
karakteristik antara satu dengan yang lainnya.”. She mixes her English 
utterance with Indonesia language. Then, the second student says “There are 
children who type auditory learning, there is also a type visual learning dan 
sebagainya”. Then, the third student say Each student mudah to control and 
understand about the material”, and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving motivation 
and say sorry for her mistakes. After that tutor say “Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” 
to all students. 
After the meeting, the researcher did interview by asking one by one of the 
respondents using their first language to make them understand easily about the 
questions list. The question is about the reason why she/ he is used code mixing in 
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her/his utterance in debate of Bilingual program. In this activity, they should 
answer the questions honestly, because it would be different between one 
respondent from another. In this group, the researcher found five the students non-
English department that they use code mixing is because less in vocabulary and 
background and four the students that they use code mixing is because less in 
vocabulary. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 1st observation group 67 
Date : Thursday, April 27, 2017 
Time : 12.00 - 13.00 p.m 
Place : E building 
Today is the first observation in group 67. This is fourth meeting for them. 
The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in E building of IAIN 
Surakarta at 12.00. The activity started from opening, activity then closing. After 
tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and learning 
process. 
The first activity is opening, after praying, tutor open the meeting by 
greets to all students. Tutor asks to all students to prepare the debate today 
because last meeting tutor asked them to learn about the motion of debate in this 
day. 
The next activity is main activity. The motion of debate today is about 
instagram. Firstly, the students introduce her position as first speaker until fourth 
speaker, from affirmative team and negative team. first students uses full English. 
Then, second students mixes language, she says “the instagram is mudah untuk 
digunakan dikalangan masyarakat. We can post foto or video…”, Then eighth 
student says “you say about lay in the olshop in to costumer said we must control 
or protect ourself. But, in the fact in social media or instagram, meskipun kita 
sudah mengontrol diri kita kadang masih banyak kejadian seperti itu”. In this 
meeting, the researcher found nine code mixings used by the students. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving conclusion 
for debate today and she says thank for all students. After that tutor says 
“Wassalamu‟alaikum wr. wb” to all students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 2nd observation group 67 
Date : Thursday, May 18, 2017 
Time : 12.00 - 13.00 p.m 
Place : E building 
Today is the second observation in group 67. This is the seventh meeting 
for them. The researcher comes to the place of bilingual meeting in E building of 
IAIN Surakarta at 12.00. The activity started from opening, activity then closing, 
after tutor comes to the class, the students are ready to join the teaching and 
learning process. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying the tutor explains the 
motion of debate about The use of facebook for teacher and student friendship. 
The next activity is main activity. The material is about debate. The tutor 
separates the students to be two teams: affirmative team and negative team. In this 
meeting, the researcher found nine code mixings used by the students of English 
department. One of example, the first student, when she gives a statement, she 
mixed her utterance. She says “You said that the teacher can monitor the student 
thought facebook , then my opinion is teacher monitor the student in facebook, so 
it make student tidak leluasa or the student feel terkekang”. Then, second 
student, she says “I can menjawab your opinion, you say that facebook disturb 
bounce off, but facebook for the teacher just memonitoring the student, it‟s not to 
make rebound of student down and I edit opinion the facebook just use to search 
information for student, teacher can give tugas with facebook”. then, next student 
says “because if they tell empat mata may be they akan malu or nervous so they 
can using the facebook to tell about this problem” and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving conclusion 
and suggestion. She asked forgiveness to all students. After that tutor says 
“wassalamu‟alaikum” to all students. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Topic : 3rd observation group 67 
Date : Tuesday, June 06, 2017 
Time : 13.30 – 15.00 p.m 
Place : D building 
Today is the last observation and also interview in group 67. This is the 
last because this is also last meeting for them. The researcher comes to the place 
of bilingual meeting in D building of IAIN Surakarta at 13.30. The activity started 
from opening, activity then closing, and after the meeting ends the researcher asks 
time to do interview with tutor and students. 
The first activity is opening, after open by praying, the tutor asked the 
motion for debate today. The motion of debate is about pro-contra Bilingual. 
The next activity is main activity. Firstly, the affirmative and negative 
team introduce their position and then give a statement about agree and disagree 
with the motion. In this meeting, the researcher found eight code mixings used by 
students of English department, such as the first student says “I think this program 
make us to add new friend and make akrab”. Then, the second student says “, I 
think that it is make us if we are tidak nyaman with their group. It make that we 
will terpaksa in the bilingual program”. Then, the next student says “I think 
bilingual, it makes us bertambah beban. Bilingual can make we burden because 
kita juga diberi tugas oleh dosen-dosen lainnya, lebih berat so adanya bilingual 
itu membuat kita semakin bertambah beban.”, and etc. 
The last session is closing, tutor closes the meeting by giving applause, she 
says about her feeling and says sorry for her mistakes. After that, tutor asks to all 
students to give sign in the paper. The last, the tutor says “Wassalamu‟alaikum 
wr. wb” to all students. 
After the meeting, the researcher did interview by asking one by one of the 
respondents using their first language to make them understand easily about the 
questions list. The question is about the reason why she/ he is used code mixing in 
her/his utterance in debate of Bilingual program. In this activity, they should 
answer the questions honestly, because it would be different between one 
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respondent from another. In this group, the researcher found all of the students of 
English department that they use code mixing is because less in vocabulary. 
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Interview Group 16 
 
1. Interview with Tutor 
 
Time/ date : March, 29
th
 2017 
Place  : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Anggi Bagas F (B) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, maaf mengganggu waktunya. Boleh saya 
wawancara sebentar? 
B : O.. boleh mbak, silahkan. 
R : Menurut mas apa itu bilingual program? 
B : Oke, menurut saya, bilingual itu adalah kegiatan dari kampus, 
dari fakultas dimana ada kegiatan mendidik mahasiswa dari semua 
jurusan FITK untuk dapat bahasa inggris, tapi dalam bilingual itu 
dikerucutkan lagi, tidak bahasa inggris secara conversation, tapi 
lebih kepada bagaimana mengaplikasikan bilingual itu sendiri, 
yaitu misalnya ada debat dan juga ada presentasi, bagaimana cara 
menyampaikan presentasi bahasa inggris dengan baik, seperti itu. 
R : Apa pentingnya bilingual program? 
B : Kalau menurut saya, bilingual itu penting, program yang dibuat 
oleh FITK, walaupun baru taun ini berjalan tapi menurut saya 
manfaatnya sudah terasa dimana mentee saya sendiri yang awalnya 
sangat benci dengan bahasa inggris, yang sama sekali tidak tahu 
bahasa inggris, yang tidak mau ngomong bahasa inggris, takut 
katanya. kemudian semakin berjalan kesini, mereka mau mencoba 
untuk ngomong walaupun vocabnya salah, strukturnya salah tapi 
mereka mau mencoba, dan bilingual itu adalah sebagai pintu 
pembuka buat mereka belajar bahasa inggris. 
R : Apa perbedaan materi bilingual di semester ini dengan materi 
sebelumnya. 
B : Sebenarnya ada perbedaan, kalau semester dulu itu ada , membuat 
presentation, bagaimana membuka dan menutup presentasi, aturan 
presentasi pake bahasa inggris. kemudian ada speech, berbicara di 
depan orang banyak, bagaimana mengatur mental, bagaimana 
ngomong bahasa inggris secara baik di depan orang banyak.  
kemudian materi terakhir bilingual semester itu ada debat, nah itu 
kita Cuma ada alokasi waktu dua pertemuan untuk mengajarkan 
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debat, nah semester sekarang difokuskan pada debat. dari FITK 
sendiri tidak memberikan buku panduan untuk semester ini tapi 
hanya diberikan motion-motion yang bisa menjadi alternative 
untuk diperdebatkan, begitu. jadi ada persamaan tapi tidak 
signifikan.  
R : Jurusan apa yang adek ajar? 
B : Yang saya ajar ada jurusan PGRA, PGMI, dan PIAUD. 
R : Berapa anak? 
B : 11 anak harusnya, tapi ada satu anak yang tidak pernah masuk 
R : Bilingual yang adek ampu itu dilaksanakan hari apa, jam berapa, 
dan dimana? 
B : Biasanya hari kamis, jam 1 biasanya, tapi kamis banyak liburmya 
bulan ini jadi kita ganti waktu tapi susah mencari waktu untuk 
mensinkronkan, itu yang menjadi kendala untuk bilingual tahun 
ini. 
R : Dalam menyampaikan pembelajaran, mas menggunakan code 
mixing atau full english? 
B : Iya, saya pakai code mixing. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan code mixing dalam bilingual 
program? 
B : kenapa pakai code mixing, karena itu tadi, kita dari jurusan PBA 
PGMI PIAUD, mereka tidak tahu bahasa inggris secara full seperti 
apa, mereka lebih memahami untuk berbicara bahasa Indonesia. 
kenapa saya mixing, yaitu untuk bisa memahamkan teman-teman 
untuk lebih memahami apa yang saya jelaskan. itu saja? 
R : Iya, cukup. Terimakasih mas atas waktunya. 
B : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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2. Interview with the Students 
Interviewee I 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place  : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Devi Fathonah (D) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara dek? 
D : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa? 
D : Devi Fathonah. Dari jurusan PIAUD. 
R : Oya di semester ini kan temanya full-debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
D : Campuran, ada bahasa Inggris ada bahasa Indonesianya. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
D : Karena vocabularynya kurang, kurang menguasai translatenya 
antara kata satu dengan yang lainnya berbeda. 
R : Ada alasan lain dek? 
D : Saya kan jurusannya PIAUD, karena jurusannya PIAUD nggak 
ada bahasa inggrisnya, bahasa inggrisnya simple-simple aja, Cuma 
menghitung satu sampai dua puluh, menerangkan hewan kaya gitu.  
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
D : Kesannya seneng susah mbak, senengnya bisa kumpul sama 
temen-temen, susahnya nentuin waktunya karena kita beda jurusan 
mbak. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
D : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee II 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Triyana Siti (T) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Bolehmengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, boleh? 
T : Wa‟alaikumussalam, iya boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
T : Triyana Siti. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
T : Dari Jurusan PIAUD. 
R : PIAUD. Di semester ini kan temanya full-debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
Inggris? 
T : Campur bahasa mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
T : Yaitu karena vocabnya tidak tau artinya, jadi campur-campur 
mbak. 
R : Ada alasan lain? 
T : Karena saya dari jurusan PIAUD jadi kurang menguasai bahasa 
inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
T : Seneng mbak, temen-temennya juga asik. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
T : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee III 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Annisa Ambarwati (A) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
A : Wa‟alaikumussalam mbak, iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
A : Annisa Ambarwati. 
R : Dari jurusan apa dek? 
A : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. Di semester ini kan temanya full-debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
Inggris? 
A : Aku campur mbak, bahasa Indonesia sama bahasa Inggris mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
A : Karena kosakatanya kurang, selain itu Bilingual kan belajar dua 
bahasa jadi bahasa Indonesia juga bahasa Inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
A : Kesannya luar biasa mbak. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
A : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee IV 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Fara Dita (F) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
F : Wa‟alaikumussalam mbak, iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
F : Fara Dita. 
R : Dari jurusan apa dek? 
F : PIAUD 
R : Oya di semester ini kan temanya full-debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
F : Mixing, kadang pakai bahasa Indonesia kadang pakai bahasa 
Inggris. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
F : Karena memang menguasai kosakata bahasa inggris dan saya 
jurusan PIAUD, pendidikan khusus anak, jadi tidak belajar bahasa 
Inggris, hanya dasarnya aja tidak grammar-grammarnya. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di semester ini? 
F : Seneng nambah pengalaman, nambah kosakata juga mbak. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
F : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee V 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Ayu Oktaviani (AO) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Maaf boleh mengganggu waktunya sebentar 
untuk wawancara dek? 
AO : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh kak. 
R : Namanya siapa? 
AO : Ayu Oktaviani. 
R : Dari jurusan apa dek? 
AO : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. di semester ini kan temanya full-debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
English? 
AO : Campur bahasa sih mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
AO : Alasannya ya kemampuan saya berbahasa Inggris ya kurang, 
makanya pakai bahasa Indonesia buat selingan aja tapi tetep belajar 
bahasa Inggris. O, karena beda jurusan juga. Karena saya bukan 
dari jurusan bahasa Inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
AO : Cukup senang karena teman-temannya sangat humble, terus 
tutornya enak kaya nggak ada jarak, kaya temen. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
AO : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VI 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Umi Nisa (U) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara dek? 
U : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
U : Umi Nisa. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
U : PGRS 
R : PGRA. Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
U : Campur bahasa Inggris dan bahasa Indonesia. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
U : Kalau saya itu kurang vocabnya. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
U : Seneng mbak, karena saya suka bahasa inggris. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
U : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VII 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Mailinda Ayu S (M) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang, boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara dek? 
M : Wa‟alaikumussalam boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa mas? 
M : Mailinda Ayu. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
M : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. Oya di semester ini kan temanya full debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
English? 
M :  Campur bahasa mbak.. 
R : Apa alasan mas menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
M : Soalnya saya tidak terlalu suka dengan bahasa Inggris, 
sebenarnya saya paling benci dengan bahasa Inggris. Kurang 
kosakatanya juga. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
M : Pertama ya banyak temen, terus dari Bilingual ini dapat ilmu dari 
tutor dan temen-temen juga, gitu. 
R : Oh begitu, terimakasih dek. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
M : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VIII 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Ambarwati Dwi L (AD) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, dek? 
AD : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
AD : Ambarwati Dwi. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
AD : PGMI 
R : PGMI. Oya di semester ini kan temanya full debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
English? 
AD : Awalnya kita kan bikin bahasa Indonesia terus diinggriskan, 
kadang pas debate kalau ngga tau ya pake bahasa Indonesia, tapi 
dicampur-campur mbak. 
R : Apa alasan mas menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
AD : Awalnya karena vocab, kata-kata bahasa Inggrisnya tidak 
menguasai banget gitu hlo mbak. Selain itu ngga PD takut salah. 
R : Oh gitu, Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di 
semester ini? 
AD : Menyenangkan, dari tutornya juga asyik. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
AD : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee IX 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Alfiah Nur Azizah (AN) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara,dek? 
AN : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh banget mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
AN : Alfiah Nur Azizah. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
AN : PGMI. 
R : PGMI. Oya dek, di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
AN : Biasanya kalau saya, saya menggunakan campur bahasa, bahasa 
inggris sama bahasa Indonesia. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
AN : Karena satu, karena saya tidak menguasai vocabularynya, saja 
jurusannya juga dari PGMI, kurang paham tentang bahasa inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di semester ini? 
AN : Menyenangkan juga menyedihkan mbak. Menyenangkan karena 
banyak teman, menyedihkannya karena waktunya mbak. 
R : Terimakasih ya dek. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
AN : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee X 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Reni Pratiwi (RP) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, dek? 
RP : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
RP : Reni Pratiwi. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
RP : PIAUD. 
R : PIAUD. Oya mas, di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
RP : Enggak mbak, nggak semuanya inggris, code mixing mbak. 
R : Apa alasan kenapa dek? 
RP : Karena artinya nggak tau jadi pakek bahasa Indonesia, 
vocabularynya kurang, saja jurusannya juga dari PIAUD, kurang 
paham tentang bahasa inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di semester ini? 
RP : Asik, dapat temen baru. 
R : Terimakasih ya dek. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
RP : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interview Group 39 
1. Interview with Tutor 
Time/ date : March, 29th 2017 
Place : Laboratorium room 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Alfa Arizki (A) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, maaf mengganggu waktunya. Boleh saya 
wawancara sebentar? 
A : O.. boleh mbak, silahkan. 
R : Menurut adek apa itu bilingual program? 
A : Itu kan kalau dibilingual program kan, jadi dari jurusan bahasa 
inggris belajar ke bahasa arab, kemudian yang jurusan bahsa arab 
belajar bahasa inggris, itu ya mbak, setauku. Tapi ternyata yang 
ada di FITK itu, PBI Ya PBI, PBI juga belajar inggris, PBA juga 
bahasa inggris. Dulu aku mikirnya yang bahasa inggris belajar 
bahasa arab, soalnya alih bahasa itu ya mbak. Tenyata cuman 
bahasa inggris semuanya. Itu katanya tujuannya untuk 
meningkatkan speakingnya juga. 
R : Menurut adek, apa pentingnya bilingual program? 
A : menurutku itu penting banget sih ya mbak, soalnya selain kita 
dapat di kelas, kita juga dapat diluat kelas, dan itu belajarnya sama 
temen-temaen sendiri, kesannya kan kaya ada tutor sebaya gitu kan 
ya, meskipun kadang kita nggak diajeni tapi kita bisa belajar sama 
temen itu kan enjoy gitu hlo daripada sama dosen itu kan takut atau 
apa gitu, enaknya itu sih. Kalau pentingnya itu siapa tau ini ya 
besok semisal kerja gitu ya, diluar gitu may be, bisa dikit-dikit lah 
speakingnya. 
R : Apa perbedaan materi di semester ini dengan materi sebelumnya. 
A : Dulu semester lima itu ada speech, presentation sama debate. 
Kalau untuk sekarang itu Cuma debate aja, jadi focus ke debate aja 
dan itu lebih ke argument gitu hlo mba, jadi kan gimana caranya 
kita bicara argumen kita dan itu pakai bahasa inggris, tapi kalau 
dulu  itu kan speech, kalau dulu itu kaya agak terstruktur , kalau 
debate itu nggak, jadi menurutku disemester ini mereka kaya 
ditekanin untuk bisa bahasa inggris gitu. 
R : Jurusan apa yang adek ampu? 
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A : Kalau aku ada PBA, PAI, sama PIAUD. 
R : Berapa anak? 
A : 11 anak 
R : Bilingual yang adek ampu itu dilaksanakan hari apa, jam berapa, 
dan dimana? 
A : Biasanya hari kamis ya mbak ya, di lab lantai satu, kalau kamis 
libur kita ganti hari rabu jam setengah tiga di lan lantai Satu 
R : Adek dalam menyampaikan pembelajaran menggunakan code 
mixing tidak? 
A : Iya mbak 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan code mixing dalam bilingual 
program? 
A : Jadi kita kan liat dari background nya dari temen-temen tutee ya 
mbak ya, dia kan dari jurusan PAI, PBA dan PIAUD mereka 
mungkin ngerti bahasa inggris tapi kan basicnya aja ngga begitu 
ngeh kan kita juga su‟udzon sih sebenernya tapi kan kita juga 
berprasangka baiknya itu ya semoga saja siapa tau kan 
menggunakan bahasa Indonesia mereka lebih mengerti buktinya 
saja pas dilapangan ketika aku menggunakan bahasa inggris 
mereka itu apa tho mbak artinya, bingung, yaudah aku putusin 
untuk combain indo-inggris itu tadi biar tau bahasa inggrisnya 
gimana bahasa indo nya gimana kayak gitu. 
R : Terimakasih dek atas waktunya. 
A : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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2. Interview with students 
Interviewee I 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Lala Lailatul Arofah (L) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Maaf mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara, boleh? 
L : Wa‟alaikumussalam mbak, iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
L : Lala Lailatul Arofah. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
L : Lala 
R : Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu debat 
itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
L : Campur bahasa sih mbak, tapi kadang ada satu hari yang inggris, 
ada yang campur. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
L : Karena sebagian ada yang paham, ada yang tidak. Vocabularynya 
kurang. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
L : Ya bagus juga sih mbak, bisa nambah pengalaman kita, nambah 
perbendaharaan kata walaupun sedikit. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
L : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee II 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Isnaini Fitriyanti (I) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Bolehmengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, boleh? 
I : Wa‟alaikumussalam, iya boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
I : Isnaini Fitriyanti. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
I : Isna. Dari Jurusan PIAUD. 
R : PIAUD. Di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
I : Campur bahasa mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
I : Saya sendiri itu menyadari kalau vocab saya kurang mbak, di mix 
gitu antara bahasa inggris dan bahasa Indonesia gitu 
R : Ada alasan lain? 
I : Karena saya dari jurusan PIAUD jadi kurang menguasai bahasa 
inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
I : Saya senang, bersyukur, Karena program ini kita dapat ilmu 
tentang bahasa inggris, nambah kosakata, nambah teman gitu 
mbak. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
I : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee III 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Novela Tiara Urba (N) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
N : Wa‟alaikumussalam mbak, iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
N : Novela Tiara Urba. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
N : Novela. 
R : Dari jurusan apa dek? 
N : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. Di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
N : Aku campur bahasa mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
N : Saya sendiri dari awal belum paham dalam bahasa inggris, kalau 
mau berbicara bahasa inggris itu masih sulit karena kurangnya 
kosakata mbak. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
N : Kesannya senang, nambah pengalaman,nambah teman dan 
nambah ilmu tentang materi debate. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
N : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee IV 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Nur Rohmah (NR) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
NR : Wa‟alaikumussalam mbak, iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
NR : Nur Rohmah. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
NR : Nur. 
R : Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu debat 
itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
NR : Campur bahasa mbak 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
NR : Karena saya jurusan PIAUD, jadi masih bingung dan vocabnya 
juga kurang mbak. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di semester ini? 
NR : Ya nambah pengalaman, nambah kosakata juga mbak. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
NR : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee V 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Erni Ismiatun (E) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
E : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh kak. 
R : Namanya siapa? 
E : Erni Ismiatun. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
E : Erni. 
R : Dari jurusan apa dek? 
E : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
E : Campur bahasa sih mbak. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
E : Karena saya dari jurusan PIAUD, jadi vocabnya kurang. Kalau 
penjelasan full inggris jadi kurang paham. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
E : Nambah teman, nambah ilmunya, terus mengerti tentang materi 
debate. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
E : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VI 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Widyawati Tri Utami (W) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
W : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
W : Widyawati Tri Utami. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
W : Widya. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
W : PIAUD 
R : PIAUD. Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full 
English? 
W : Campur bahasa  
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
W : Karena saya masih lemah dalam berbahasa inggris, kosakatanya 
juga kurang. Dalam memahami bahasa inggris itu masih butuh 
translate gitu 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
W : Menambah wawasan dalam belajar bahasa inggris, tau bagaimana 
membuat debate, menambah kosakata juga. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek ya. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
W : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VII 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Muh. Sirijjuddin Anas (A) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang mas, boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
A : Wa‟alaikumussalam boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa mas? 
A : Muh. Sirijjuddin Anas dari jurusan PAI. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
A : Anas. 
R : Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu debat 
itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
A :  Kalau dari saya sendiri jujur belum bisa bahasa inggris, maka 
dari itu saya mencampur bahasa. inggris dan bahasa Indonesia. 
R : Apa alasan mas menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
A : Salah satunya itu, saya kurang dalam kosakatanya, terus dalam 
merangkai kata itu masih dalam keadaan kebingungan. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual ini? 
A : Alhamdulillah saya mendapat ilmu walaupun sedikit tapi itu 
bermanfaat untuk saat ini dan yang akan datang. 
R : Oh begitu, terimakasih mas. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
A : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee VIII 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Romazani Hifayat (Z) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, Mas? 
Z : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
Z : Romazani Hifayat. Panggilannya Zani. 
R : Zani. Dari jurusan? 
Z : PAI 
R : PAI. Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan campur bahasa atau full English? 
Z : Campur bahasa sih mbak 
R : Apa alasan mas menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
Z : Karena ngga bisa bahasa inggris, karena jurusannya PAI. 
Kosakatanya juga kurang. Kurang menguasai. 
R : Oh gitu, Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di 
semester ini? 
Z : Asiklah, temannya banyak, dan Alhamdulillah dapat ilmu, 
walaupun satu atau dua kata, tapi itu bermanfaat untuk ke 
depannya.. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya mas. Wassalamu‟alaikum. 
Z : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interviewee IX 
Time/ date : June, 08th 2017 
Place : PPG Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Afif Shaleh Hamdani (A) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu waktunya 
sebentar untuk wawancara, Mas? 
A : Wa‟alaikumussalam, boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa? 
A : Afif Shaleh Hamdani. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
A : Afif. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
A : PBA. 
R : PBA. Oya mas, di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu menggunakan campur bahasa atau full Inggris? 
A : Saya campur bahasa, saya tidak terlalu paham bahasa inggris, 
cuma sedikit. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan mencampur bahasa itu kenapa? 
A : Karena vocabularynya kurang, saja jurusannya juga dari PBA, 
kurang paham tentang bahasa inggris. 
R : Apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti bilingual di semester ini? 
A : Asik, tidak menjenuhkan, aman. 
R : Terimakasih Mas. Assalamu‟alaikum. 
A : Wa‟alaikumsalam 
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Interview Group 67 
1. Interview with the Tutor 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Salma Safitri Daelani (S) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, selamat siang dek. Maaf mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara boleh? 
S : okey kak, nggakpapa. 
R : Menurut adek apa itu bilingual program? 
S : Bilingual itu kan kegiatan kampus dari FITK yang mana kita 
mempelajari dua bahasa antara bahasa inggris dan bahasa 
Indonesia. bahasa kita sendiri begitu kan kak. Jadi kegiatan yang 
dimaksud kampus itu kan kegiatan bilingual yang sangat ingin 
bahwa kita itu punya dua bahasa itu dan mampu to speaks English 
more. 
R : Oke, terus apa pentingnya mengikuti bilingual program ini dek? 
S : Of course, karena kita anak bahasa inggris biar kita bisa ngomong 
bahasa inggris  Jadi improve speaking skill dan lain-lainnya juga. 
Jadi ini ada sisi positifnya, ketika kita jadi anak bahasa inggris tapi 
juga ada sisi negatifnya juga, karena kita sering diajarkan speaking 
dimakul, tapi kita mengulanginya lagi di bilingual. 
R : Apa perbedaan materi bilingual di semester ini dengan materi 
sebelumnya. 
S : Kalau di semester kemarin kan lebih ke pidato, presentasi dan 
debat juga kan kak. Jadi kalau yang sekarang ini kita fokusnya ke 
debatnya kan kak, jadi cara kita ngomong, cara kita perdebatkan 
omongan temen kita itu kayak gimana gitu. 
R : Dalam menyampaikan pembelajaran, adek menggunakan code 
mixing atau full English? 
S : Mmenggunakan code mixing of course, sangat sulit kalau kita 
ngomong bahasa inggris terus karena tutee kita juga nggak yang 
high English banget nggak yang speakingable banget kan mbak, 
jadi kita code mixing juga in bahasa. karena biar lebih ngerti 
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merekanya juga, sama buat aku biar lebih gampang ngomongnya 
juga. 
R : Jurusan apa yang adek ajar? 
S : Ada dua, PBI dan Sastra Inggris. 
R : Berapa anak? 
S : 11 anak harusnya, tapi ada tiga anak tidak pernah masuk. 
R : Bilingual yang adek ampu itu dilaksanakan hari apa, jam berapa, 
dan dimana? 
S : Biasanya kita menyesuaikan jadwal kuliah ya mbak. Tapi lebih 
tepatnya kita seringnya di hari kamis, jam12. 
R : Dimana? 
S : Biasanya di gedung E, di E.102 
R :Oke. Terimakasih dek atas waktunya. Wassalamu‟alaikum 
S : Wa‟alaikumussalam, sama-sama mbak. 
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2. Interview with the students 
Interviewee I 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Dyah Nur Cahyani (D) 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, Maaf mengganggu dek waktunya sebentar 
boleh? 
D : Boleh kak. 
R : Okey, namanya siapa dek? 
D : Dyah Nur Cahyani. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
D : Dyah. 
R : Adek dari jurusan apa? 
D : PBI. 
R : Di semester ini kan materinya full debat ya dek, sewaktu debat itu 
adek menggunakan code mixing atau full English? 
D : Aku sih kebanyakan code mixing. 
R : Alasannya kenapa dek, adek menggunakan code mixing dalam 
debat itu? 
D : Dibeberapa tema yang digunakan di debat di kelompok kita itu 
kana da beberapa vocab yang aku sendiri belum faham tentang 
vocab baru itu, jadinya code mixing aja gitu. 
R : Kesan selama mengikuti Bilingual ini apa dek? 
D : Dari sekian tahap dari bilingual program, aku sih mikirnya 
sebenarnya ada banyak manfaat dari program ini, tapi kadang dari 
diri pribadi juga ada banyak halangan untuk berangkat, begitu. 
R : Terimakasih ya dek ya. 
S : Iya, sama-sama. 
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Interviewee II 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Nuniek Kurniasih (N) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, maaf mengganggu dek, saya mau wawancara 
sebentar boleh? 
N : Iya boleh mbak. 
R : Okey, namanya siapa dek? 
N : Nuniek Kurniasih. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
N : Nuniek dari jurusan PBI. 
R : Oya dek, di semester ini kan materinya full debat ya dek, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan code mixing atau full English? 
N : Code mixing. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan code mixing dalam debat itu dek? 
N : Vocabularynya kurang mbak, jadi bingung, jadi kan saking 
mentoknya yaudah pas itu dicampur aja. 
R : Ada alasan lain dek” 
N : Ada, gerogi. 
R : O gerogi, jadi vocabularynya amburadul ya” 
N : Iya, hilang semua. 
R : Terus apa kesannya adek tentang Bilingual ini dek? 
N : Kalau kesannya itu kita bisa bertambah ilmunya, bisa sharing-
sharing. 
R : O iya, terimakasih ya dek ya. 
N : Iya, sama-sama. 
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Interviewee III 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Dilla Nawang Kharisma (DN) 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum adek, Selamat siang. Maaf mengganggu 
sebentar untuk wawancara, boleh? 
DN : Boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
DN : Dilla Nawang Kharisma. 
R : Panggilannya siapa? 
DN : Dilla. 
R : Dilla, dari jurusan? 
DN : PBI. 
R : PBI. Oya di semester ini kan temanya debat ya dek ya, sewaktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan code mixing atau full English? 
DN : Code mixing. 
R : Apa alasan adek menggunakan code mixing dalam debat itu dek? 
DN : Karena ada vocab yang nggak tahu artinya mbak. 
R : Selain itu dek? 
DN : Selain itu, nggak ada. 
R : Nggak ada ya, terus apa kesannya adek selama mengikuti 
bilingual ini? 
DN : Ya senang sih, punya teman baru, vocabnya juga bisa tahu yang 
awalnya nggak tahu, tapi ya ada beban sedikit kalau tugas dari 
dosen yang lain kan banyak, gitu. 
R : Oh gitu, terimakasih ya dek ya. 
DN : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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Interviewee IV 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Jamilatul Istiqomah (J) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum dek, Selamat siang. Saya mau wawancara 
sebentar boleh dek? 
J : Boleh mbak. 
R : Namanya siapa? 
J : Jamilatul Istiqomah. 
R : Panggilannya siapa dek? 
J : Jamil. 
R : Oya ini kan, di semester ini kan materinya debat ya dek ya, full 
debat. Waktu debat itu adek menggunakan code mixing atau full 
English? 
J : Code mixing kak. 
R : Alasannya kenapa dek menggunakan code mixing dalam debat 
itu? 
J : Karena ada vocab yang susah gitu, ada yang saya nggak tahu 
bahasa inggrisnya apa gitu. 
R : Ada alas an lain? 
J : Alasan lain, mungkin udah tahu bahasa inggrisnya itu, tapi nggak 
keluar, udah ada di kepala, tapi nggak keluar di mulut, gitu. 
R : O gitu, terus apa kesannya adek mengikuti bilingual selama ini? 
J : Ya kesannya sih dapat menambah teman, menambah pengalaman, 
terus menambah vocab, gitu. 
R : Ohy, terimakasih ya dek ya. Maaf mengganggu. 
J : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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Interviewee V 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Mita Wahyuni (M) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, selamat siang dek. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara? 
M : Wa‟alaikumsalam mbak, iya boleh, nggakpapa. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
M : Mita Wahyuni. 
R : Oya ini, kan materinya di semester ini full debat ya dek ya. Waktu 
debat itu adek menggunakan code mixing atau full English? 
M : Pakai code mixing sih mbak. Kadang dicampur pakai bahasa 
Indonesia terus bahasa Inggris, malah kadang pakai bahasa Jawa, 
gitu sih. 
R : Alasannya adek menggunakan code mixing dalam debat itu apa 
dek? 
M : Apa ya, jujur saja saya kurang vocab mbak, kadang kalau 
ngomong itu masih bingung, masih mikir ini artinya apa sih, jadi 
gitu. 
R : Oya, terus apa kesannya adek mengikuti bilingual selama ini? 
M : Kesannya apa ya, lumayan senang sih mbak, maksudnya bisa 
saling bercanda, karena ini kan nggak formal-formal banget, ya 
tambah ilmu juga sih kadang males juga sih mbak kalau mau 
berangkat, males soalnya siang-siang udah selesai kuliah harus 
bilingual juga, males gitu sih. 
R : Oh ya, terimakasih ya dek atas waktunya. 
M : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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Interviewee VI 
Time/ date : June, 06th 2017 
Place : D Building 
Interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
Interviewee : Verla Haslinda (V) 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum adek, Selamat siang. Boleh mengganggu 
waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara dek? 
V : Iya boleh. 
R : Namanya siapa dek? 
V : Saya Verla Haslinda. 
R : Dari jurusan? 
V : PBI. 
R : PBI. Oya di semester ini kan materinya  full debat ya dek ya, 
sewaktu debat itu adek menggunakan code mixing atau full 
English? 
V :Jadi di bilingual ini menggunakan mixing, jadi menggunakan 
bahasa Indonesia juga menggunakan bahasa Inggris. 
R : Adek menggunakan apa? 
V : Saya menggunakan campuran juga, kadang bahasa Inggris kadang 
bahasa Indonesia juga. 
R : Apa alasan adek memix bahasa itu? 
V : Kan instan ya, jadi kalau kesulitan dalam menemukan vocab 
bahasa Inggrisnya itu jadi otomatis kita akan menggunakan bahasa 
Indonesia. 
R : Terus kesannya adek mengikuti bilingual ini apa dek? 
V : Kesan saya mengikuti bilingual ini yaitu pertama kita memiliki 
pengalaman, yaitu memiliki pengalaman dalam speaking itu 
sendiri, selain itu menambah teman, seperti itu. 
R : Terimakasih dek atas waktunya. 
V : Iya mbak, sama-sama. 
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Interview with Organizer of Bilingual Program 
 
Time/ date : March, 06th 2017 
place : Dean room 
interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
interviewee : Dr. Giyoto, M.Hum (G) 
 
R : Assalamu‟alaikum, maaf pak boleh wawancara sebentar? 
G : Boleh, silahkan. 
R : Menurut bapak, apa itu bilingual program? 
G : bilingual program ini sebetulnya adalah suatu strategi untuk 
membuat alumni fakultas FITK agar dipastikan bahwa alumninya 
bisa berbahasa inggris. kemudian bilingual program ini program 
yang sangat massif, yang melibatkan seluruh mahasiswa FITK dan 
program yang sangat panjang karena dari semester tiga sampai 
semester enam. kemudian strategi pembelajarannya adalah pet 
tutoring, pet tutoring itu sifatnya adalah teman melatih temannya 
atau teman sebaya. sehingga ini akan melatih baik yang ditutorin 
maupun sebagai tutor, tutor melatih mengembangkan untuk 
mengajar bahasa inggris, yang ditutori melatih dirinya untuk 
menguasai bahasa inggris. Hla kalau selama enam semester, hla 
kalau semester satu dua kan di PPB, kemudian disambung oleh 
fakultas semester tiga, empat, lima, enam dengan bilingual 
program. Harapannya dalam enam semester ini mahasiswa terus 
belajar bahasa inggris dan diakhir semester tujuh akan diuji 
memiliki kompetensi yang meyakinkan, yang memastikan  bahwa  
mereka bisa berbahasa inggris atau tidak. Kemudian semester enam 
sebetulnya sudah akan dilihat perkembangannya, artinya 
perkembangan penguasaan bahasanya, komunikasi bahasa 
asingnya mampu nggak untuk berkomunikasi setelah lulus. 
pokoknya fakultas tidak ingin mahasiswa FITK setelah lulus masih 
kursus bahasa inggris. jangan, bikin malu. oke itu gambaran secara 
umumnya. 
R : Apa pentingnya dan kenapa mahasiswa FITK harus mengikuti 
bilingual program? 
G : kenapa kok itu penting, karena apa? nanti, kita akan dihadapkan 
oleh persaingan dari luar Indonesia, dari perguruan lain, dari prodi 
lain. kalau kita nggak bisa menguasai persaingan dalam hal 
berkomunikasi, alumni kita akan menjadi pesuruh, orang yang 
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selalu disuruh, ngomong aja nggak bisa. nanti orang singapur 
kesini, orang Malaysia kesini, dan sekolahan-sekolahan itu sebagai 
pemakai alumni kita, pasti memilih guru yang bisa berbahasa 
asing. hla kalau alumni kita nggak bisa berbahasa inggris ya pasti 
akan ditinggalkan mereka, nggak akan dipilih. adanya MEA, ada 
globalisasi, ada banyak hal, semuanya adalah pakai bahasa 
internasional. hla berinteraksi ini kunci utama untuk menunjukkan 
kemampuan dirinya, sehebat apapun kemampuan seseorang kalau 
nggak punya kompetensi berinteraksi dengan bahasa asing 
nantinya, dia akan tertutup kehebatannya. 
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Time/ date : March, 06th 2017 
place : Lecturer room 
interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
interviewee : Puput Arianto, S.Pd, M.Pd (P) 
 
R : Menurut bapak, apa itu bilingual Program dan apa tujuan 
diadakan bilingual program ini pak? 
P : Bilingual program adalah salah satu program unggulan oleh FITK 
yang direncanakan oleh bapak dekan yang memiliki tujuan agar 
FITK itu memiliki skill di masyarakat, katakanlah skill mengajar 
itu nggak kelihatan, karena skill mengajar itu berupa praktek 
disuatu tempat tertentu, tapi kalau bilingual adalah suatu bahasa 
yang mana ketika orang, katakanlah mahasiswa PBI/ PAI nanti 
mereka diluar ndelalah ngomong dengan bahasa inggris otomatis 
kan tidak terbatasi oleh ruang dan waktu, kalau skill mengajar ada 
ruang dan waktunya, tujuannya kea rah situ, yaitu supaya jurusan 
PAI PBA pun bisa berbahasa inggris bukan hanya anak PBI. 
R : Apa latar belakang diadakan bilingual program? 
P : Latar belakangnya adalah pertama, rasa keinginan fakultas untuk 
memberikan skill yang bermanfaat bagi mahasiswa, kan kalau kita 
kaitkan dengan zaman sekarang ini, kan kita sudah masuk 
kaitannya dengan ekonomi ya, ekonomi kana da MEA, otomatis 
mahasiswa kita harus dibekali dengan skill-skill yang tidak mereka 
dapatkan dikeseluruhan mata kuliah artinya skill bahasa, kan tidak 
semua semua mahasiswa FITK kita nanti mungkin tidak semua 
mau menjadi guru. ada yang mau menjadi entrepreneur, nah kalau 
entrepreneur kan tidak bisa bahasa inggris kan nanti akan tersisih. 
R : kapan waktu pelaksanaan bilingual program? 
P : bilingual program itu dilaksanakan pada semester tiga, empat, 
lima, enam. harinya itu rabu-kamis, jamnya setelah dzuhur. 
biasanya sejalan dengan semester aktif. biasanya dilakukan selama 
sepuluh meeting. 
R : Siapa saja yang wajib mengikuti bilingual program? 
P : Semua mahasiswa FITK baik mentor ataupun mentee 
R : Apa pentingnya dan kenapa mahasiswa FITK harus mengikuti 
bilingual program? 
P : pertama,untuk kaitannya dalam kegiatan akademik, bilingual ini 
dibuat wajib karena ada sertifikatnya. jadi masing-masing semester 
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harus mendapatkan sertifikat, total mendapatkan empat sertifikat. 
jadi empat sertifikat itu nanti dikumpulkan sebagai syarat untuk 
munaqosyah. itu dari segi akademik. dari segi skill, skill artinya 
soft skill mereka yang dimiliki ketika nanti saat menjadi lulusan. 
skillnya untuk bisa berkomunikasi lancar dengan bahasa inggris. 
itu nanti akan menunjang kehidupan mereka selanjutnya. entah itu 
mereka menjadi guru atau menjadi seorang ibu atau menjadi 
entrepreneur atau di bidang lain-lainnya.  
R : Bagaimana proses pelaksanaannya? 
P : selama ini prosesnya lancer, ada mentor, mentee itu dikoordinir 
dan diajar oleh satu mentor, mentor itu diambil dari mahasiswa 
dari angkatan itu juga, karena kita percaya bahwa pembelajaran itu 
dilakukan oleh peer teaching artinya teman sebaya itu nanti sisi 
psikologis nya akan lebih nyaman, artinya ketercapaiannya lebih 
tinggi. kemudian dari evaluasi kemarin prosesnya berjalan lancer 
memang kalau kita menghitung dari 1600 itu tidak mungkin 
semuanya clear, mesti ada satu dua dari masing-masing kelompok 
yang bandel.  
R :Apa harapan bapak ke depan tentang bilingual program ini? 
P : harapan saya itu maju dalam segala aspek. aspek budgeting aspek 
proses, dan aspek lulusannya. budgetingnya diberikan budget yang 
lebih banyak, prosesnya, mahasiswa menyadari pentingnya 
bilingual mulai dari mentor dan mentee, kemudian hasilnya, dalam 
masyarakat mereka dapat menunjukkannya hasil dari program 
bilingualnya, yang mana ini menjadi ciri khas dari program FITK, 
tidak ada ditempat lain. 
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Time/ date : March, 06th 2017 
place : Lecturer room 
interviewer : Indah Nurliana (Researcher: R) 
interviewee : Sabariyanto, M.Hum 
 
R : Menurut bapak, apa itu bilingual Program? 
S : Program yang menjadi unggulan dr fakultas, yang dicanangkan 
dekan yang nanti diharapkan menjadi ciri khusus, khususnya dari 
FITK ini. 
R : Apa tujuan diadakan bilingual program 
S ; Diharapkan memiliki kemampuan dalam bahasa verbal yang 
dibutuhkan oleh society, lulusan jangan hanya pandai dalam 
ilmunya, tapi juga pandai dalam bahasa verbal kemampuan dalam 
komunikasi bahasa asing kurang menguasai, jadi harapannya, 
tujuannya agar mereka mempunyai kemampuan dalam bahasa 
verbal atau mengaplikasikan ilmu yang didapat di kampus. 
R : Apa pentingnya dan kenapa mahasiswa FITK harus mengikuti 
bilingual program? 
S : Karena selepas mereka lulus tentunya mereka akan hidup di 
social/ di masyarakat kalau nanti mereka tidak memiliki 
kemampuan khususnya dalam bahasa inggris atau bahasa arab, 
sedangkan mereka lulus dari kampus notabennya kampus islam, itu 
hanya menjadi mahasiswa kebanyakan yang tidak memiliki nilai 
plus, apalagi tantangan era global yang diwajibkan bahwa mereka 
menguasai bahasa asing, maka dari itu penting banget mahasiswa 
mengikuti Bilingual program ini. 
R : Apa latar belakang diadakan bilingual program? 
S : Latar belakang diadakan program karena ini bersumber pada 
bapak dekan bahwa kemampuan bahasa asing di FITK ini masih di 
bawah rata-rata, maka perlu pembelajaran lebih intensif mengarah 
kesana dan akhirnya terfikirkan bagaimana meningkatkan skill 
mereka dalam berbahasa asing, akhirnya muncul latar belakang 
diadakan program ini. 
R : kapan waktu pelaksanaan bilingual program? 
S : Bilingual ini diadakan untuk mahasiswa semester 3, 4, 5, 6. 
Harinya pada hari rabu dan kamis. 
R : Siapa saja yang wajib mengikuti bilingual program? 
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S : Semua mahasiswa FITK semester 3, 4, 5, 6 wajib mengikuti. 
R Bagaimana proses pelaksanaannya? 
S : Prosesnya dalam pembelajaran, mereka dibuat kelompok-
kelompok kecil yang terdiri dari 8-12 per kelompok, dan masing-
masing kelompok ada tutor teman sebaya, kemudian tutor ini yang 
jumlahnya 125 itu nanti dipandu oleh instuktur/ mentor, mentornya 
20. 20 ini akan ngurusi 125 tadi. 
R : Apa harapan bapak ke depan tentang bilingual program ini? 
S : Harapannya untuk FITK, karena ini merupakan suatu program 
unggulan ya tentunya harus berbarengan dengan semua program 
kerja yang dicanangkan oleh unit itu akan diakomodir oleh pihak 
dekanat atau fakultas, terlebih dalam anggarannya/ budgetnya. 
Harapannya saya untuk unit akan lebih maju dan berkembang ke 
depannya tentunya harapannya mengarah ke fakultas untuk 
mengcover untuk kegiatan ini, harapan keduanya untuk mahasiswa 
setelah mengikuti kegiatan ini, bener-bener setidaknya 
meningkatkan bahasa verbal mereka dalam bahasa asing, sehingga 
setelah mereka lulus dari sini bisa menghadapi segala tantangan di 
masyarakat. 
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